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American Cetacean Society - Monterey Bay Chapter
January 2004
The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Please join us for
refreshments at 7:00
Speaker: Hirofumi Sano,
Nicholas School of the
Environment and Earth
Sciences, Duke University
Title: Whale Watching:
does pre-trip education
add to the enjoyment of
whale watching customers
on Monterey Bay? A whale watda passenger looks at pre-trip educational graphics.
AMEmCANCETACEANsocmTY-MONTEREYBAYC~R
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STAnON. Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
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Date: Thursday,
January 29th
Today, whale watching is one of the most popular forms of nature-based tourism (eco-tourism) and can be
found in coastal regions throughout the world. One ofthe unanswered questions is its interrelationship with
environmental education. The focus ofHiro's study is to identify the effectiveness ofcustomer education by
answering the following question: "Can pre-trip education about whales and the Monterey Bay ecosystem add to
the customer's enjoyment of a whale watch experience?"
For the purpose of this study, educational posters were designed, and pre-trip educational orientations were
organized. To measure the effectiveness, a first post-trip survey (without pre-trip education) was taken from 204
whale watching customers, and a second survey (with pre-trip education) was taken from 202 whale watching
customers. Survey collection took place in Summer 2003. Whale watching customers were asked to participate
in this self-administered survey after the trip, on the dock This research was accomplished in full cooperation
with Monterey Bay Whale Watch, a commercial trip operator. The presentation will also include photographs
of the principal species ofmarine mammals observed on these trips. Educating visitors can not only make their
trip more enjoyable but can also convey a strong conservation message.
This study is part ofa Master's Degree ofEnvironmental Management at Duke University. Please join us for a
report on a pioneering study and learn about the expectations and trip approval factors of local whale watch
passengers. Local people involved with eco-tourism should also find this program of interest.
ACS MonleR)' Bay Chapter website: YIWW.starrsites.comlacsmbl
ROPKINS MARINE STATION lIBRAa:\'
CbapterBoard. i003/4 A lvlessage from ACS Monterey Bay President Jeny Loomis
Every January we hold an election. This year the members of the
board listed here have agreed to continue in their positions. It
would be a good idea for ACSr.AB members to come forward and
assist the current board, thereby learning the pleasures of serving
with a dynamic bunch of people who are doing a good job for a
worthy cause. Contact Jerry Loomis and volunteer!
Election of Chapter Officers
Happy New Year!
We are looking forward to a great 2004, with a full and energetic
board. We will be doing three whale watching trips this year: two
for gray whales and one in the summer for blue whales and
humpbacks. Our monthly educational programs will continue to
be on the cutting edge of research and what's current in the marine
environment. We will be fully funding three college research
grants and looking for other ways to aid in marine mammal
research. The ACS national conference will be held on the Queen
Mary in Long Beach in November this year, so we'll be sending
out more information on that upcoming event - we hope to have a
large turn out from Monterey.
See you at the meetings and our chapter activities.
Jerry
Katy Castagna, TreasUrer
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Calendar
Jan. 10: Whale watch. 8 a.m. Members $15, others $18
Monterey Whale Watching/Sport Fishing on
Fisherman's Wharf. See flyer insert.
Jan. 29: Regular meeting, see cover.
Feb. 26: Regular meeting
Illustrations credits: Photographs by Esta Lee Albright, spenn whale cartoon by Nina
Barbaresi for Dover Publications, line ofdolphins silhouettes by Robert Western for Soundings, gray whale
drawing by Robin Makowski for Cetaceanery.
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Southbound - Gray whales
are headed to Mexican lagoons
The annual, anticipated, celebrated. and
predictable migration is out there again. Gray
whales (Eschrichtius robustus) first appear in
late fall, probably the pregnant females making a
run for the warm calm lagoons and safe
nurseries of Baja, with the rest of the 22.000+
population coming along through January. As
with most baleen whales, theirs is a cycle of
feeding in cold, nutrient-rich water, then
migrating to warm water where calves are born.
Most details of this account are by Mary Lou
Jones and Steven L. Swartz. in Encyclopedia of
Marine Mammals (Academic Press, 2002).
Gray whales' favorite food, amphipods, dwell
in bottom sediments, thick and plentiful in
shallow parts of the Bering Sea and southwest
Chukchi Sea. For example, the Chirikov Basin
(near the Bering Strait) has the most productive
amphipod beds in the world. The feeding
grounds support the largest number of bottom-
feeding marine mammals in the world, including
walrus, bearded seals and sea otters. A gray
whale feeds steadily for five months and
consumes primarily amphipods, but may extend
opportunistically to 80 different species (such as
mysids. crab larvae, herring eggs).The whales
are constantly moving around these shallow
oceans. near shore or on shallow mud flats.
When the days shorten and early ice forms,
whales turn south. Some leave as early as mid-
August. The length of their migration varies,
7500 to 10,000 km depending on their starting
points. By Sep.• whales are leaving the Beaufort
and east Siberian seas and converging on the
Chuckchi. In Oct. and Nov., they arrive in the
Bering Sea. 90 % exit the Bering Sea between
mid Nov. and late Dec.• through the Unimak
Pass. Whales that summer off California and
British Columbia join southbound migrants in
early winter. The main body of the population
passes through CA over a six week period. By
Feb., some whales are still passing Monterey
going south, while others are seen already
headed north. The migration route south of
Monterey is along the Big Sur coast, but it turns
offshore south of Point Conception, making their
way outside the Channel Islands. They once
again are near the coast in northern Baja.
What is it like to swim several thousand miles
along a coast that is in many places highly
populated with humans, in the midst of vessel
traffic, coastal development, pollution, military
activities, noise, oit and gas exploration,
entangling fishing gear, native whalers and
poachers? For one thing, gray whales are
efficient swimmers. They minimize their energy
expenditures, maximize their range and swim at
depths that minimize total drag. Migrant travel
involves dives of 3 - 5 minutes, with 3 % of their
time at the surface breathing. During a dive,
they may travel 300 m, surface to blow 3 - 5
times at intervals of 15-30 sec., and make a
bushy spout 3 - 4 m high. The lovely curve of
the 10-foot tail flukes is seen above the water at
the beginning of most dives. Even though most
dives are shallow, the maximum known dive
depth is 170 m.
We still don't know by what methods they find
their way down the continental shelf. Baleen
whales are not considered social animals and
even first-time migrating young whales may be
alone. We do know they are sensitive to sound.
Early whalers remarked on their reactions to the
mere sound of oars in the water. We also know
the shoreline is noisy with breaking waves, surf
and kelp critters. Vocalizations merge well with
the background noise of the shore. Vocalizing
most common on migration are tonal moans.
though the grays' "vocabulary" includes rasps,
croaks, snorts, groans, grunts, pops, roars.
quick series of clicks, metallic knocks, gongs,
and even belches. They also may use the
sounds made by explosive exhalations from their
blowholes, which bring huge bursts of bubbles.
or similar blasts of bubbles from the sides of the
mouth. Some of the distance-reaching calls may
provide a simple sonar, echoes from changing
seafloor or distant seamounts. Recordings
around the submarine canyon tell us the whales
tend to be silent when crossing it. Being in
boats near grays has shown us the concealment
of a shallow, slow blow - acoustic methods to
avoid predators.
With the breach and spyhop, when the whales'
heads are above the water's surface, they may
be looking around. They see moderately well in
both air and water, and they may have weak
color vision. Stereoscopic vision is forward and
(Please turn to page 6)
December Surprises Recent Marine Mammal Si2htings
The following reports were compiled and posted on the web
by Monterey Bay Whale Watch. For more up to date lists,
go to http://www.gowhales.com/sighting.htm
12/15 25 Risso's Dolphins
12/13 250 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
4
No trip (weather)
2 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
30 Risso's Dolphins
3 Humpback Whales
30 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
230 Risso's Dolphins
250 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
500 Risso's Dolphins
150 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
2 Humpback Whales
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
12/4
1215
12/7
12/9
12/8
12116 2 Gray Whales
2 Humpback Whales
500 Risso's Dolphins
12/6 60 Killer Whales (offshore type)
5 Killer Whales (transient type)
12/12 20 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
500 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
1000 Risso's Dolphins
12/17 a.m. 250 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
1500 Risso's Dolphins
12117 p.m. t Blue Whale
I Killer Whale
250 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
t 500 Risso's Dolphins
12/20 1 Killer Whale
12/18 2 Gray Whales
Date ## Type of Animal(s)
12/21 p.m. 7 Gray Whales
12/21 a.m. 6 Gray Whales
The traditional thing to do in December is
to shut down on boat activity, put them in
drydock, do repairs, consolidate data, and
wait for the gray whales to increase in
number. This year, whale watch
companies stayed on the water through
December and sightings were often
surprising. For instance, there were
humpbacks and a few blue whales seen at
various locations. These baleen whales
migrate to wann water for mating and
giving birth in the winter. Historical
records show possible winter-over
presence, but not in large numbers. On
Dec. 7, two adult humpbacks and a calf
were moving slowly and stopped for
flipper slaps, tail swishes and breaches.
On the 16lh, four gray whales were in the
area, and so were two humpbacks in the
canyon west of Moss Landing. A rather
small blue whale was seen in the Carmel
Canyon on Dec. 17! Dolphins, including
orcas, kept us on our toes. An
undetennined number of Offshore Killer
Whales visited the area on Dec. 6,
followed by a pod of Transient Killer
Whales, perhaps by coincidence.
According to Nancy Black, the transients
were a pod rather new to us, being seen for
the first time this winter. As usual, the
mysterious Offshores were new, too.
About 127 Middle School children from
Modesto were excited to see a single Killer
Whale near Point Lobos on Dec. 17, with
some of the kids yelling out that they saw
"Free Willy." This single male has been
recorded traveling with a pod, but if a
single orca is sighted, it's bound to be this
male,
according to Nancy. There were pods or
herds of more than a hundred Risso's and
Longebeaked Common Dolphins from time
to time. By the holiday week, gray whales
were migrating past the Bay in comforting
numbers. They look plump and sleek this
year - it may have been a good summer on
the feeding grounds.
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Saturday
January
10th,2004
Explore
M
onterey
Bay
to
find
Gray
W
halesduring
the
peak
oftheir
migration.
W
e
will
also
see
other
m
arine
creatures
such
as
sea
otters,
sea
lions,harbor
seals,
and
a
variety
of
seabircLs.
Expertlocal
naturalists
willlead
this
tw
o
hour
adventure.
So,
com
e
aboard
and
adventure
o
utinto
the
bay
to
see
all
the
spectacular
sights
itholds.
It
will
certainly
m
ake
yourday!
M
ilos
Radakovich
andJeny
loom
is
will
narrate
the
trip.
TIM
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11/24 5 Humpback Whales
I Sperm Whale
8 Bottlenose Dolphins
11/23 9 Humpback Whales
7 Dall's Porpoise
11122 300 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1300 Risso's Dolphins
200 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
11121 5 Humpback Whales
15 Dall's Porpoise
11120 I Blue Whale
5 Killer Whales
11/19 2 Humpback Whales
30 Risso's Dolphins
11/18 150 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1200 Risso's Dolphins
6 Dall's Porpoise
11/17 5 Huoipback Whales
175 Risso's Dolphins
6 Dall's Porpoise
Transient Killer Whale CA 165
Often Alone
11/16 2 Blue Whales
5 Killer Whales
300 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1212 2 Humpback Whales
1400 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
350 Nonhern Right Whale Dolphins
12/1 No trip (weather)
11130 2 Humpback Whales
5 Killer Whales
45 Risso's Dolphins
11115 p.m.
11/15 a.m.
11/14
12 Humpback Whales
650 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
300 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
9 Humpback Whales
35 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
I5 Dall's Porpoise
10 Humpback Whales
I BlueWhale
11/27 No trip (Thanksgiving)
11/26 2 Humpback Whales
I Sperm Whale
11/28 2 Humpback Whales
5 Killer Whales
75 Risso's Dolphins
11129 2 Humpback Whales
250 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1200 Risso's Dolphins
400 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
5 Humpback Whales
I Sperm Whale
30 Risso's Dolphins
9 Humpback Whales
20 Risso's Dolphins
6 Dall's Porpoise
8 Humpback Whales
I Killer Whale
8 Humpback Whales
40 Risso's Dolphins
45 Risso's Dolphins
12 Dall's Porpoise
16 Humpback Whales
450 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
2000 Risso's Dolphins
500 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
11/11
11/13
11/12
11/10
11/9 a.m.
11/9 p.m.
3 Humpback Whales
1000 Risso's Dolphins
500 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
SO Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1200 Risso's Dolphins
30 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
1112S
6
Which whale swallowed Jonah ?t hlu I!
A little girl was talking to her teacher about whales. The teacher said.
it was physically impossible for a whale to swallow a human because even
though it was a very large mammal its throat was very small. The little
girl stated that Jonah was swallowed by a whale. Irritated, the teacher
reiterated that a whale could not swallow a human; it was physically impossible.
The little girl said. "When [ get to heaven [ will ask Jonah". The teacher asked,
"What if Jonah went to hell?" The little girl replied, "Then you ask him".
That's a joke, ofcourse, but whale watch passengers, as well as children in school, often ask two "which
whale" questions:
"Which whale swallowed Jonah?" And "What kind of whale was Moby Dick?"
The latter is easy - it was a white sperm whale. In the nineteenth century the whaling indusny had a major
influence on human culture, including literature and Hennan Melville. A few years ago, television photog.
raphers were able to film a white calf in a pod ofsperm whales in the Atlantic. They merely reported its
presence and didn't enter into the symbolism of the aggressive white sperm whale in the novel.
The throat ofa baleen whale is small compared to the size of the animal, but these whales eat food in
swanns of small individuals - our local krill is only about an inch long. So, Jonah may not have been gulped in
by a baleen whale. So, what about the rest ofJonah's experience - three days in the stomach of the whale (or
fish - it must be remembered that "whale" and "fish" were used interchangeably and the translation of the Old
Testament story may have been either animal). Considering gastric activity, that also may raise questions.
But then, there's the work of scientists that studied whale biology on the decks of whaling ships. In 1958,
the Dutch scientist E. J. Slijper, published his book Walvissen (translated, Whales). "In the 6 Y2 feet by 4 3/4
feet fore-stomach ofa 24-foot Killer Whale was found to contain 13 porpoises and 14 seals." None of them
were reported to still be alive like Jonah. Slijper even gives his opinion of the swallowing story: "While no one
really believes that Jonah could have lived inside a whale, the one Cetacean stomach he could even have
entered is that of the Sperm Whale, for both the pharynx and the oesophagus (nonnal width 4·5 inches) ofall
other whales are far too narrow to admit a man. Big Rorquals can probably distend their oesophagus to 10
inches, but even that is not big enough to allow them to swallow a man. Killers, which can swallow seals and
porpoises whole, have a much wider oesophagus, and the Sperm Whale which gulps down thirty-four feet long
giant squids could certainly have swallowed Jonah. Budker, in his book Baleines et Baleiniers, mentions the
story of a sailor being swallowed by a Sperm Whale, but there is, ofcourse, no authentic account ofanyone
ever having emerged alive from such an ordeal."
•• •• ••
Southbound Continued from page 2
downward and they probably can estimate distance. Eyes are sensitive to dim light and improve
contrast/resolution underwater. The sense of touch is well developed but there still is conjecture
about ability to smell and taste. There are some sense buds at the back of the tongue that may aid in
chemoreception through taste. One of the interesting local research theories was to suppose whales
could receive travel cues from others that have gone before them, including oil and sloughed skin.
Almost as interesting as proposing theories about gray whales is the interaction of the whales on
migration: with each other and with other cetaceans. Mating is promiscuous. There is lengthy
courting behavior and we have seen the rubbing, rolling, stroking of two or three whales on both south
and north migrations. There is no apparent fighting, even when groups are involved: pairs as many
as 20 whales together and regrouping. Conception is most often predicted in late Nov. and Dec.
6
during the southbound migration.
Orcas cooperatively hunt grays. especially calves. Reports that orcas eat only the tongues are not
necessarily true, as a gray whale calf headed north could furnish 1000 pounds of food to any number
of orcas, as witnessed off Monterey last spring. Rake mark scars from teeth are seen on liVing
whales. which tells us they sometimes successfully ward off attacks. If cornered, grays may go into
ushock," floating motionless at the surface, stomach up. This behavior has been seen here as a result
of fast swimming~umping around the whales by Risso's dolphins and/or Pacific white-sided dolphins.
Boaters in small, stationary skiffs are wamed they should make noise as whales approach. Whale
watch boats sitting motionless have seen startle reactions by whales approaching the sides of the
vessels. Do the whales swim along in a dream mode at times? Perhaps. They are
not observed to stop and rest for long times
during migration, except for mom/calf pairs. Resting behavior is recorded among all ages in the
breeding lagoons. Cetaceans are famous for their ability to remain alert with half the brain while
resting the other half, thereby "remembering" to surface and breathe.... and what else? Early
migration monitors report fairly steady swimming. It's a long way to go: the southward migration is 55
days, average. with a swim speed of 7 - 9 km (roughly 4 - 5miles)/hour, making 144 -185 km/day. The
whales are slower on the northward migration, at 4.5 kmlhour and 88-127 km (roughly 55 - 80)miles
Iday. On the northward migration. we've sometimes seen attempts at opportunistic feeding - such as
gulp-filtering streams of upwelling krill in the late spring. When pursued, the grays may reach 13
\(.m/hour but can maintain that only for a few hours. Bursts of speed under duress may hit 16 km (10
milesJlhour.
Because of their annual nearshore appearance during a time when festivals and fishing (and other
activities for tourists) are less frequent, the gray whales are the best known of our local cetaceans. A
depressingly large percentage of local people don't even know they have about a dozen different
species of whales and dolphins within sighting distance off and on through the months. Even though
they are famous, and though they have been removed from the list of Endangered Species, they still
are at risk from climate change, global warming, pollution, and even the whaling controversy. The
Atlantic gray whales were gone from the European side of that ocean by 500 AD, and from the
American side by the late 17th or early 18th century, due to whaling. The remnant population of
Western Pacific Gray Whales is not in good shape. So, flock to the boats, stand on cliffs by the sea,
look and take joy from "our" grays that are out there right now. -ala
Magnum Force,
Leon Oliver, Capt,
Monterey Whale
Watching Co.
The vessel for our
fund-raising whale
watch cruise on
Jan. 10
7
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Cbapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
www.starrsjtes.com/acsmb/
GRAY WHALE WATCH
Boat emise
Fund-raiser for ACSMB
JAN. to
See details inside
Hopkins Marine Station Library
Ocean View Blvd.
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Nonprofit
Organization
U.S, Postage
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Monterey, CA
Pennit No. 338
Active,S35
Studentll'eacherlSenior. $25 Subscription
American Cetacean Society Membership Application
Please circle one: New Membc:r.ihiplSubsaiption Renewal MembershipiSubscription Gift MembersbiplSubscription
jMembc:rsbi'p Levels and Annual Dues. Please circle one:
lJ,.iretime, S7SO ContributiDg, S250 Foreign. $45
Palron, $500 Supporting, $750 Family, $4S
Only. $1 Slyear/ll issues (not entitled 10 membership benefits)
~ircle one: Check VISa Mastercard CRdit Card Number Exp. Date, _
Signature _
NtIIJIe, _
Mailingaddrcss, _
City Stale Zip _
Make cbeckl payable to: ACSI Moaterey Bay Cbapter
Return to: Membenhlp Secretary, ACS Moatere)' Ba)' Chapter
P.O. Bol HE. PadOc Grove, CA 93950 ACS Cbapter:#24
Welcome '0 Soundings! Won " you become a member ofACS Monterey Bay?
The American Cetacean Society engages in education. conservation, and scientific pursuits - for the purpose of
expanding scientific knowledge of whales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures.
~undin5s
American Cetacean Society - Monterey Bay Chapter February 2004
The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, February 26th
Time: 7:30 pm
Please join us for refreshments
at 7:00 pm
Speaker: Bridget Watts,
Moss Landing Marine Laboratories
Title: Western Gray Whales:
Overview and Current Concerns
for the Population
Two geographically separate populations ofthe gray whale, Eschrichtius robustus, inhabit the North
Pacific. While the eastern stock has successfully rebounded from exploitation, the western, or Korean-
Okhotsk, population has not. It is designated "critically endangered" by the World Conservation Union
(IUCN) and is thought to number approximately a mere 100 individuals. Research began offnortheastern
Sakhalin Island, Russia, in 1995, at the site of the only known feeding grounds, near Pilton Lagoon. This
area is undergoing intense development for oil and gas extraction by multiple consortiums, including the
U.S. corporations. Additional concerns for western gray whales include low genetic diversity, small number
ofbreeding animals, and a male-bias in the population.
Our speaker has done field work in the area ofSakhalin Island and is one of the few scientists who have
been able to reach this remote region.
Please join us to learn ofthis critically endangered population which, although genetically distinct from
our local coastal animals, is never-the-Iess a vital part ofthe gray whale story.
(Map from web site www.pacificenvironment.org/nusialwhaleweek)
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter website: www.S!!!miIes.ccmlacsmb/
ffOP~ThlS ~AR1Ne ·STATION Ll8RA~ FE82200ft
Chapter Board. 2003/~ CALENDAR
Jerry Loomis. President cl
Special Events
Loomjs@mbay.net
February 26 and March 25: Regular meetings with programs, Monterey
Bay Chapter, ACS, 7:30 p.m. See this issue and the next ofSoundings for
announcements. Public welcome.
Katy Castagna. Tn:asurer
Katy@Mootem'S,Com
Sally F.astbam, Membership Secn:tary
cl NewslcUer Mailing
Seasthm@monl£rey.kI2.ca·us
Until Sometime in February: Pacific Grove is home to the Monarch Grove
Sanctuary. Each winter, thousands ofMonarch Butterflies cluster together
on the pines and eucalyptus of the Sanctuary. Arriving in October, these
hardy insects will overwinter until February, when they will join the spring
Monarch migration, spreading northward and eastward, hunting for
milkweed plants on which to lay their eggs. ( www.pgmuseum.org)
Diano Glim. Publicily
Diage@CoastwpcIdy·c;gm
Through February, Saturdays and Sundays, 10 a.m. to noon: Whale
watching with State Park rangers at the overlook 1 mile north ofJulia
Pfeiffer Burns State Park, 37 miles south ofCarmel River. CA State Parks,
Big Sur: 667-2315
Carol Maehr. CoDscrvatioD Chair
c1tI11P!@wprldl!!jutt.net
Barbara Oliver, NewsleUcr Mailing
bordb@aol·com
February 21: "From Sandy Shores to Salty Seas," Teacher Workshop at
Camp Sea Lab. Open free ofcharge to all educators, but anyone planning to
attend should call 582-3681, Camp Sea Lab, Seaside, CA.
Srimtific Adyiloa Committee
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Apr/lIS, Deadline to submit proposals/or ACS-Monterey Bay Student
Research Grants: The request for proposals ( from students conducting
research about cetaceans or other marine mammals) has been issued. For a
copy of the RFP, contact ACS Monterey Bay grants program leader Alan
Baldridge. See list ofACS board for email address.
April 28 - 29, 2004: Symposium, "Cetacean Systematics: Approaches in
Genetics, Morphology and Behavior." Sponsored by Southwest Fisheries
Science Center, Northwest Fisheries Science Center and U.S. Marine
Mammal Commission, in assoc. with the Center for Marine Biodiversity and
Conservation, and Scripps Inst. OfOceanography. The symposium will
address the shortcomings in our understanding ofspecies-level and
subspecific variation in cetaceans in relation to their conservation and
management For more infonnation, contact sarah.mesnick@noaa.gov.
Jud Vaudcvetc
Ierry Loomis
Libby OsDes-Erie
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
WW\utansites,comIacsmbl
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove. CA 93950
Webmastcr: Evdyu Starr
Soundi"lf. ACS Newsletter. Editor
Esta Lee Albright
cstake@i1!reash,C5!Dl
Alan Baldridge.
Tom Kicc:JehcCcr
IoGucmro
Esta Lee Albright
Milos Radakovich, Historian
. nulos@mbay.net·
S/allIlIn _
Welcome to Soundings! Won't you
consider becoming a member ofACS:
for knowledge ofwhales, dolphins,
porpoises and related creatures.
NIlIIo _
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.... pa)'aIIlt1D: ACS/ MaalmJ., CIlapIa'
ID: tdIaIIonIIIp .....,.ACS~., CllapCa
P.o. lin HE. ....e-CA lQ950
91 Monterey Folks See Gray Whales the ACS Way
by Jerry Loomis
Chapter President
I have to tell you that our Gray Whale Watching fund raiser was a wonderful success. 91 of us
left the dock at 8:05 a.m. on the Magnum Force, skippered by Capt. Leon Oliver ofMonterey
Sport Fishing. We made a brief stop to look at hundreds of California Sea Lions on the Coast
Guardjetty, and then promptly made our way out into Monterey Bay.
I started the narration as the trip progressed out past the Point Pinos Lighthouse. I happily
turned the mic over to our own impressive and entertaining Historian and Naturalist Milos
Radakovich, who gave a non-stop auditory Marine Mammal performance that was enjoyed by
everyone.
As we approached the mile buoy our deck hand AJ (also called "Acuvision") spotted our fIrst
pod of Whales. This was one of several pods that we saw that morning along with a pair of
Common Dolphins. In general, it was a great trip with relatively calm seas, and excellent
visibility.
We will be making another trip on February 14th, so please tell your friends, because these trips
fund college students' research projects.
I also want to thank Sally Eastham, Diane Glim, Katy Castagna, and Dave Zaches for their
help. And, the skipper and Monterey Sport Fishing who received no remuneration for their
contributions.
And, thanks to all who came that morning.
Ed. Note: The gray whale mom and calfdrawing is by Robin Makowski from the "Gray Whale Teaching Kit,"
copyright American Cetacean Society, 1983. A copy of the kit surfaced in the editor's garage recently. Do any
ofyou remember it? There are informational articles and drawings, word and number games, activities and
teaching aids, and an audio tape that goes with a filmstrip. Filmstrip? That's a kind ofmedia that predates
video in the classroom. However, the kids' activities sheets are still good fun, so ifyou'd like to borrow this
newly-found relic, contact me at estalee@inreach.com
Resident orca population in Puget Sound is
stabilizing. "The encouraging news this year about
the Southern Residents is that their numbers are
growing slightly. As ofpress time [for the
Fall/Winter 2003 issue ofCetus, newsletter ofThe
Whale Museum, Friday Harbor, WA] there are 85...
And the other positive news is that the proportion of
breeding males is also increasing. Researchers are
fairly certain that the three Southern Resident pods -
J, K and L - breed among each other. In other words,
a baby born to a J Pod mother was fathered by a male
in either K or L pods. Because there are far more
females than males in the Southern Resident
Community and because males generally don't live
as long as females, breeding males are a precious
commodity'" -
Oil Spill Raises Concernlor Orcas, ACS (Natl.)
Conservation Report. Jan. 2004:
In December, wildlife biologists discovered a new orca
calf in waters only 15 miles from the spot most
contaminated by an oil spill a few days before, creating
fears that the baby whale could be harmed. The family of
whales the new calf was bam into, known as K-pod, was
seen off of Vashon Island on the day after the Edmonds-
area spill. Vashon Island is considerably south of the
most contaminated area, directly west of Shoreline on the
K1tsap Peninsula. With the new baby, K-pod was seen off
of Whidbey Island near MUkilteo, which means the family
could have been exposed to the oil as it moved north. The
spill occurred near Edmonds and migrated across Puget
Sound to the Kitsap Peninsula. Female orca give birth
every three to five years, which means any birth is critical
to the species' survival. About 4,800 gallons of oil spilled
into the Sound when a Foss Maritime barge was overfilled
off Point Wells near Edmonds. Most of the oil was
removed from the water, or had washed up or was just
offshore of a two-mile section of beach between Point
Jefferson and the community of Indianola on the Kitsap
Peninsula. -
Keiko dies in Norway olpneumonia, ACS Conserv.
Report 1/04 Star of the "Free Willy" films, and the
first captive orca to be returned to the wild, he swam
to freedom in 2002. Methods used to re-educate
Keiko are giving hopes for rehab oforca calves
separated from their pods this past year in WA. -
News
Orcas
Bit e S
Gray Whales
ACS Los Angeles chapter is doing its amlual count
ofgray whales that utilize nearshore waters of Palos
Verdes Peninsula, approx. 8 miles north ofL.A.
harbor. The study is staffed by teams of trained
volunteers from ACS. the Cabrillo Whalewatch
Program. and the general public. See their web site
http;/Iwww.acs-Ia.orglGWCensus.htrn There is no
gray whale census at Big Sur this year.
Pacfflc Gray Whales Threatened by Gas Project's
Impact, ACS Conservation Report, Jan. 2004 In late
Nov.• 2003. a coalition of conservationists urged the
Export Import Bank ofthe U.S. to deny financing to
an international oil consortium project that threatens
the critically endangered western Pacific gray whale.
Scientists estimate there are only some 130 ofthe
western gray whales remaining in the world and fear
the project will harm the waters around Russia's
Sakhalin Island, the species' only known summer
feeding ground. A web site for action information is
hUp://www.pacificenvironment.org excerpted here:
The Western Pacific Gray Whale spends from May to November
- the ice-free season· in its timited feeding area. building up
enough fat to survive its winter migration. The icy sea around
Sakhalin is teeming with life and creates the perfect. and only,
feeding grounds for these graceful creatures. In the last few
years, life has taken a tum for the worse for these beautiful
giants. Their feeding grounds, unfortunately, coincide with the
location oflarge offshore oil and gas deposits. And now, two
international oil consortiums led by Shell and ExxonMobil are
drilling for oil and gas offSakhalin's shores in and nearby the
Western Pacific Gray Whale feeding grounds.. Both companies
have carried out underwater seismic blasts as part of their
underwater testing. and Shell has dumped drilling waste directly
into the sea. The impact on the whales has been profound. In
1999, scientists for the first time reported "skinny whales," or
whales that were showing visible signs ofmalnourishment. By
2000,27· more than a quarter of the population· skinny whales
were identified. Skinny whales have continued to be observed in
2001 and 2002. Scientists fear that continued and expanded oil
drilling projects win stop any chance the whales have for
recovering. If these oil consortiums have their way, then this is
only the begiMing. the companies plan to build piers, underwater
oil pipelines, and another oil platfonn. This activity violates
Russian law, which forbids canying outany work that negatively
impacts an endangered species. However, the Russian
government has been slow to enforce these laws, and the big oil
companies are taking advantage ofthis legal vacuum. -
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Explore
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find
Gray
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during
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migration.
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sea
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a
variety
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seabirds.
Expertlocal
naturalists
willlead
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o
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So,
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itholds.
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certainly
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yourday!
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Jerry
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Blue Whales
Cascadia Research continues to study the population of
Blue Whales that uses Central CA waters for feeding in
summer and fall. So far, the winter location of these
whales is thought to be a few hundred miles west of Costa
Rica. Blue whales in the southern hemisphere are
another population altogether, with little known about its
movements. The following is from the ACS National
Conservation Report for January 2004.(Source BBC
News)
Whale Nursery Discovered In Chile
In early December 2003 scientists made the extraordinary
discovery in Chile of a hidden nursery where blue whales
go in large numbers to rear their young and to feed. The
find, in the south of the country, will help researchers
understand the behavior and migration of blue whales,
aiding conservation measures. The blue whale is the
largest mammal on Earth and was driven to near-
extinction by commercial whaling.The researchers claim
the area, located in a sheltered network of fjords
surrounded by long-dormant volcanoes, Is one of the most
important blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus) feeding
and nursing grounds yet discovered In the southern
hemisphere. Researchers said it was possible that the
whales were also giving birth In the area, but there was
no evidence currently either way for this. Scientists have
little information on where blue whales breed, although it
Is thought to take place in tropical waters.The nursing and
feeding area was discovered following a blue whale stUdy
cruise along the Chilean coast in early 1997 organized by
the International Whaling Commission (IWC).Observers
on the boats noticed that many whale sightings were
occurring closer to shore than expected. A follow-up boat
trip into the fjords by whale expert Don Ljungblad and
others found the site which was later identified as a whale
nursing and feeding ground. But the findings appear to
contradict traditional theories about the seasonal
migration of blue whales. Southern Hemisphere blue
whales generally leave their Antarctic feeding grounds at
the onset of autumn. They arrive in the tropics at the
onset of winter, in order to give birth and breed. When
spring arrives, they begin to migrate back to the Antarctic.
However, the blue whales at ChlJe-Corcovado were
clearly spending summer near the tropics, In contrast to
conventional wisdom.One possibility is that the population
found in the fjords of southern Chile are In fact pygmy
blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus brevicauda), thought
by some marine biologists to constitute a separate sub-
specles.But the designation is highly controversial and not
accepted by all whale experts. Pygmy blue whales are not
thought to follow the same migration patterns as "true"
blue whales.The authors of the latest paper say it is too
early to determine whether the Chilean whales belong to
this sub-species and that genetic testing, satellite tracking
and photogrammetry - the technique of measuring objects
from images - is needed to say for certain. Another
possibility - that the animals are capable of changing their
Seals
ItA Tale ofTwo Seals: 2 Species ofTrue
Seals Breed on Our Coast." This exhibit
currently at the PO Museum ofNatural History
contrasts their very different reproductive behaviors.
14 photos ofelephant seals and harbor seals by Suzi
Eszterhas ofStinson Beach. For more infonnationt
call Paul Finnegan at the museum. 648-5716 x12.
Elephant seal rookeries at San Simeon and Ano Nuevo are going
well. Good views of behavior by these immense animals. Ano
Nuevo tours need to be booked ahead but the San Simeon
rookety is right beside Highway I with exhibits and docents. On
the other hand, harbor seal nurseJY beaches, in April and May on
our coast. are secluded and require a quiet environment so as not
to scare moms away from pups. -ela
(Continued from previous colurnn)habits - is not currently
accepted by many marine biologists. But some
scientists do consider this a plausible alternative. The
IWC estimates that there could be up to 1,400 Individual
Southern-Hemisphere blue whales left. this has risen
from 500 around a quarter of a century ago, but the
recovery has been proceeding slowly. The Chilean
National Environmental Agency has endorsed a proposal
towards declaring the area a protected marine park. -
us Military Exempted from Environ- mental
RegUlations President Bush signed a bill inNovember
easing restrictions on the Department of Defense that deal
with whales and rare species. The bill allows the Navy to
redefine "harassmenf' under the Marine Mammal
Protection Act, making it easier to use low- frequency
sonar suspected of harming whales and dolphins. The
Pentagon's $401 billion authorization bill for the 2004
fiscal year also exempts military bases from stringent
habitat-protection requirements under the federal
Endangered Species Act. In addition, the Pentagon, as it
has in the past, Is seeking exemptions to the Clean Air
Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Ad (which
govems hazardous waste), and the Superfund Act
responsible for cleaning up toxic-waste sites around the
country. Last year, an exemption to the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act was granted the military as well. Making a case
for giVing the Navy a break under the Marine Mammal
Protection Act may be harder. Many marine biologists
believe that the Navy's powerfUl sonar systems seriously
affect and in some cases permanently damage the
animals' means of communication and navigation,
sometimes driVing them to beach themselves and die.
Three years ago, 16 beached whales were found in the
Bahamas after the Navy conducted sonar exercises. in the
Vicinity. Seven died - apparently the victims of severe
sound pressure that caused cranial hemorrhaging.
Source: Christian SCience Monitor-
Luck, M. 2003. "Education on marine mammal tours
as agent for conservation - but do tourists want to be
educated?" Ocean and Coastal Management 46: 943
-956.
CONCLUSION.
It was outlined that interpretation and education are
components of increasing importance on marine
wildlife tours...Observations and interviews on
swim-with-dolphins tours in New Zealand indicate
planned and structured and successful programmes at
• all three locations studied. The presented data
supports the demand for implementation of structured
educational programmes. But probably more
imporant is the fact that participants in dolphin tours
expect interpretation and education. In fact, the
results indicate that, particularly on the dolphin tours,
they would have liked to get more information about
the marine mammals, but also about the marine
environment in general. This desire seems to be even
more important, because many respondents used the
open-ended section at the end of the questionnaire for
those suggestions, i.e. they were not directly asked to
state if they would have liked to learn more. These
findings have significant implications for the
management of marine environments. Effective
interpretation provides natural area managers with the
unique opportunity to raise awareness and educate
tourists about environmental problems in the
particular setting. It is suggested that the audience on
dolphin tours is very receptive for those issues,
because despite relatively good interpretation being
already in place, many participants would have liked
to receive even more detailed information.... about
the wider environmental issues and regulations
associated with the visited area. Interpretation
programmes... are vital for effective interpretation
and should be adopted by dolphin operators. This not
only benefits the tourists on board in providing them
with obviously desired information (and thus
increases satisfaction) , but also the environment.
Ideally, participants translate this information and
concern for the environment into action, either
through financial support ofenvironmental
organisations, or through actions taken at home, such
as recycling.
Editor's Comment: In other words. education is
needed for both tourists and tour operators. Intense,
frequent interactions with boats may lead to harmful
disturbance and cetaceans' avoidance ofareas.
Tourists want to know about such effects, and they
want to know about the environment ofthe area in
general. Tour operators need to be concerned that
they are involved with activities that directly effect
their own future - there may come a time when
educated tourists will use "tour avoidance." -ela
Two Articles about Tourism and DolRhins
Lusseau, D. 2004." The hidden cost of tourism:
detecting long-term effects of tourism using
behavioral information:' Ecology and Society 9( I): 2.
ABSTRACT
Increasingly, whales and dolphins are the focus of
tourism activities in many coastal locations. Although
these activities can affect individuals and populations
ofcetaceans, the biological significance and hence
the cost of these impacts are as yet largely unknown.
This study assessed the effects ofboat interactions on
the behavioral budget of two populations ofbottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) living in similar fjords
but exposed to different levels oftourism activities.
This comparison makes it possible to assess the costs
of short-term avoidance strategies and the threshold at
which those strategies are no longer effective. The
effects ofboat interactions were the same in both
fjords. The resting state was the most sensitive to
interactions; socializing was less sensitive. Short-term
displacement was a typical response to boat exposure:
dolphins were more likely to travel after an
interaction with a vessel. Although the behavioral
budgets ofthese populations were significantly
altered during interactions with boats, their overall
behavioral budgets were unchanged. Dolphins in
Milford Sound actively avoided interactions with
boats, possibly to maintain their overall behavioral
budget unchanged. This active avoidance led to
avoidance of the area. Characteristics of dolphin-
boat interactions in Milford Sound suggest that the
advantages gained by short-term avoidance are
lost if, on average, fewer than 68 min. elapse
between successive interactions with boats. If
dolphin-boat interactions were more frequent than
this, the dolphins switched to a longer-term
response: area avoidance.
GrayWhalesGrayWhalesGrayWhalesGrayWhalesGrayWhales
Sightings Information Is compiled by the staff of Monterey Bay Whale Watch. For more recent slghtlngs and
ongoing updates on Monterey Bay marine mammal viewing, see www.gowhales.com/slghtlng.htm
Good heavens! This is, of course, a remarkable
sighting oftransient orcas !
Dace , Type or ADlma/(I)
1123 12 Gray Whales
32 Killer Whales (transient type)
___________~. - .n__• __ • -. •
1/12 p.m. 11 GrllY Whales
1/12 LIl1. 11 Gray Whales
600 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
400 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
1111 p.m. 16 Gray Whales
800 Risso's Dolphins
~. ._._._... _,,,_0 __.- - _,__.__._•.__
1/iI LIDo 2S Gray Whales
30 Lons Bc:Ucd Common Dolphins
200 Pmcific While Sided Dolphins
1000 Risso's Dolphins
1/1 No trips (wcalhcr)
118 12 Gray Whales
25 Risso's Dolphins
119 8 Gray Whales
SOD Lons Beaked Common Dolphins
lIS LID. I Gray Whales
15 RiS1lds Dolphins
16 Gray Whales
700 Lona Beaked Common Dolphins
15 Pac:ific While Sided Dolphins
2200 Risso's Dolphins
____.._~ _._, ._u_.._~
I16Lm.
1/4 LID. 18 Gray Whales
2SO Pacific While Sided Dolphins
2000 RillSO's Dolphins
_.._--_._-------------
113 p.m. 12 Gray Whales
1/5 p.m. 9 Gray Whales
2000 Risso's Dolphins
113 LIII. 10 Gray Whales
3S Killer Whales • o1J'shom type
IS Pmc:ilill While Sided Dolphins
..__._---------
112 p.m. 10 Gray Whales
2S Pmcific While Sided Dolphins
1500 Risso'. Dolphins
116 p.m. 1S GrayWhales
100 Long Beakccl Common Dolphins
15 Pmcific While Sided Dolphins
2200 Riuo's Dolphins
11'7 11 Gray Whales
1SO Lona Bc:Ucd Common Dolphins
ISOO Risso's Dolphins
---
112 Lm. 10 Gray Whales
7S Long Bc:Ucd Common Dolphins
1500 Risso's Dolphins
1/4 p.m. 21 Gray Whales
2SO PacirlC White Sided Dolphins
2000 RiS1lds DolphillS
1110 p.m. 18 Gray Whales
75 Risso's Dolphins
1/10 LIDo 16 Gray Whales
15 RiSlO's Dolphins
1/18 p.m. 22 Gray Whales
35 Risso's Dolphins
1/18 Lm. 18 Gray Whales
40 Risso's Dolphins
1/13 Lm. 23 Gray Whales
1/13 p.m. 21 Gray Whales
1/14 30 Gray Whales
40 Risso's Dolphins
1/15 p.m. 26 Gray Whales
300 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
20 Risso's Dolphins
ISO Northem Ri8ht Whale Dolphins
---
IllS Lm. 24 Gray Whales
200 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
1/16 15 Gray Whales
I SO Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1500 RiS1lds Dolphim
100 Nortbcm Right Whale Dolphins
1/1'7 p.m. 23 Gray Whales
3S Risso's Dolphins
1/1'7 LIII. 26 Gray Whales
15 RiS1ld. Dolphins
- ---_._--.-_.._----
1120 p.m. 41 Gray Whales
IS Pacific White Sided Dolphins
300 Risso's Dolphins
1120 Lm. 45 Gray Whales
1/19 28 Gray Whales
350 Risso's Dolphins
am LID. 8 Gray Whales
3 Killer Whales
ISO Risso's Dolphins
1121 p.m. 45 Gray Whales
ISOO Pacific White Sided Dolphins
200 Risso's Dolphins
1121 Lm. 38 Gray Whales
30 Risso's Dolphins
1121 p.m. 11 Gray Whales
200 Risso'. DolphillS
PrelimiIWy reports on this year's
gray whale migration include
unus~ly numerous sightings of
calves born along the migration
route. Will this year be a big
predation year for transient orcas?
Stay tuned!
~ela
Nancy Black reports it was an
aggregation ofvarious pods
oftransient killer whales that
she recognizes from her ID
work locally. Scientists
watching resident orcas in the
Pacific Northwest have long
assumed those pods may go to
sea in the winter and perhaps mix.
The pods J. K and L are seen
in mixtures from time to time
within their normal ranges. Do
"our" orcas also congregate in
the winter. like a big marine
conference that exchanges
information, entertainment and
the gene pool ?
ACS Monterey Bay wishes to thank Monterey Bay Whale Watch (www.gowbales.com)
and Monterey Whale Watching (www.montereywhalewatching.com) for ongoing
support and for currently displaying our membership information In their shops on
Fisherman's Wharf. Look there for flyer "The Whale Year" and the membership form.
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
www.starrsites.oomJacsmb/
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A pod ofRisso's dolphins and three gray wbales mixing it up otrPebble Beach, January 1004. Photo by Monterey Bay Whale
Watch passenger Viktoriza Todorovska from the Sea WolfIL
~undin§s
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Oudet Stores)
Date: Thursday, March 25th, 2004 Time: 7:30 p.m. Please join us at 7:00 for refreshments.
Speaker: Robert Vrijenhoek, Senior Scientist, Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute
Title: Whalefalls: new insights into ecology on the deep sea floor.
As many as 500 Gray whales may die each year along their migratory path. Many, perhaps most, reach the
deep sea floor. There they are scavenged by such organisms as sharks and hagfish. Later, the carcasses are
colonized by a unique commwtity of invertebrates including clams, tubeworms and other groups. This
"successional community" resembles in some ways that found at hydrothermal vents and cold seeps. The use
ofsubmersibles has led to some remarkable discoveries.
During February 2002 MBARI scientists discovered the well-preserved carcass ofajuvenile Gray whale at
2,891 m. depth in the axis ofthe Monterey Canyon. The 9-10 m long carcass had settled approximately 31
Jan offshore against the northern wall ofthe Canyon. The scientists were impressed by the abundance of
unusual polychaete worms feeding on and around the carcass, and several of these worms have proved to be
new to science. Subsequently the site was visited four times to document faunal changes in one ofthe
deepest large food falls discovered to date.
Please join us for a first hand account ofthis extremely interesting new exploration in the depths of
Monterey Bay.
HOPKINS MARINf: -STATION liBRA"'" IWt 15 200\
See also: Sightings, p.7
Chapter Board. 2004
Jeny Loomis, President a:
Special Evcms
Loomis@mbay·nct .
David Zacltes, Vice-pn:sident
&. Recording Secretary
davidzad!~
Katy Castagna. Treasurer _
Kat\'1{f.Monterays.com
SaUy Eastham. Membership Secretary
&. Newsletter Mailing
SeasthamlQ'monteryy.kI2·ca·us
Diane Glim, Publicity
Diane@CoastwcekIy·com
Alan Baldridge, Program Chair
ba1dridge@redshift.com .
Carol Maebr. Conservation Chair
c,maebt@worldnet.att.net
Barbara Oliver. Newsletter Mailing
bordh@ao1.com .
CALENDAR
March 25: Regular meeting. See cover.
April 29: Regular meeting.
March 6: Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary Symposium:
Sanctuary Currents 2004, "Clean Waters, Healthy Oceans"
April 2: Monterey Bay Aquarium special exhibit opens. "Sharks:
Myth and Mystery."
March - May: Selected seminars, Moss Landing Marine Lab. For the
full schedule see www.mlml.calstate.edu Community Seminars are
usually held on Fridays at 4:00 pm in the Seminar Room.
March 5: Jonathan Hagstrom, USGS. "Infrasound and the
Avian Navigational Map."
March 12: Todd O'Hara, Univ. ofAlaska. "Bowhead Whale Health
& Physiology: Insights Via Contaminants and Life History
Research."
April 30: Larry Breaker, MLML. "What's Happening in Monterey
Bay from Seasonal to Interdecadal Time Scales."
May 7: Lisa Balance, NOAA. "Frequent Fliers: Seabird Ecology in
the Eastern Tropical Pacific."
May 12: Gustavo Hernandez-Carmona, MLML. "Kelp Forest
Ecology."
From the Editor: Whale falls Continued
A definite bonus to living in this beautiful area is the opportunity to learn
about some amazing research - this month's speaker, for example. A bonus
to being Soundings editor - an early inside track on such wonders. The
speaker was kind enough to send some photos. One is the photomosaic used
on the cover. It "is ofa 10 meter long grey whale carcass in the summer of
2003. The reddish areas are bones covered with colonies ofthe new species
ofbone eating wonn." Too bad we don't have a color newsletter - for great
color photos and information, see the news release on the MBARI site:
www.mbari.orglnews/news_releases/2002ldec20_whalefall.html
Also, always check the web site for this ACS chapter to learn more about
the speakers and their topics. Evelyn Starr, webmaster, posts the program
announcement on our web site, often finds interesting graphics, AND adds
links to other relevant web sites.
American Cctaceao Society
Soundings, ACS Newsletter. Editor
Esta Lee Albright
w1ce@inreach·com
ACSM01lt&nyBay Chapter
www·stamiteS,cOmIacsmb/
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Webmaster: Evelyn Starr
Septic Adyisgry Com!l1lttee .
AIm Baldridge .JudVlIDdevere
Tom Kicckhefer . Jeny Loomis
10 Gucm:ro . Libby Osnes-Erie.
Esla Lee Albright
Many thanks, also, to Richard Ternullo, who brought me the book of
abstracts from the Society for Marine Mammalogy conference. Two ofthe
abstracts are reproduced in full, with pennissions from authors Ternullo and
Rugb, and two more are referenced Incoming infonnation makes all the
difference.
Soundings needs to hear different voices and Hiro's impressions of the winter whale watch season are a good new
voice. Interesting, accurate, not necessarily research, accounts? Contribute some to ACS members right here.
Contact me at the web site above.
Photographs in this issue, except for the cover whalefall from MBARJ, are all by the editor, Esta Lee Albright.
Local & Casual Gray Whale Watchers
and Educational Whale Watching By Hirofwni Sano
Ed. Note: At our January meeting, Kiro gave an interesting presentation about his research on last summer's whale watchen-
what coostituted a satisfactory experience for them and or wbat value was education about whales aod their environment. Staff
at Monterey Bay Whale Watch, hi. researcb base, commented sevent times that, if be wanted to see a very different wbale
watch leasOD, be should come back when gray whales are here. So he did. All of his research and data behind him, his degree
from Duke University accomplished, Biro stood among whale watchers checking in for trips and waiting on the dock. Here are
some of his informal impressions.
The Gray Whale migration in winter is one of the best-known nature wonders among California residents.
(Or I should say, "Surprisingly, only few people know about BlueIHumpback Whale feeding activities in
summer!") And, winter months are tourism off-seasons in California coastal regions except for whale watching.
Therefore, Gray Whale watching attracts a lot ofcustomers, especially Californians.
In summer months of2003, the majority ofcustomers were from outside CA Californians occupied only 30 ?
40% ofthe total customers in summer whale watching (H. Sano 2003). For many customers, whale watching can
be a major part ofsummer travel plans in the California Coast Although there are fewer tourists on the
California Coast in winter, winter whale watching (Gray Whales) gathers more customers than summer/fall
whale watching (BluelHumpback Whales). Thus, more local residents (Californians) seem to be participating in
whale watching in winter than in summer.
In general, winter whale watching customers are more casual and less prepared. Some customers wear thinner
clothes than summer whale watch customers! More customers come to the wharf for whale watching trips
without making reservations beforehand. Interestingly, only a few customers bring cameras with huge lenses in
winter whale watching ("00 you think Gray Whales are less photogenic than Blue Whales??").
With the large number ofcustomers, whale watching operators are busy sending customers to the boats,
especially in the hectic Gray Whale season. The scene on the wharfbefore whale watching trips looks like
check-in counters at LAX. Just seeing this chaos, it is hardly believable that whale watching is a part ofnature-
based tourism (ecotourism). However, it is one ofthe most popular forms ofecotourism, which is attracting over
9 million customers annually in the world (over 4 million customers in the U.S. alone) .(E.Hoyt 2001).
Ecotourism must be environmentally friendly and sustainable. To build customers' environmental awareness
through education is one of the ecotourism definitions. Unlike other forms ofecotourism, whale watching attracts
a very Wide variety ofpeople in tenns ofage and socioeconomic status. Therefore, promoting
educationally oriented whale watching will reach a wider range ofpopulation, and build strong environmental
awareness ofthe total marine ecosystem.
We should realize that the educational aspect is the only
controllable factor for whale watch operators; in fact,
we cannot control the number of whales seen or the
weather conditions. Also, environmental education
positively effects overall customer satisfaction. In the study
of summer whale watchers, customer education was second
in a list of factors that are important for overall customer
satisfaction. First in importance wasthe number ofwhales
seen on the trip (H. Sano 2003).(continued on the next page)
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Gmy whale flukes - a real crowd-pleaser
Northbound: Gray Whales moving north can be more-of-the-same or something else again.
By Esta Lee Albright
In February, we are likely to see gray whales moving north AND south. Sometimes in the same day.
Sometimes on opposite sides ofa boat Northbound whales in February this year seemed to strike out northwest
as soon as they crossed Carmel Bay, and for days the Monterey whale watch boats were out at the edge of the
submarine canyon northwest ofCypress Point.
As usual, northbound whales may have been conserving energy without making steep dives. A lack of tail
flukes on dives happens more often than the characteristic fluking dives ofthe southbound They swim just
under the surface for long stretches. The usually round fluke prints become elongated and the light gray body
sometimes glows greeD, covered by just a few inches ofgreen seawater. At times it seems whales use more
shallow spouts, almost concealing their blows.
Killer whales, the natural predators ofgray whales, are expected in the spring, and even past Memorial Day
ifmother-calf pairs are still migrating late. Dolphins continue to swim with whales in spring, perhaps in even
greater numbers but not on a regular schedule. In past years, northbound gray whales have overlapped with
humpback whales arriving to feed This is dependent on ocean conditions, with warmer water temperatures
delaying the great productivity that sometimes gives young grays a "snack" ofkrill- seen offMonterey in late
spring.
One instance ofcomplete surprise happened February 24. The editor was naturalist on the vessel Sea WolflI,
watching the usual shallow-swimming "snorkeling" whales headed northwest about five miles offshore. One,
then another, huge splash caught our attention on the western horizon. We could barely see flocks of low-flying
birds in that direction. As soon as passengers had seen good views of the grays, we started a search to the west
and soon found tall spouts under the bird flocks. Humpbacks! Not really hoped-for until about April,
humpbacks this early were really special. We grabbed cameras, enlisted help from passengers and proceeded to
try to catch photos of undersides of tail flukes, the ID mark area for humpback whales worldwide. The whales
weren't fluking! Behavior was much like the "multi-species feeding frenzies" of summertime, except that large
blocks of likely food were not detected on the depth sounder. Some ofthe whales' swimming and location
changes may have been due to irritation at the jumping, swimming presence ofabout 1000 Pacific White-sided
Dolphins and SOO Northern Right Whale Dolphins, that streaked around the whales and played in the bow
wave ofthe boat. In one ACS presentation, John Calambokidis commented that "early" humpbacks, passing
Monterey in April, may be from the small population ofhumpback whales that winters in the Revillagigedos
Islands, south ofBaja These whales migrate early all the way to Alaska to feed. Humpbacks from the west
coast of the Mexican mainland and Central America may show up in Monterey to feed by May. Don't we wish
we knew ''who'' these February humpbacks might have been !
Mary Lou Jones and Steven L. Swartz describe the northward migration in their article, "Gray Whale:
Eschrichtius robustus," Encyclopedia ofMarine Mammals. Academic Press, 2002.
"The spring migration north to the Arctic feeding grounds begins in mid-February. It retraces the route of the
fall migration, but is not as concentrated or as fast Newly pregnant females migrate first, returning soonest to
the Arctic to feed in preparation for the high energetic cost ofgestation and lactation. They are followed by
anestrous females, adult males, and then immatures. Last to migrate are the mothers and calves; they remain in
the breeding area 1to I.S months longer than most grays while the calves strengthen and grow...... Cows and
calves tend to travel extremely close to shore (90% are within 200 m) and are mostly alone or in pairs.
Northbound whales funnel into the Bering Sea through the Unimak Pass from March through June.
(Whale WatcheD. cont. from previous page)
The whale watching industry is expected to grow in years to come. And, the educational aspect is more
important than ever. Proper environmental education will keep customers coming back to whale watching and
protect marine habitats. Environmental education is essential for sustainable whale watching. Don't you want to
learn something about the marine ecosystem during whale watching trips?
Predation Behavior of Transient Killer Whales in Monterey Bay. California
Richard Temullo, ; Nancy Black, Monterey Bay Cetacean Project, Pacific Grove, California.
Abstract. From /5th Biennial Conference on the Biology ofMarine Mammals, Societyfor Marine Mammalogy,
Greensboro, NC, USA, /4-/9 Dec. 2003.
Monterey Bay with its deep submarine canyon lies within the rich upwelling ecosystem of the California
Current and supports seasonally large and diverse populations of marine mammals. Transient killer whales
though unpredictable in the area were photo-identified and predation events were videotaped on a year-round
basis since 1987. During 82 events, California sea lions were most frequently consumed, followed by gray
whale calves, Dall's porpoise, elephant seals, harbor seals, seabirds, and dolphin spp. Killer whales
demonstrated different pursuit and attack strategies for each prey species, with the most time and effort
invested in gray whales. The bathymetric features ofthe Monterey submarine canyon appear advantageous to
killer whales while hunting gray whales. The largest killer whale groups (up to 32), most frequent sightings,
and greatest number of individually identified whales occurred during spring. This period corresponds with the
northern migration ofgray whale cow-calfpairs. During 1999 and 2000, the lowest number ofgray whale
calves counted (per Wayne Perryman, NMFS) corresponded to frequent killer whale sightings but few attacks,
suggesting killer whales may be spending more time in the area searching for calves. In comparison, during
2003, number of gray whale calves was high, corresponding to frequent attacks. Even with larger group sizes,
only a few key whales (adult females with calves or male pairs) were actively involved in killing the calf.
Many killer whales may benefit from feeding opportunities through the tremendous efforts ofa few. Since
reproductively active female killer whales were most involved in gray whale attacks with their offspring, their
prolonged attacks on gray whale calves (up to 6 hr, compared to less than 2 hrs for a male pair) may suggest
that the mothers are instructing their young. Killer whales exhibited specific roles while cooperatively attacking
and then feeding on gray whale calves.
The awesome sight ofkiller whales on the move in Monterey Bay.
Where Are The Grays? ;
Abundance of the Eastern North Pacific Stock of
Gray Whales 1997 to 2002. Abstract.
Rugh, David; Hobbs, Rod; Breiwick, Jeffiey, National Marine
Mammal Lab. Alaska Fisheries Science Center. NMFS,
NOAA. Seattle; and Lerczak James, Dept. OfPhysical
Oceanography, Woods Hole Oceanographic Insl From ISill
Biennial Conference on the Biology ofMarine Mammals,
Greensboro, NC, 14-19 Dec. 2003.
The abundance of the Eastern North Pacific stock
ofgray whales (Eschrichtius robuslus) was
documented at the Granite Canyon in central
California during southbound migrations from 13
December 1997 to 24 February 1998, 13 December
2000 to 5 March 200I, and 12 December 2001 to 5
March 2002. Research protocol was essentially
identical to that used in previous surveys. This
involved shore-based observers on 3-hour shifts
rotated through most daylight hours, each indepen-
dently searching for whales and recording on search
effort and whale sightings. In 1997/98, there were
2,346 pods (3,643 whales) counted during 435.0
hours ofstandard watch effort when visibility was
recorded as fair to excellent. In 2000/2001, a total
of 1,694 pods (2,754 whales) were counted during
592.4 hours, and in 200112002, there were 1,712
pods (2,800 whales) during 531.5 hours. The
timing of the southbound migrations in 1997/1998
and 200112002 normal, beginning in mid-
December, centered on mid-January, (mean dates =
18 January 1998 and 15 January 2002) and ending
by mid February. However, in 2000/01 (mean date
= 25 January 2001) the migration was more
protracted than any migration observed in over 20
years, with many whales still· traveling south 3
weeks after the typical end date. Abundance
estimates were 27,958 whales in 1997/98
(CV=1O.21%; 95% log-normal CI=22,901 to
34,131),18,246 in 2000/01 (CV=9.36%; CI=15,191
to 21,910), and 16,848 in 2001102 (CV=9.49%; CI=
13,995 to 10,283). The latter two estimates were
welt below the estimate in 1997/98, which was the
highest estimate since this project began in
1967/68. These recent low estimates might have
been caused by an usual number of whales that did
not migrate as far south as Granite Canyon in these
seasons, or the abundance may be declined
following high mortality rates observed in 1999 and
2000.
Recent Research Prgjeet5
In January's Soundings, we learned that the world's
biggest deposit ofgray whales' favorite food,
amphipods, was to be found in the Bering and
Chukchi Seas around Alaska, where whales feed in
summer. Yet, gray whales are observed along the
coastline of north American at surprisingly different
points and times. Two more research projects on
feeding locations were reported at the IS th
Biennial Conference on tbe Biology of Marine
Mammals. The following bits are from their
abstracts.
1. Summer Distribution and Habitat of Gray
Whales along tbe N.A. Pacific Coast. Cleland. J.K.;
Darling, J.D. West Coast Whale Research Foundation,
Tofiono, B.C.• Canada. Defining specific geographic
regions utilized by feeding gray whales, 2000-2002,
they found five open-ended gray whale habitat
regions: "Northern California/Southern Oregon;
Mid-Oregon; WashingtonlMid-Vancouver Island;
Northern Vancouver Island-Adjacent Mainland;
West BaranoffIsland" The numbers ofwhales per
region (reports of more than 5 to fewer than 30
whales) "varied over~. season, and a decline in one
area often correlated with an increase in other
areas."
2. Gray Whales at tbe Edge: Gray Whale Use of
Feeding Grounds orrNortbern California and
Oregon. Goley, P. Dawn; Jenkinson, Ryan; Niemeyer,
Misty; Mallo, Alicia; Bingham, Kim; Deutsch, Sierra,
Humboldt State Univ.; Calambokidis, John, Cascadia Research.
Sightings research was done on gray whales at the
edge ofthe range of feeding grounds, i.e. California
and Oregon. A high percentage (66%) were seen
once during the study, June to October. A small
proportion (17%) seemed to prefer California "and
were seen there in multiple years.... the longest
period spans 11 years." These may be feeding areas
used on the way to others. "Whales in California
are behaving differently than the majority of the
summer residents. Northern California may be a
marginal feeding ground."
Ed.: Ifyou would like to have a copy of the full
abstracts mentioned above, contact the Soundings
editor at estalee@inreach.com. Many thanks to the
scientists who study "our" whales and share their
research results.
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List ofMQst Recent Sightings
in the Monterey Bay Region
see ~ww.gowhales.com for
more infonnation and updated
sightings day by day.
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY. MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKlNS MARINE STAnON. Lecture Hall. Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, April 29th 2004
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Please join us for refreshments at 7:00.
Speaker: Suzi Eszterhas,
Wildlife and Landscape Photographer
Title: A Tale of Two Seals: Northern elephant and Harbor seals.
Two species of "true" seals (phocidae) breed along our shores and this program compares and
contrasts the very different reproductive behaviors from mating, birthing and pup raising to
their lives at sea. Suzi Eszterhas, a professional wildlife and landscape photographer for over
ten years, lives in Stinson Beach on the shores ofBolinas Lagoon in Marin County. She has
extensively photographed wildlife in remote regions and has recently returned from Alaska,
where she spent two months photographing in Prince William Sound for the National Wildlife
Federation. She feels strongly about the impact ofher work: "It is my sincere belief that
photography is both an art form and a very valuable tool. Powerful images open eyes and
minds. Photography can give us all the motivation to think globally, to protect ecosystems and
wildlife across the world that we may never be able to see in person." Her work is currently on
display in the Pacific Grove Museum ofNatural History.
Please join us for a new and beautiful perspective on two of our very well-known local marine
specIes.
Drawingfrom booklet, First Aid for Stranded Marine Mammals. International Fund for Animal Welfare, Yarmouth. MA
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CALENDAR
April 29: Regular program - meeting. See cover.
May 27: Regular program - meeting.
April 17: Moss Landing Marine Labs Open House. Public welcome. 771-4100
April 16. 17, 18: 43rd Annual Wildflower Show. PG Museum ofNatural
History, 10 am to 5 pm. $2 donation at the door. 648-5716
April 3 - July 18: Bears! Icons ofthe Wild. By nature photographer Jenny E.
Ross. Bears! Lecture series begins May 14 with grizzly and brown
bears. Polar bear' lecture on June 12. Pandas on June 25.
See www.pgmuseum.orgorphone 648-5716.
April 7: Science Cafe. Every Wednesday at Bay Books. See article below.
June 26: Annual Celebration at the Elkhorn Slough Reserve, for members,
10 am - 1 pm. Membership: www.elkhornslough.org. 728-5939
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Science Cafe
Something new from ACS-MB Historian and a popular naturalist/raconteur,
Milos Radakovich, who writes: New! Science Cafe, Wednesdays at 7 pm,
beginning April 7, at Bay Books, Alvarado Street and Del Monte Ave.
(They have good coffees and pastries, too. Yum)
Hosted by Milos Radakovich. coastal naturalist and 'splainer.
No cost! No limits! No kidding! Ifyou are interested, please let me
know so we can better allocate space for the session. Contact: 373-6396 or
milos@mbay.net.
Science Cafe, an informal gathering to talk about ideas, concepts and issues
dealing with the world around us. The sessions are facilitated by me and
other folks with a science background, but anyone with an interest in the
world is invited. While most ofus enjoy lectures on interesting topics, we
really love the question and answer sessions that follow. Opportunities for
the informal exchange of information and ideas are often the best part ofthe
program - for the speaker, as well as the audience. So why not skip the
lecture, and just have the Q&A portion? No PowerPoint slides, no
overheads, no laser pointers... just bare brains across the table, and your
favorite topics, or maybe something you just heard on NPR! That's the
main idea behind Science Cafe.
Possible topics: Space Exploration (exploring is what we do); The
Possibility ofLife on Mars (and elsewhere); Evolution (it's not just a good
idea, it's the Law!); Big Bang (an explosion ofTime and Space); Mad Cow
Disease (you'd be mad too); Giant Squid (any way you slice it, that's a lot of
calamari); Origin ofLife (on Earth, and elsewhere?); Alternative Energy
(what works, what doesn't... and why); Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelli-
gence (we'll have to get lucky); Search for Terrestrial Intelligence (now that's a tough one: ); Comets and Global
Extinctions (the danger of falling real estate); Dinosaurs and Birds (what's the connection?); Homo sapiens
(treetops to laptops in 3 million years flat); Rare Earth (It's not just the friendly climate).
Bring a friend, questions and ideas; bring your brain, and definitely be prepared to have fun!
Back to the Sea of Cortez
Sailing with the Spirits of John Steinbeck and Ed Ricketts on a new voyage of discovery
around Baja California
The log this time will be kept by various people on the expedition and
web for us all to follow. There are several sections, many photos, and
The Conservation News is by Jon Christensen and here is an excerpt
to readers and his log entry for March 29:
"I am on an expedition with a group ofbiologists and conservationists
Marine Station retracing the journey that Ed Ricketts and John
to the Sea ofCortez in 1940. We will be interacting with Mexican
conservationists all along the route and 1 will be bringing those stories
our expedition web site.
posted on the
several voices.
from his note
r--.~ ..~.,"",'. from Hopkins
Steinbeck took
:," scientists and
to you and to
"Back out at se~ we turned south again, and dolphins picked us up again. At sunset we passed the border
between the United States and Mexico, a bright line visible on the land, where a fence separates the two
countries. But out on the water, there were no border lines, just the simple camaraderie ofa shared journey with
dolphins accompanying us."
Photo of the current ship, thc Gus D, and the original ship the Western Flycr (below) and exccrpts from Jon Christensen's log:
http://www.seaofcortez.orglShip·s%20Log.html
Will they sec whales? Most probably! The following excerpts are from Sea of Cortez; A Leisurely Journal
ofTravel and Research. By John Steinbeck and Edward F. Ricketts. Paul P. Appel, Publisher, 1941.
April 3. We sailed around the northern tip ofGuardian Angel and down its eastern coast. The water was clear
and blue, and a large swell flowed past us. About noon we moved through a great group ofZeppelin-shaped
jellyfish, ctenophores or possible siphonophores. They were six to ten inches long, and the sea was littered
with them. We slowed down and tried to scoop them up, but the tension of their bodies was not sufficient to
hold them together out ofwater. They broke up and slithered in pieces through the dip-nets. Soon after, a
school whales went by, one of them so close that the spray from his blow-hole came over our deck. There is
nothing so evil-smelling as a whale anyway, and a whale's breath is frightfully sickening. It smells ofcomplete
decay. Perhaps the droplets were left on the boat, for it seemed to us that
we could smell him for a long time after he had gone by...
April 2.... We took our time getting firm anchorage, and at about three-
thirty P.M. rowed ashore toward a sand and rubble beach on the
southeastern part of the bay. Here the beach was piled with debris: the
huge vertebrae of whales scattered about and piles of broken weed and
skeletons of fishes and birds. On top ofsome low bushes which edged the
beach there were great nests three to four feet in diameter, pelican nests
perhaps, for there were pieces of fish bone in them, but all the nests were
deserted - whether they were old or it was out of season we do not know.
We are so used to finding on the beaches evidence ofman that it is strange
and lonely and frightening to find no single thing that man has touched or
used.....
Killer Whales
Have Extremely High Levels of PCBsl DDT
by Nancy Black and Richard Temullo, Monterey Bay
Cetacean Project, and Marilya Dalheim, National Marine
Mammal Laboratory, NMFS
(Nancy has presented her startling findings through
the National Geographic Explorer program. "Secret
Killers ofMonterey Bay," as a program speaker to
ACS-Monterey Bay, and most recently to the
MBNMS symposium on April 6, 2004. The following
is an article reprinted with pennission from
Ecosystem Observationsfor the Monterey Bay
National Marine Sanctuary, 2003, pp.16-17.]
Killer whales feed and travel along the deep
waters ofMonterey Canyon, feeding upon diverse
prey in this extremely productive region. Top
predators, they are highly intelligent whales with
culturally distinct patterns that Jive in family groups.
Because of the close proximity ofthe canyon to shore
in Monterey Bay and our consistent year-round boat
surveys, killer whales are seen here more often than
anywhere else along th California coast. Sightings are
unpredictable but occur year-round, providing us with
a unique opportunity to study these animals in an
open ocean habitat: .- . '
At least three eco-types ofkiller whale occur
in the eastern North Pacific: residents, transients, and
otTshores. All three types have been seen in Monterey
Bay. Each eco-type differs genetically, in physical
appearance, distribution patterns, vocalizations, and
prey preferences. These types do not intermix even
though they have overlapping ranges. Transient type
whales are most frequently sighted in Monterey Bay
and prey on marine mammals - including gray whale
calves, California sea lions, elephant seals, harbor
seals, Dall's porpoise, Pacific white-sided dolphins,
and common dolphins. Each whale is identified by its
natural markings. and we have identified 136
individuals to date.
Since 1987. we have studied the behavior and
ecological patterns ofthese known transient killer
whales. We work with other researchers along the
West Coast to look for re-sightings ofpreviously
identified whales. This transient population ranges
from southern California to Southeast Alaska,
although whales that occur in Monterey Bay are
primarily seen in the coastal waters ofCalifornia.
Part ofour research involves collecting a small
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amount ofskin and blubber through biopsy sampling
from a research inflatable, with a pennit through the
National Marine Mammal LaboratOly, National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). Skin is used for
genetic analysis, and the blubber is used to determine
levels oftoxic chemicals. This research is being
incorporated into a project to compare persistent
organic pollutants (POPs) from killer whales ranging
from Russia and the Aleutian Islands, through central
and southeast Alaska and down the West Coast to
California. Gina Ylitalo, from the Northwest
Fisheries Science Center, NMFS in Seattle. analysis
the blubber samples for toxins.
POPs include PCBs (polychlorinated
biphenyls) and DDT (dichlorodiphenyltrichloro-
ethane), which are highly stable organic compounds
that were used (and are still used in some countries)
as pesticides or by industrial companies. POPs persist
in the environment, bioaccumulate through the food
web, are fat-soluble, and are toxic to humans and
animals. The long-range atmospheric transport of
these chemicals to regions where they have never
been produced represents a threat to the global
environment. These chemicals are ofparticular
concern to species at the top ofthe food chain - most
significantly. killer whales.
PCBs were first introduced in the 1920s and
were the most lethal chemicals dumped into the
environment. They were used as coolants and
lubricants for electrical transformers and capacitors
and in various industrial products. Monsanto
Company, a large North American manufacturer of
PCBs, made 635,000 metric tons before the ban in
1977. DDT is a pesticide that was used in many
countries to control mosquitoes and was also heavily
used by farmers to protect their crops. DDT was
banned in the United States in 1972 but degrades
slowly and remains in rivers and ocean sediments.
Heavy rains throughout California still flush the
chemicals into the oceans, and El Nino storms chum
up sediments, releasing these chemicals.
The Montrose Chemical Corporation in
southern California was one ofthe world's largest
manufacturers ofDDT and disposed ofthousands of
tons ofDDT waste into the ocean between 1949 and
1970. Several other industries also discharged PCBs.
These polluted waters, near the Channel Islands, are
the main breeding area for California sea lions, which
are major prey for killer whales. Since DDT was
banned, levels in California sea lions have greatly
decreased but are still high compared to pinnipeds in
other regions.
The adult male killer whales sampled in
Monterey Bay carry very high levels ofPOPs -
shockingly, the highest levels known for any marine
mammal. Levels ofPCBs in male transients ranged
from 750 to 1,600 micrograms/gram lipid weight. A
female transient recently found dead off Washington
(an identified whale from our California catalog)
contained about 1,000 parts PCB. Comparatively,
levels ofPCBs from transient whales in British
Columbia and Alaska, although still hi~ average
three to ten times lower. Since resident whales are
fish eaters, it is expected that their levels would be
less than transients, but levels are still high enough to
cause concern. These high levels are still much
greater than those known to affect the growth,
reproduction, and immune systems ofharbor seals.
As apex predators, killer whales typically have
smaller population sizes than those oftheir prey. As
such, an outbreak ofa virus or disease could be
disastrous to their survival if their immune systems
are compromised.
California's pinnipeds and cetaceans, prey of
the transients, are all known to have relatively high
levels ofPOPs. Since transient killer whales are at
the top of the food chain, they bioaccumulate these
toxins 10 their calves through milk, transferring up to
90 percent of their contaminants to their first born.
Females first reproduce at around fifteen years, but
after the age of forty to fifty they are post-
reproductive and can then continue to accumulate
these toxins. The males have no way offloading
these chemicals and continue to accumulate them
throughout their lives. Killer whales are long-lived
animals, with males living forty to fifty years and
females, eighty to ninety years. The shorter male
lifespan could be due to higher toxins in their bodies.
Killer whales offCalifornia appear to be the
most contaminated animals on earth and are
indicators ofthe health of the marine environment.
Our long-term research will continue to sample toxin
levels from more individuals and to monitor this
population and their survival rates. Efforts to
decrease these toxins worldwide and attempts to
prevent continued contamination of the oceans,
including looking for source points and researching
clean-up methods, should increase. -
80-0-0 ?
As with most ground (or sea) - breaking research, this
brings some interesting questions. Some of them are
a little searey.
1. We don't eat sea lions but we do eat fish, a prey item of
sea lions. Are the fish around the Channel Islands also
tested for pollutants?
2. Does research on the effects of pollutants in killer
whales add to knowledge about the effects of pollutants in
other animals, including humans?
3. If killer whales can carry such a load of toxins,
decreasing the efficiency of their immune systems, what
kinds of disease might bring death as mentioned in the
article?
4. Since they are so immersed in sediments on land and
ocean, how could POPs and DOTs be cleaned up and is
any work being done toward that?
5. Southern resident killer whales are the object of
controversy in the Pacific Northwest - whether or not to
put them on the ''threatened'' or "endangered" list.
Shouldn't the transients be included in this?
THE WHALE MUSEUM
Orca Adoption Program
symbolically adopt awild orca
&help support education &research!
1.800.946.7227, exl24
or order online at www.wtIalemuseum.com
From Cdus, TI,e Whale MuseJUn, Friday Hubor, WA
adoption programfor southern resident orcas.
Conservodon
ACS Has Signed On to the Following: Comment Letter on the General Plan
Through ACS-MB Conservation Chair Carol Maehr, from Kaitilin Gaffney, Ocean Conservancy.
"Although our organizations work to protect ocean habitats and species, we recognize the interconnectedness of
land use planning and protection of coastal and marine resources. The impacts of land use decisions on the
marine environment are well documented. I Growing coastal populations put pressure on the coast in many
ways: through increased waste loads from agricultural and urban runoff as well as municipal wastewater
discharges and through water supply and flood control projects. New development also causes habitat loss and
changes natural hydrology. Fortunately, many of these impacts can be avoided or greatly reduced by sound
land use planning and your Commission currently has the opportunity to help ensure coastal protection by
adopting appropriate policies in the new Monterey County General Plan.
Our comments address the following actions that can be taken to ensure that the final Monterey County General
Plan protects coastal and ocean resources and the health of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. In
short, the General Plan should:
(l)Explicitl~ acknowledge the importance of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary to Monterey County
from both an environmental and economic perspective.
(2)Focus new development in existing developed areas without exceptions.
(3)Strengthen watershed, riparian and marine habitat protection policies.
(4)Include policies governing coordinated regional planning to address desalination facilities.
(5)Revise aquaculture policies to ensure protection ofcoastal estuaries and the marine environment."
(These excerpts are enhanced by well documented explication on each point - for the entire letter, please
contact this editor, Carol Maehr - see board list p.2 - or Kaitilin Gaffiley, kgaffuey@psinet.com, 831-425-13)
WELCOME UPWELLING
It's beginning! The crucial upwelling of nutrients and production ofphytoplankton that form the basis
of the food web. Zooplankton, krill, small fish thrive on it and each other. Then come large fish and mammals.
Images from NASA's ocean measurement project, Sea Viewing Wide Field Sensor, show violently colored
phytoplankton production in and around Monterey Bay. The site is: seawifs.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEAWIFS.html or I
can try to forward the image via email ifyou can receive jpeg. - ela
"Strong currents off the coast of California are pulling cold, deep currents up from the sea floor to the surface.
Called upwelling, these nutrient-rich waters are a boon to sea life, such that they support thriving populations of
microscopic marine plant life. On March 16,2004, the Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS)
captured images ofphytoplankton blooming in an upwelling area in the Pacific Ocean off the California coast.
Phytoplankton can be seen from space when they grow in large colonies. Chlorophyll in the plants tints the
water green in true-color satellite imagery. Natural variations in the water color are caused either by different
phytoplankton communities or the same communities growing at different depths in the ocean. A brighter
image shows chlorophyll concentrations in several colors. The highest concentrations, shown in red and black,
are near the coast." Heaviest red and black colors show near the coast of San Mateo County, outside and inside
San Francisco Bay. Heavy concentrations are visible across the mouth ofMonterey Bay, in the 6-10,000-foot
depths of the canyon, with a finger of high concentration pointing at Moss Landing.
(New Images, NASA, Earth Observatory. News. NASA Goddard Space Flight Center)
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
List of Most Recent Marine Mammal
Sightings in the Monterey Bay Region
Since Mareh 1. 200..
compiled by Montcn:y Bay Whale Watch
This list, updated every few days, includes reported sighlings from all boats in the Bay.
Sightings marked • were reported by olher boats in the Monterey Bay area. including
fishing. research. private and whale watch boats, as we keep track of all sightings in the
Bay through our sighting network. California Sea Lions. Harbor Seals and Southern Sea
Olters, which are seen on all whale watching trips. are nol included in Ihe list. Each
month the sightings from the previous month are moved [0 a monthly summary list and
plolled on a map.
The number of Gray Whales per trip is a lotal count of all whales in our area during 3
hours. Gray Whales travel in small groups from singles 10 groups of 2-5 on average.
We watch one to two of these groups closely during the trip and others are in the
distance or seen by other boats during our trip. These counts are used 10 document Ihe
number of Gray Whales passing by our coast per hour, not the lolal number we watch.
3/17 p.m. 23 OrayWhales
5 Dall's Porpoise
3/17 l1.m. 21 OrayWhales
1000 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
600 Northcm Right Whale Dolphins
3/16 p.m. 10 OrayWhaies
3/16 iLm. 12 GrllyWhales
10 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
3115 p.m. 14 Gray Whales
3115 a.m. 12 Gray Whales
200 Lons Beaked Common Dolphins
20 Risso's Dolphins
3/14 p.m. 8 Gray Whales
3114 a.m. 7 Gray Whales
40 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
3113 p.m. 14 Gray Whales
-- ____',4__ • .. _~_. __ r_
3/13 a.m. 16 Gray Whales
3113 early a.m. 18 Gray Whales
4 Gray Whales
6 Harbor Porpoise JI24 p.m.~T""' __ , __ .,,__ ._,____
2 Gray Whales
2 Humpback Whales 3124 a.m.
9 Gray Whales
2 Gray Whales 3J235 Killer Whales
6 Gray Whales 3m
5 Killer Whales
2 Humpback Whales 3121 p.m.
~ ._-~----.~- -~---'C
2 Humpback Whales
318 p.m. 28 Gray Whales
2 Killer Whales (transient type)
31S No trip· weather
314 5 Gray Whales
12 Risso's Dolphins
28 Gray Whales
22 Gray Whales
12 Gray Whales
13 Gray Whales
19 Gray Whales
t7 Gray Whales
IS Oray Whales
7 Killer Whales (transient type)
6 Gray Whales
ISO Pacific White Sided Dolphins
3r1 a.m.
318 a.m. 23 Gray Whales
1 Humpback Whales
3r1 p.m. 8 Gray Whales
3/6
319 p.m.
3/11
3110
3112 p.m.
3/12 a.m.
8 Gray Whales
35 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
9 Gray Whales
SOO Long Beaked Common Dolphins
2S Oray Whales
1 Killer Whale •
7 Gray Whales
14 Gray Whales
450 Risso's Dolphins
32 Oray Whales
25 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
12 Oray Whales
sao Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1500 Northern Ri8ht Whale Dolphins
3125 a.m.
3125 p.m.
#I Type or Aalmal(s)
4 Gray Whales
3 Humpback Whales
5 Gray Whales
35 Risso's Dolphins
3 Gray Whales
2 Humpback Whales
411 a.m.
4lJ a.m.
413 early a.m.
412 p.m.
4/4 p.m.
4/6 a.m.
4/5
4/6 p.m.
Date
4lJ p.m.
4/4 a.m.
3127 early 1I.m. 18 Gray Whales
35 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
3126 5 Gray Whales
200 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
4/1 5 Gray Whales
2 Humpback Whales
3131 4 Gray Whales
...------ -- .. ' --"--'~' .
3130 Poor weather
3129 p.m. 8 Gray Whales
. ---,_._--~.__..--
3129 a.m. 12 GrayWhalcs
80 Risso's Dolphins
---
..~
3128 p.rn. 13 Gray Whales
~--- --.---
3128 a.m. 8 Gray Whales
3127 p.m. 8 Gray Whales
3127 a.m. 13 GrayWhaies
75 Risso's Dolphins
3121 a.m. 28 Gray Whales 313 p.m.70 Risso's Dolphins
22 Gray Whales 3I3l1.m.3120 p.m.
3120 a.m. 17 Gray Whales 312
3120 early a.m. 9 OrayWhales
3/19 p.m. 11 OrayWhales 311
20 Risso's Dolphins
3/19 a.m. 9 Gray Whales
75 Risso's Dolphins
3/18 7 Gray Whales
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
is one of two companies that
have financially
supported ACSMB in
the past. Contact MBWW
at 831 375 4638
www.gowhales.com
9 Gray Whales
14 Gray Whales
25 Risso's Dolphins
14 Gray Whales
20 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
Poor weather
The other company is
Monterey Sport Fishing!
Monterey Whale Watching,
at 831 372-2203
www.montereywhalewatching.com
Thanks !
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
www.starrsites.comlacsmb!
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Weicollle to Soundings I Won't you beCllme a member ofACS Monterey Bay?
The American Cetacean Society engages in education, conservation, and scientific pursuits - for the purpose ofexpanding scientific
knowledge ofwhales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures.
American Cetacean Society Membership Application
Please circle one: New Membership/Subscription Renewal
Membership/Subscription Gift Membership/Subscription
Membership Levels and Annual Dues. Please circle one:
Lifetime, $750 Contributing, $250 Foreign, $45
Active, $35
Patron, $500 Supporting, $750 Family, S4S
StudentlTeacher/Senior, $25 Subscription Only, SI5/year/1} issues (not entitled to
membership benefits)
Circle payment method below:
Check ( Make check payable to ACS Monterey Bay)
Visa Mastercard Credit Card Number _
Exp. Date Signature, _
Send to Membership Secretary,
ACS Monterey Bay, P.O. Box HE, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
~undin§s
American Cetacean Society .... Monterey Bay Chapter May 2004
The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS
AMIDUCANCETACEANSOCffiTY-MO~YBAYC~R
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, May 27,2004 Time: 7:30 p.m. Please join us for refreshments at 7:00.
Speaker: Jerry Loomis, President ofACSIMB &retired Marine ranger at Pt. Lobos State Res.
Title: The Ultra-Friendly Gray Whales of San Ignacio Lagoon
To visit the gray whales in their breeding/calving grounds in Baja California is one of the world's greatest
wildlife experiences. Not only are these large mammals eminently viewable but the calves offer the unique
gift ofapproaching smalJ boats (pangas) to allow themselves to be touched. Making eye contact with one of
these beautiful creatures is an experience never forgotten.
All of this is made possible when the mother/calf pairs venture down to the lagoon entrance from its inner
recesses in late February and March. Here, prior to departure for Alaska, the calves strengthen their
endurance, interact with other similar pairs and allow their curiosity to bring them alongside and, literalJy,
within reach ofvisitors.
Jerry has now done several lagoon trips as naturalist for Baja Expeditions. He is well known for his natural
history talks and exciting photography and his presentation will transport the audience to the comfortable
tented camp environment with its daily routine ofwhale watching and touching encounters, mangrove
explorations (marvelous water birds) and desert walks. "The campsite on the shore of the whale crowded
waterway is wonderful, with beach combing, and great food awaits you on return". Night provides a totally
darkened sky filled with a myriad stars.
their long journey north and the
"great food that awaits them".
HAY 1, 200ft
ACS Monterey Bay Chaptl.'r website: www.starrsiles.com/acsmbl
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Editorial - Now Let's See; Who's Responsible for the Food Supply?
Locally we are familiar with people saying sea otters are the cause of
loss of shellfISh numbers. Now, the finger of blame for serious depletion
of polar populations of pinnipeds and sea otters is being pointed at
transient killer whales. In the April 2004 issue ofDiscover magazine,
writer Blaine Harden gathers various theories as to whether orcas account
for Arctic and Antarctic populations ofStellar sea lions, fur seals, and now
sea otters in the Aleutians, taking a serious nose dive. ("Wild Ones," pp.52-
59) With glee for gore, editors seem to emphasize the new theory that
whaling so removed orcas' food supply that, over the past 20 years or so,
they have worked their way through other sources and caused species to
become depleted. The incident of 11 orcas in Hood Canal killing 700 harbor
seals in two months was observed and documented. Here in Monterey we
. ~' "
know about transient killer whales and gray whale calves, but more often the
transients kill pinnipeds for food, not large whales. There have been local
sightings - an attack on blue whales (grabbing the flukes) and on sperm
whales offshore, but the Discover article reports an orca attack on a blue
. .' whale offBaja, biting offblubber, as indicative ofa common practice before
large baleen whales were victims ofwhalers. Twenty-two biologists, several
ofthem the "Big Guns" ofcetacean research, disagreed and joined in a
presentation at the conference of the Society for Marine Mammalogists in
2003. (Abstract, "Commercial Whaling and 'Whale Killers': A Reanalysis of
Evidence for Sequential Megafauna Collapse in the North Pacific.") "Many
." pinniped and sea otter populations are stable or increasing in areas where
extensive whaling occurred and large numbers oftransient killer whales
exist"... some populations oflarge whales have increased since whaling
ceased, "thus to suggest that baleen whales have been unavailable as
..
potential prey during the period concerned is not correct ... we question the
assumption that adult large whales were ever a significant prey item for
killer whales in high latitude habitats in which the purported declines have
occurred. Evidence from field observations, stomach contents, and from
scarring on baleen whales strongly suggests that when killer whales in these
regions attack whales, they prey primarily upon minkes and on calves of
species such as gray and humpback whales." It remains to be seen just how
many times killer whales attack large adult whales anywhere - do they rip
blubber; do they often kill large baleen whales? We don't even know,
actually, how often it is true that killer whales eat only the tongues ofcalves
- when 10 or more orcas remain in the same spot, feeding on a kill for 24
hours, that's Food! Blaine's article has some good information about killer
whales in general, and interviews with thoughtful people. John Calambo-
kidis ofCascadia Research, well-known in Monterey, says any theory about
what orcas eat and why "has a high likelihood ofbeing nonsense." Not
enough is known. He says, "I worry sometimes that we could come up with a
good idea that explains one thing and try to explain everything with it." An
originator ofthe whaling theory, Jim Estes, says, "There are people so invested in this species that they don't like
someone else coming in and telling them something different." So, the jury is still out. Is the evidence tainted by
our fascination with sea favorites? Is a theory overlooking more complex elements: environment, climate, over-
fishing, pollution, human greed? Meanwhile, don't blame the sea otters alone for the high cost of tasty seafood.
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Tubercles
The arrival ofhumpback whales to feed is one ofthe joys of life around Monterey Bay. At first it is just
fine watching their black backst their lumpy dorsal fins, and the serrated edge ofthose huge flukes. The urge to
feed sometimes makes them oblivious to boats and we need to have care and move slowly when we're close to
their meandering diving. We knowt howevert that at some point there will be that whale curiosity, that close
approach to the boat that catches our breaths in our throats. There are the parts ofthe whale that we don't see
from a distance: the long long flippers with varying amounts of white on the top edge and undemea~ the flat
head, the bumps ofmuscles around the blowholes, the sinuous glide ofthe massive body that slips through the
water so gracefully right next to the stopped-dead boat, and the tubercles.
When passengers have recovered somewhat from surprise, one ofthe first questions is about the
tubercles, bumps under the black skin ofthe head and on the flippers. ''The knobs on the humpback's head
were once called 'stove bolts' by the Yankee whalers. Scientists call these tubercles (two'-bur-kuIs) or sensory
nodules. Each is about the size ofa golfball. The tubercles are distributed on the humpbacks' upper and lower
jaws and along the lips in about the same area that facial hair is found on humans. The number of tubercles
varies from whale to whale, with each possessing a unique tubercle pattern. Each tubercle contains a hair
(Cont.p.6)
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Drawing used with permission. Winn, Lois King and Howard E. p.4 Wings in the Sea. The Humpback Whale. uu 199~ Board of
Governors, University ofRhode Island. Reprinted by permission ofUniversity Press ofNew England J
Humpback: A Whale Of A Story From Mexico
by Kevin Colter, Amigos del Mar de los Cabos
Saturday morning, January 10, we got word from
Solmar Sportfishing Fleet that a humpback whale was
sighted by one oftheir boats, struggling offshore of
Chileno Bay, entangled in a drift net. Luis Bulnes,
the owner ofSolmar Fleet, urged us to help free the
doomed animal. So we from Amigos del Mar and TV
reporter Annando Figaredo, on board a fast Solmar
fishing boat provided by Sr. Bulnes, plus Oscar Ortiz
and some folks from Cabo Expeditions, Lieutenant
Pino Salas and one ofhis divers from the Mexican
Navy, and Oscar Hernandez and another diver from
the Deep Blue dive shop, headed out to try to help.
When we arrived at Chileno Bay we found the
whale (a 40-foot female)completely entangled and
wrapped up in a monofilament net that was probably
70 feet long. The net covered her whole body and
trailed behind her. I thought to myself, "There is no
way we can do this!" It was just too much for our
small group ofamateurs. But we all decided to at
least give it a try.
The scuba divers entered the water and swam
toward the whale. Oscar from Cabo Expeditions
hooked about 100 feet of line and a buoy to the net,
and we started to try to pull ourselves down that line
close to her. She was frightened and moving along
pretty good at this point, so pulling yourselfalong
was difficult. We would pull ourselves down the line
then grab onto the net, use the mesh ofthe net, pull
ourselves hand over hand onto her body, and pick a
spot and start cutting. The mono line ofthe net was
very tough and you could only cut a strand or two at a
time. The unbreakable line cut into your hands as
you hung onto it, and many of us are sporting deep
line cuts on our palms and our fmgers this morning.
You would hold on and cut until you simply didn't
have the strength in our arms to hold on any more,
then you released yourselfand floated to the surface.
As you rested for a minute, the Zodiac boat from
Cabo Expeditions would come alongside. You would
grab on and they would tow you back to the trailing
buoy and you started the process all over again.
Her mouth was completely wrapped and sealed
shut. Her long pectoral fins were totally ensnared
against her body. A huge wad of the net was trailing
down her body and around her tail. For all that, she
sure could swim. We were moving through the water
so quickly at one point I turned my head and my mask
4
was pulled away from my face just from the
slipstream current she was creating.
Myselfand Lt. Salas, a really excellent diver,
ended up working together around her head. My
theory was that even ifwe couldn't get all the net, i
we could just get her head free, at least she could
feed. We kept cutting the monofilament and peeling
it back away from her head until her huge mouth
was free of the net. We then worked our way back
along her body, pulling the net back, and began
cutting our way through the lines that ensnared her
pectoral fins. It was right at this point that the most
amazing thing happened; she just stopped, whether
from exhaustion or because she finally understood
we were trying to help. She became very still and
just floated, breathing through her blowhole quietly
on the surface while all of us continued to cut, cut,
cut.
To add a little spice to this whole adventure, the
net itselfwas filled with a rotting mass of dead tuna,
and several times we saw largish sharks circling
above or behind us as we worked I've never really.
been afraid ofsharks; I've often dove with many
sharks around, but in proximity with all the rotten
fish, they made me a bit nervous. Oscar Ortiz
theorizes that the sharks, attracted by the whale t s
struggles, were gathering, waiting for her to die so
they could feed on her.
I was working in the area around her eye when she
actually began to 'sing' to us. As we worked, the
mournful song filled the water around us, and I
could actually feel it vibrate deep in my body. Her
singing motivated all of us to work that much harder. 0
Once we had gotten most of the net offher body, 0
the remainder just tangled in her tail, the whale took ,~,
off, swimming fast trailing the whole length ofnet. I ;,:.""'0:,-'
found myself right next to Oscar at this point just o~;~,
hanging on. She was swimming way too fast for us
to even try to work on the remaining net. Finally, "<0'_
Oscar and I released from the line and floated to the~~f;o,.;,
surface. All the other divers were already up. She
had left us all in the dust. We followed for awhile,
until she seemed to settle down again, and some of
the guys went back to work. I was completely spent.
I floated quietly about 30 feet away as Oscar Ortiz
cut the last of the net free and the whole tangled
mess bobbed to the surface. Spectators who had
assembled around us in kayaks and small boats were
cheering. Oscar came to the surface waving his arms
and screaming. She was free!
SIMoN . www.mbnms-simon.org
Sanctuary Integrated Monitoring Network
Who it is for:
The Site:
The SIMoN Website provides
valuable content for a broad
array of users, including the
general public, educators,
students, resource managers and
scientists.
(over)
Developed with
contributions from world-
class scientists at many
marine research institutions
in Central California, and
some citizen monitoring
initiatives
Website content revised on
a regular basis to provide
the most up-to-date
infonnation
15 sections that represent
major habitats and issues of
the Monterey Bay National
Marine Sanctuary
The General Public
• Easily access information on
the Sanctuary's major
habitats, species and issues
• Learn what kind of
monitoring is being done
and who is doing it
• Use the weather and tide
links to get current
conditions in the Sanctuary
• Learn about internship and
volunteer opportunities
(over)
•
•
•
What information can be found
on the site and how is it
structured?
The website presents information on IS major
Sanctuary habitats and issues, including kelp forests,
rocky shores, submarine canyons, water quality, marine
mammals and seabirds. The site highlights important
issues and trends, provides summaries of both historic
and current monitoring data, identifies relevant
monitoring projects and provides links to related
websites. It includes an interactive mapping application
that allows users to create their own maps incorporating
information from various data sets.
Monitoring data is useful only if it is read ily available
and provides timely and pertinent information to
managers, decision makers, educators, the research
community and the public. The SIMoN website will
serve as a central "hub" for communicating critical
monitoring information related to the Sanctuary. It will
help to identify ecosystem trends or changes over time
in the Sanctuary's resources, and provide a vehicle for
sharing that information with the broader community.
What is the SIMoN website?
Why is it needed?
The SIMoN website (www.mbnms-simon.org) is a
new, powerful tool for disseminating the latest high
quality scientific research and monitoring information
on the major habitats, species and issues ofthe
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. Scientists,
resource managers, educators, students and the public
will be able to quickly and easily access information on
the health of the sanctuary, as well as build their o~
downloadable maps to visually display monitoring
results.
MONTEREY BAY NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY
SANCTUARY INTEGRATED MONITORING NETWORK
o •• ~_
: .~. ".
Monterey Bay
National Marine
Sanctuary
Monterey Bay
Sanctuary
Foundation
Monterey Bay
Aquarium
SIMoN:
Sanctuary
Integrated
Monitoring
Network
www.mbnms-simon.org
PHONE:
(831) 647-4209
FAX:
(831) 647-4244
ADDRESS:
299 FOAM ST.
SUITED
MONTEREY, CA
93940
www.mbnms-
simon.org
The Site: (continued)
Each section has:
• Overview information on Sanctuary habitats
• Static maps and graphs of interesting and useful data
• List of relevant monitoring projects
• Link to individual project information (textual and visual)
• Educational material
• Links to educational websites
• Downloadable materials
• Links to relevant websites for further information
Interactive mapping application offers:
• Interactive mapping (GIS data on the web)
• Create custom maps on the fly by selecting appropriate data layers
o For example, create maps incorporating information on 2001
sea otter abundance data and 2001 kelp distribution data for the
area between Point Pinos and Lover's Point
• Maps downloadable for personal use
\"ho it is for: (continued)
I
Educators and Students
• Easily access information on the Sanctuary's major habitats, species
and issues
• Find marine science course materials from education links
• Use. interactive mapping application for GIS coursework
• Learn about internship and volunteer opportunities
Resource Managers and Scientists
• Find out current results of Sanctuary monitoring efforts
• Learn who is doing monitoring
• Develop new research partnerships
• Share your monitoring project information with SIMoN
• Leverage existing Sanctuary/SIMoN GIS data using an interactive
mapping application
For more information:
For information on the SIMoN Website go to:
www.mbnms-simon.org
For information on the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary go to:
http://montereybay.noaa.gov (new address)
For more information on the Monterey Bay Sanctuary Foundation go to:
W\VW .mbnmsf.org
Banning longlines inside 50 miles by boats longer
than 27 feet.
Banning offoreign factory ships from Mexican
waters.
Banning 'shark research' boats from taking dorado,
billfish and other gamefish as 'bycatch' inside 50
miles.
"One highly placed source in Mexico said last week,
'Baja California Sur is the only state in Mexico that
cares about conservation, because it is the only state
whose economy is based on sportfishing and
tourism. In every other state, even Baja California,
the northern state, nobody gives a damn.'
"As evidence ofthis statement's veracity, I offer the
city ofEnsenada, gateway to Mex 1 and the Baja
California peninsula, which has become a port of
convenience for foreign ships plundering the
Mexican coast with gillnets and longlines. Or, the
state ofSinaloa, overwhelmed by outlaw shrimp
pangas, or the city ofAcapulco, whose public fish
markets are filled to overflowing with sailfish -
stacked like cordwood, every morning, everywhere
you look.
"One fervently hopes that the new head of
Conapesca can actually deliver even just a portion of
what he appeared to offer. Even that much would be
an auspicious beginning ofa new era ofsustained,
coordinated management ofMexico's marine
resources for the equitable benefit of all its citizens."
Latitude 38 continues to receive interest in whale
or outrage for fish from its readers. In the March
issue there was this note: [In Jan.,] "we questioned
the assertion that drift net fishing exists only to
provide fish to U.S. markets. We asked that anyone
in the industry who could shed light on this question
contact us, but ... no one had. So we ask again here.
Anyone with accurate infonnation on the use ofdrift
nets in Mexican waters please contact us at
editorial@latitude 38." And please send a copy to
Soundings at estalee@inreach,com
Happily, on Feb. 26th, I received from Kevin
the ifemail: "It may interest you to know I have seen
the Whale in question twice since the rescue on
January 10th• She's easy to identify as her dorsal fin
is badly scarred from the net. Both times I saw her
she seemed, except for the net scars, to be healthy
and active. She is in the company of a small pod of
4 other humpbacks."
And, don't you know we'll be looking for her in
Monterey! We'll let you know, Kevin! -elas
Wait! That's Dot all. This story came to me
ough Leetronie Latitude, online version of Latitude
38, the popular sailing magazine for northern CA,
who cited someone in a group called Waterkeepers
Alliance. Trying to track down this tale, I was able to
email the Waterkeeper whose friend in Cabo had sent
him the story, thereby introducing me to a whole new
group of environmentalists concerned with
waterways. Then, I enjoyed an email conversation
with author/diver Kevin Colter in Mexico. He wrote:
"It's amazing to me the way news of this incident
has spread all over the world. I originally sent out the
story to a few of my close friends to let them know
what happened. Now I've gotten wonderful
encouraging emails from allover the states, 4 or 5
countries in Europe, even one from Japan...You know
• that when we were doing this, none ofus had any idea
~ of the response that would be forthcoming. The
. positive thing about all this attention is, I hope, that
these terrible nets are a little bit closer to being
banned for all time."
So in return, for Kevin, here's his ending~~ comments to the story first told: "The net that nearly.> killed this wondrous animal was what is called ac" "drift gill net." These nets are terribly destructive,. sweeping across a patch of ocean killing everything in
their path. Along with the food fish they are meant to
2
'harvest, what's called by-catch, which to the fishing
:... . industry means undesirable catch - the carcasses of
'.. ; sea lions, manta rays, turtles and dolphins - are way
:' too often found dead and rotting in these nets. Drift
, net fishing has been banned in many parts of the
~. world because it is so destructive. Drift net fishing.... persists here in Mexico, not, interestingly enough, tofeed the people ofMexico, but instead to provide fishX for large chain seafood restaurants in the U.S."
The Leetronie Latitude version added a
)( newsnote from Gene Kim, who writes a Baja Beat
column in Western Outdoor News, a weekly
'. newspaper for hunters and fishermen (this trail is~__ getting into some really unusual quarters. -ed.) "A;'./." wave ofeuphoria swept through Baja conservation~. community last week, in the wake of a watershed
. visit to LaPaz and Cabo San Lucas by Mexico's
ewly appointed fisheries chief, Ramon Corral Avila.
"In a series ofpublic and private meetings lasting far
into the night, Corral Avila broke new ground when
he declared for the first time ever that the official
policy ofConapesca would henceforth include:
Banning of drift gillnets in all Mexican waters.
6( Tubercles. Conl from page 3)
follicle, sometimes with a single light gray vibrrissa about 0.5 to 1.5 inches long. There is some suggestion
that the tubercle acts as a sensory organ, but their exact function is unknown.» (Knobby Heads: Discussion of
Challenge Question #16 in Humpback Whales Migration Update 4/2SI01, Journey North, www.leamer.org)
Different from our perception oftubercles on the feeding grounds, where humpbacks seem to have
benign relationships, or even cooperative ones, is that ofsomeone watching humpbacks on breeding grounds.
Susan Scott, in her column Ocean Watch, Honolulu Star-Bulletin, 3/22/02, writes the following.
"Humpback whale hairs contain nelVes and blood, suggesting that these are sense organs. Whale hair
might be part ofcourtship, an aid to navigation or a method of finding food. In Hawaii, researchers have noticed
that the tubercles ofsome aggressive male humpbacks are raw and bleeding. No one knows how this happens,
but it's an important identification tool. Injured tubercles heal white, accenting their location on the whale's
head. Since tubercles are spaced differently on each whale, this helps in recognizing individuals from
photographs."
Males in conflict over a possibly receptive female during breeding times are known to whack each other
with their long flippers, which are edged with tubercles in random locations. These sometimes have barnacles
attached, making for both a strong whack and a cut on an unfortunate whale. But, according to scientist Frank
Fish, flippers' leading-edge tubercles may have a hydrodynamic function quite beneficial to whale agility.
"The position, size and number oftubercles suggest analogues with specialized leading edge control
devices associated with improvements in hydrodynamic performance on lifting surfaces. It was hypothesized
that these leading edge tubercles can modify the hydrodynamic characteristics ofthe flipper to increase its
effectiveness in turning....The tubercles function to produce vertical flows ofwater moving over the surface of
the flipper and control lift characteristics at high angles ofattack where stall would occur. The ability to
maintain lift at high angles ofattack would be advantageous for the humpback whale during maneuvers. The
maintenance of lift allows for tighter turns associated with the whale's feeding behavior." ("Hydrodynamic Function
ofthe Leading Edge Tubercles ofthe Humpback Whale Flipper." Abstract. Fish, Frank. West Chester Univ., PA; Miklosovic, David, &.
Murray, Mark, US Naval Acad,; Howle. Laurens. Duke Univ., ISill Biennial Conf. On Biology of 'ne Mammals. Greensboro, NC
2003)
Conservation; Other Interests Look at OCeaDS ' ..r*:' -:~_ ~ -ela
In the whale of a story, I became interested in folks who watch rivers and their banks (see Waterkeepers.org),
and the sportsman's view of longline fishing. Monthly I get another look at sea concerns from the Surfrider
Foundation (surfrider.org and a monthly newsletter via email), who had this to say on 4/20/04 :
"The U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy today released their preliminary report to the nation's governors. The
report, which comes on the heels oflast year's Pew Oceans Commission Report, finds that pollution, over-
fishing, increased coastal development, altered sediment flow and dramatic declines in water quality have
significantly impacted the health and safety ofour oceans, waves and beaches. Among the more shocking
conclusions in the Pew and u.s. Ocean Commission reports~ despite a national "no net loss" policy, coastal
wetlands are disappearing at a rate of 20,000 acres per year. During those same 12 months, 16.3 million gallons
ofoil, or one-and-a-halftimes the total amount lost in the Exxon Valdez spill, runs offour nation's streets and
driveways and into our oceans....After the release of today initial findings, Governors only have 30 days to
respond before the comment period closes. "Now is the time for citizens to contact their state governors to
express their concern over the dramatic fmdings from this report," says Kevin Ranker, Surfrider
Foundation's Pacific Northwest Manager and appointee to Northwest Straits Commission and Olympic Coast
National Marine Sanctuary Advisory Council.
The current issue ofSurfriders' news also points out that California is NOT among the 9 states who have
complied with the federal beach water testing standard, as per the federal Beach Act of2000. It would help if
Congress would fund the Act: so far, only one third ofthe funds have been appropriated. 21 states, including
California, have not adopted clean water standards, tho the Act gave them until 4/24/04 to do so.
Humpbacks are here to feed! 0 joy! With an unusual number ofgray wl'ale mom/calfpairs going by (more
than 30 on some days) there are killer whales seen most days/ Awesome! News channels, even national
coverage, +photographers Robert Talbot and Jean Michel Cousteau: lookfor "our" whales infllms to come.
List oeMost Recent Marine Mammal SiKhtings in the Monterey Bay R~ion
Compiled by Monterey Bay Whale Watch For updates, see www.gowhales.com/sightings
Sightings marked • were reported by boats other than MBWW, including private, research, fishing, other whale watches, etc.
DaR 1# 'T)-pe orAIUm_l(s)
------_ .. _- ~_.-. - -----
4119 3 Humpback Whales
12 Killer Whales (transient type • predalion on gray wbale)
10 Killer Whales • (transient type - predation on gray wbale)
4118 5 Humpback Whales
22 Killer Whales (transient type - preclationon harbor porpoise)
4/17 early a.rn. 2 Humpback Whales
4 Killer Whales (transients)
4116 p.m. 1 OrayWhalo
8 Humpbaclc Whales
5 Killer Whales (transients)
4I16Lm. 3 Humpback Whales
300 Long beaked Common Dolphins
4117 p.m.
4117 a.m.
.V,Z6 p.m.
4116 p.rn.
4I1S p.m.
4I1S iLm.
4124 p.m.
4I24a.rn.
4113 p.m.
4113 a.m.
4112 p.m.
4111 p.m.
4111 iLm.
4110
4119 p.m.
4Il9lLm.
4/18 p.m.
4/18 a.m.
4117 p.m.
6 Humpback Whales
4 Humpback Whales
8 Killer Whalea (transient type • gray whale predation)
8 Humpback Whales
8 Humpback Whales
4 Humpback Whales
2 Humpback Whales
8 Killer Whales (transient type - gray whale predation)
6 Humpback Whales
8 Humpback Whales
200 Pacific WhiR Sided Dolphins •
16 Killer Whales (transient type - gray whale predation)
7 Humpback Whales
8 Humpback Whales
6 Humpback Whales
17 Killer Whales • (transient type - gray ,,'hale predation)
12 Humpback Whales
16 HIJlJlpbaek Whales
700 PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
6 Humpback Whalea
22 Killer Whalea (transients)
6 Humpback Whales
21 Killer Whales
8 Humpback Whales
21 Killer Whalea (transients)
2S Risso's Dolphins'
5 Humpback Whales
13 Killer Whales
3 Humpback Whales
13 Killer Whales (transients· predation on gray whale)
2 Humpback Whales
4 Killer Whales (transients· predation on gray whale)
2 Humpback Whales
4 Killer Whales (transipntB)
4IIS p.rn. 5 Humpback Whales
4I1SLm. 2 Humpback Whalcs
7 Killer Whales (transients)
- .-- --~ ..
4114 p.m. 3 Humpback Whales
4fI4a.m. 2 Humpback Whales
800 Pacific White Sided Dolphins •
3 Humpback Whales •
4113 p.rn. 2 Humpback Wh:ales
6 Blue Whales •
4I13Lm. 18 Killer Whales (transient type. predation on gray whale)
4112 p.m. 2 Humpback Whales
1 Blue Whale •
4111 a.m. 2 Humpback Whales
4111 p.m. 1 OrayWhalc
3 Humpback Whilles
10 Risso's Dolphins
4111 Lm. 2 Humpback Whales
15 Risso's Dolphins
4110 p.m. 5 OrayWhalcs
4110 a.m. 40 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
419 p.m. 6 OrilyWhaics
419lLm. 1 OrayWhaie
2 Humpback Whales
4/8 pm. OrayWhale
4/8 a.m. 10 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
25 Risso's Dolphins
417 5 Oray Whales
3S Risso's Dolphins
4/6 p.m. 3 Oray Whales
2 Humpback Whales
416lLm. 4 Gray Whales
3 Humpback Whales
4/S 4 OrayWbales
6 Harbor Porpoise
414 p.m. 2 Gray Whales
2 Humpback Whales
414 a.m. 9 OrllyWhales
413 pm. 2 OravWhalcs
5 Killer Whales
4IJ a.m. 6 OrayWhalcs
413 early ILm. S Killer Whales
412 p.m. 2 Humpback. Whales
4I1lLrn. 2 Humpback Whales
. -_... --~
411 S OrayWhales
2 Humpback Whales
'f
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Calendar ofACS meetillgs to come:
May 27th June 24th July 29th Special barbecue on August 28lh instead of a regular meeting.
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Go whale watching. Two local companies have supported AC\' Monterey Bay in ti,e past. Tiley are:
Monterey Sport FishingIMonterey Whale Watching Monterey Bay Whale Watch
372-2203 www.montereywhalewatchine.com 375-4658 www.\:owhales.com
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONfEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STAnON, Lecture Hall. Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, June 24, 2004 Time: 7:30 p.m. Please join us for refreshments at 7:00.
Speaker: Deborah Benham, Animal Behavior and Ecology Research Group, Univ. ofNottingham, England
Title: Sea Otters and Recreational Activities: is there evidence in these interactions of chronic
stress in otters and how can this be managed?
Wildlife tourism is a fast growing industry, often relying on fragile habitats and species. Though this can
-have positive impacts, e.g. encouraging conservation and
environmental education, it . can also damage the natural resources
it relies upon. This research focuses on interactions between the
threatened southern sea otter and recreational vessels in the
Monterey National Marine -;0: Sanctuary (MBNMS). This
population has been slow to '~ recover and suffers from high
mortality rates due to infectious disease, contamination and
fisheries interactions among others. Interactions with recreational
vessels may be causing chronic stress to sea otters, a
condition which can cause . changes in behavior, immune system
suppression and cardiovascular damage in other
species. This stress could increase otter susceptibility to the
aforementioned pressures. Data has been collected for 2 years
between June-September at several study sites in the MBNMS.
Over 500 hours of observations have been made.
Analysis so far indicates that larger numbers ofkayaks (rather than
other recreational vessels) are responsible for increasing
disturbance events. These results and collaboration with local
stakeholder groups has led to the development ofa 'wildlife
watchers card' for recreational boats. illustrating "alert"
behaviors, viewing guidelines and legislation. These will
be attached to every rental kayak in Monterey in the summer of 2004 and their efficiency in reducing
disturbance will be monitored.
Please join us for an informative presentation on our most charismatic marine mammal over which there is
presently much concern.
HOPKINS MARINE STATION UBRARY
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DavidZaChes, Vice-president
&RecOrdiitgsecretary
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Katy Castagna,.Treasurer
Katv@Monteravs.com
CALEDAR
June 24 - Regular meeting and Program. See cover.
July 29 - Regular meeting and Program.
August 28 - Special! Barbecue and celebration. A highlight of the ACS
year, the barbecue is a chance to see old friends and meet new ones, talk to
each other all we want, eat great food, win neat prizes, and celebrate a very
special event.
Diane Glim. Publicity
Diane@CoastweekIy·com
Sally .Eastham,.Membership Secretmy
& Newsletter MaitiDg
Seastham,'@no!1terey.kI2.ca,us
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Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Webmaster: Evelyn Starr
Alan Baldridge. Program Chair
baldridge@redshiflcom·
CarolMadu-. Conservation Chair
c.maeltr@worldnetatt.net
Barbara Oliver, Newsletter Mailing
bordh®ao1.com
Milos Radakovicb,Hiswrian
miJos@.mbay.net
Scientific Advisory·Committee Dlustrations in this issue:
On Sightings page: "Over the Hump." Humpback whale and Spinner
Dolphins, Robin Lee Makowski for Cetaceanary.
On the cover: Sea otter photo by Deborah Benham. Our duplication process
at Kinko's is not always kind to photos. When speakers contribute
photos, Evelyn Starr posts them on the chapter's web site, so look
for Deborah's otters in living color at
Http://www.starrsites.com/acsmb/
On the sea otter center spread: nothing but a commercial stamp ofkelp.
November 12 through November 14 - Start planning for the ACS 9lh
International Conference: "Learning and Whales: Education, Inspiration and
Action." Aboard the Queen Mary in Long Beach, CA. See the ACS -Nat'l
web site for information: www.acsonline.org
September 26 - Whale watch to raise funds for ACS research support and
activities. This will be a 4 - 5 hour trip with Monterey Bay Whale Watch,
looking for feeding whales, dolphins and other sea surprises. Last year, in
the latter halfofSep., we were seeing blue whales, humpback whales and an
array ofdolphins. Save the date and watch for details in future issues.
Iud Vandevere
Jerry Loomis
Libby Osnes-Erie
Alan Baldridge
Tom Kieckbefer
JoGuerrero
Esta Lee Albright
Soundings. ACS Newsletter, Editor
Esta LeeAlbright
estalee@inreas:b.com
American Cetacean Society
From the Editor:
This issue ofSoundings has been prepared ahead of time because I have
family events to attend in the middle of the country around Jone 1st • If this
issue is missing some late-breaking news, and if readers miss the usual format for reporting "Sightings," I
apologize! Any of our hard-working board members will be glad to fill in ifyou have questions. Until JUIY&.
;-", - '"
" --J.' •.
,,,...
,.': ... ·'\4 ...
Whales, Traffic and Curiosity
With whales seen inside the Bay at all times
of the year, boat speed is a great concern. A
recent report ofa cruise ship striking a whale
at the mouth of San Francisco Bay is an example.
The main boating channel along Cannery Row
sees many speeding boats - and many whales
either feeding in the springtime or swimming
through at any time if the year. It's only a matter
of time til there is a boat strike here. Education
via whale stories in local papers should help but
boaters don't seem to get the message it could
happen to them.
In recent years there have been reports of whales
accidentally striking boats. During the past winter,
two instances of whales encountering boats and
causing injury to passengers were reported in
Hawaii. Greg Kaufman of the Pacific Whale
Research Foundation on Maui says whales don't
consider boats as threats because they have
become accustomed to seeing humans and boats
when young. He was quoted in the Honolulu
Advertiser on I /22/04. "Ifyou park cars where
bears are rolling around, you're going to get the
paint scratched. That's what is going on here.
A whale-watching boat is like going to a zoo
for a humpback.. Where else can you see so many
humans in a cage." He says the increase in
numbers of humpbacks in Hawaiian waters each
winter simply means more interaction. "They're
not aggressive at all. There are just more of them,
and they're big." Hawaii has a number of scientists
with permits to get close to whales, which Kaufman
thinks may add to the familiarity.
Whale watch protocol says any boat approached
by a whale must remain stationary with engines in
neutral until the whale leaves. This is one big thrill
for whale watch passengers. "Sometimes while our
boat is just drifting the humpbacks will swim over
and roll around and spyhop next to the boat,
covering everyone with whale breath. This is an
incredible sight and those luck)' enough to witness
it swear it is something they will never forget and
often it is the highlight of their vacation, as these
whales are curious and trusting enough to approach
us on their own." (Monterey Bay Whale Watch web
site) It emphasizes the necessity for boats around
whales to be driven by careful, experienced, alert
captains looking out for the whales at all times.
In New England, where humpbacks feed, Maine's
Dept. of Marine Resources, Stellwagen Bank Natl.
Marine Sanctuary, & Inti. Wildlife Coalition
have distributed an educational pamphlet.
This is the cover:
Five Tips For Boating Around Whales:
1- See A Spout, Watch Out!
If you see a spout, or a tail, or a breaching whale, please slow down
and post a lookout. Some whales dive 20 minutes or more searching
for food. If you've seen one whale, many more could be close - maybe
too close to your boat and its spinning propellers. Proceed cautiously!
2- Head On Is Wromd
Don't alter a whale's paffi by cutting it off. When in sight of a whale,
follow official guidelines and adhere to existing regulations that re-
strict or prohibit closely approaching whales. Always keep your boat a
safe distance; don't risk striking a whale. Federal law prohibits the
harrassment of all marine mammals. Federal NOAA Fisheries regula-
tions and Massachusetts laws prohibit approaching the highly endan-
gered North Atlantic right whale closer than 500 yards.
3- Lots OfBoats, Then Talk To Folks!
" there are other boats watching or traveling near whales, hail them
on your VHF radio (channels 9 or 16) and coordinate your viewing
efforts.
4- Avoid Troubles, Steer Clear ofBubbles
Humpback whales sometimes feed by creating what are called "bubble
clouds:' The whales blow bubbles below the surface of the water to
confuse and condense schools of small fish. With mouths wide open,
the whales surface through the middle of the bubble cloud engulfing
large numbers of dazed fish. Bubble clouds look like light green, foamy
patches on the surface of the water. Birds often hover over them to
take advantage of the readily available fish.
Neverapproach, ordrive through, abubble
cloud as a leeding whale is likely to be
just below the surface.
S- Don't Chase, Give Tire
Whales Space!
Closely approaching a whale may
cause the animal to move away from
its lood source. Respect the whale's
behavior and keep your distance. If a
whale moves away, don't chase it.A
cautious boater may get to see whales
feeding, playing or breaching. Enjoy
the whales; don't endanger them!
Sea Otter Facts
Newborn pup length
Adult weight
10·15 years
15·20 years (one female lived for 28 years in captivity)
from Glenn VanBlaricom, Sea Otters. Voyageur Press, 2001
Enhydra /utris
male 51 in. (130 cm)
female 47 in. (120 cm)
24 in. (60 cm)
male 66 lb. (30 kg)
female 44 Ib (20 kg)
4· Sib (2kg)
male
female
Newborn pup weight
Longevity
Scientific Name
Adult Length
(from John E. Reynolds, "Marine Mammals ofthe World, " in Biology ofMarine Mammals. Smithsonian, 1999)
The mustelid representatives are the sea otter (Enhydra lutris), found along the Pacific coast ofNorth
America and Russia, and the marine otter (Lutra Felina) from coastal waters ofChile and Peru. There are three
subspecies of sea otter recognized. E.l. gracilis is found in the western north Pacific from the Kamchatka
Peninsula through the Kuril Islands: E.I. lutris exists in the Commander Islands, the Aleutian Islands, and
throughout central and southeastern coastal Alaskan waters; and E.l. nereis primarily occupies waters off
central California... The sea otter, which is the largest mustelid species ... is characterized by extremely dense
underfur, with sparse guard hairs, flattened hind feet for propulsion in water, retractile claws on the front feet
only, lack of functional anal scent glands, a loose, axillary flap of skin to hold or store food and tools, posterior
cheek teeth that lack cutting edges. a small pinna, and a horizontally flattened tail.
Impressions
from Elin Kelsey, SaVing Sea Otters. Stories ofSurvival. Monterey Bay Aquarium Press, 1999.
On a clear, sunny day when the Pacific stretches flat and lazy before you, it's easy to envy the sea otters in
Monterey Bay. Here, amid the shimmering golden kelp, they rest and feed and groom, groom. groom in an
endless cycle of day and night. Sea otters are so visible, so ever present along the harbors and beaches and
rocky shores of this spectacular peninsula, you can follow the details of their lives from the comfort ofa patio
restaurant. Unlike marine mammal watching in most places on Earth, sea otter viewing and fine dining coexist
in Monterey Bay - the 'crack' of an otter pounding a clamshell mixing with the clink of glasses and the
scraping ofplates.
But there's another side to this tranquil scene. The sea otters that roll and dive and tumble along this magical
coastline are, in reality. rare. You'd find more students in an average high school than you would southern sea
otters in the entire world. Numbering slightly more than 1,000 individuals. the southern sea otter population is
classified as a threatened species. And recent surveys confirm what many have feared: the population of
southern sea otters is declining. (Introduction)
There is something about sea otters that capture our hearts. Maybe it's the way a mother otter cuddles her
sleeping pup. or the way a pup cries when it's left alone on the surface while its mother dives for food. Maybe
it's the way sea otters busily groom their fur, or lazily doze in the kelp beds.
Whatever it is, these engaging animals give people an emotional connection to the health of the ocean
environment. And the plight of the southern sea otter - its population declining to the point that it could soon
become an endangered species - offers a warning signal that something is seriously wrong....
The challenges of protecting sea life for future generations are great. They will take the best efforts that each
of us can muster. But there is no more important work before us. Our swvival. and the survival of allUfe on
Earth. depends on healthy oceans. Sometimes you contribute by writing a letter to a legislator. sometimes by
walking to the store instead of taking a car. You can help by working with ocean wildlife. or by supporting
programs like our Sea Otter Research and Conservation efforts here at the aquarium. (Preface. by Julie Packard,
Executive Director. Monterey Bay Aquarium)
from Corey Ford. Where the Sea Breaks Its Back. The EpiC Story ofEar/y Naturalist Georg Steller and the
Russian Exploration ofAlaska. Alaska Northwest Books. 1966. pp 198-9.
By the turn of the century. the islands [Aleutians] had been stripped clean. In 1911. a fleet of thirty-one
schooners combed the fonner hunting grounds in vain. Their total kill for the summer was a dozen skins.
That year an international treaty to protect the species was signed. and the Aleutians were declared a Federal
Wildlife Refuge. Protection came too late... In 1925. an exhaustive survey failed to detect a single otter. and
the species was declared extinct.
Six years later. Frank Dufresne. soon to become director of the Alaska Game Commission, made a routine
inspection tour... Dufresne paid a courtesy calion ChiefMakary Zaocbney ofthe Aleut village. The chief led
him out of earshot of the other natives, and lowered his voice to a whisper. There was something he wanted to
show the game man, he confided. He would call for Dufresne tomorrow at dawn. before anyone else was
awake.
The first gray light was showing as the chief paddled out and Dufresne lowered himself into the skin boat.
They ghosted to shore. hid the boat. and the chiefled the way single tile across the island. his squat figure
almost invisible in the heavy fog. They came to a cover on the northern coast of Amchitka, and hid behind a
boulder at the edge ofthe beach. As the fog thinned. the chief lifted himself to peer over the boulder. ducked
down again. and gestured toward the water. Dufresne rose cautiously and gazed at the strands ofgreen and
purple seaweed, lifting and falling with the gentle swells. In the midst ofthe kelp was an unmistakable
triangular head dusted with silver hairs. moving slowly across the cove. The lone otter drifted on its back, a
baby clasped in its forefeet.
American's rarest fur animal had begun its long struggle back from oblivion.
Otter Watching Guidelines
from Friends ofthe Sea Oller, The Otter Rafi. no. 68, Spring-Summer, 2003
1. When on the water, look carefully for otters - they may be wrapped up in kelp or under the water foraging.
Be aware ofwhere they are at all times.
2. Approach otters slowly. calmly and quietly. 3. Approach from a parallel angle, never head on.
4. Stay back at least 50 feet. 5. Never try to touch, pet or feed an otter.
6. Do not try to get an otter's attention by banging, splashing or making other noises - you may scare it and
have an effect opposite to what you intended.
7. Otters are usually resting, grooming. feeding. traveling or interacting with each other. When you first see
them, note their behavior and make sure your actions do not cause a change in this behavior.
8. If an otter looks at you, rolls in the water with its head and feet out (logrolling), periscopes (head and
shoulders out), swims away from you on its back or front, or dives when you approach, you are probably
disturbing it and you should back off.
9. Ofan otter approaches you, back away slowly. If it tries to climb onto your boat or seems interested in your
dive equipment. use a paddle or other equipment to block it.
10. Ifyou want to see or photograph otters close up, consider using binoculars and cameras with zoom lenses,
or visit them in an aquarium.
Consemtion: Cruise Ships Are Still Coming
Carol Maehr. Conservation Chair for this chapter, keeps a wary eye on cruise ships. Monterey is slated to host
an increasing number. As I, the editor. walk along Fishennan's Wharf to work on whale watch boats, I am
curious about the people who have been oftloaded from cruise ships. What do they do? Once we knew about a
couple who came along on a whale watch. Usually, they walk past closed-up shops on the wharf and board
buses waiting for them in the parking lots. It would be good if they had something informational to see as they
come along the wharf. We can only hope their activities directors tell them something about Monterey's great
natural beauty and the sanctuary. At the least, we wish the cruise lines would promote clean habits and safe
driving for the ships and shore launches.
Carol's email of May 10, from Bluewater Network via Kaitilin Gaffney of Ocean Conservancy:
San Francisco, CA - A cruise ship passenger called a San Francisco television station yesterday to report that
the Coral Princess struck a wbale near the Golden Gate Bridge when leaving the Bay. The station KNTV-II
reported on the 11 o'clock news that the passenger said they felt the cruise ship hit something and then saw a fin
and blood in the water next to the ship. The reported whale strike occurred early evening as it departed for
Vancouver, B.C. The newsroom was apparently not able to reach the ship's captain to confirm the strike. The
U.S. Coast Guard said it was not going to investigate because it had no formal complaint.
"With more cruise ships speeding through whale territory every year, we are saddened but not surprised that one
may have been run down near the Golden Gate," said Teri Shore ofBluewater Network. "This week eight ships
visited San Francisco Bay in seven days, tbe biggest cruise week ever." Bluewater Network is calling for an
investigation of the possible whale strike by the U.S. Coast Guard and National Marine Fisheries Service. In the
past two years, whales have been struck and killed by ships in Southern California, Glacier Bay, AK,Vancouver
and other locations along the West Coast ofNorth America. To prevent whale strikes, Bluewater Network
advocates that cruise ships slow down in whale babitat and install fish-finder type devices that can detect the
presence of whale in the water. The group also calls for environmental impact reports to be conducted when
cruise or other vessel traffic increase in whale habitat or migratory routes.
###
Carol's email with part of an article from the Washington Post, May 9:
MOST AMERICANS who take cruises don't think much about the consequences to oceanic ecosystems
surrounding massive pleasure ships. But cruise ships, which carry thousands of people at a time, generate
vast quantities ofwaste: sewage and wastewater from laundries, showers and sinks. With little federal
regulation to stop them, these floating cities often dump their waste into America's coastal waters
Environmental activists have been pushing for tougher regulation. The group Oceana has been specifically
targeting Royal Caribbean Cruises, which boasts of its environmental friendliness, by means ofa boycott,
leafleting and other actions. Recently the campaign seemed to payoff. The company sent a letter to the group
announcing major changes.
###
Here in Monterey we are familiar with the battle to regulate water from cruise ships. With more cruise ships,
and with pressure from groups everywhere, it's an awareness that needs to be maintained. While insisting that
cruise ships respect our marine environment, it also would be an opportunity to let a large number of people
know ofa place where marine life, natural habitat, wildlife activities, and clean waters are important, and how
they can help. After I explained all this to a student in Elderhostel once, she told me she would ask during her
next cruise, when seated at the Captain's table: "Now tell me, what does this ship do with the water from those
toilets?"
YOU can get environmental updates from Carol via email.Contactheratc.maehr@worldnett.att.net
Sightings
Sightings of humpback whales - every good weather day in the first half ofMay !
For updated sightings information see the web site for Monterey Bay Whale Watch: www.gowhales.com
[Sightings in the usual format will return to Soundings next month.]
Ifwe're lucky, in May and June we see humpback whales inside the bay, often quite visible from shore. When
the strong spring winds, upwelling, and sun arrive on time, the supply of baby fish is widespread in the bay. As
June progresses, the large whales (humpbacks and blue whales finally arriving) tend to move out toward the
supply ofkrill at the edges ofthe submarine canyon. Folks whose inner ears give them problems, i.e.
seasickness, when they are on boats, are able to watch whales from shore during this springtime feasting. This
year sightings of humpbacks became fairly regular in April and norma! in May.
Humpback behavior is one of the joys of whale watching. Mason Weinrich, et at., include humpback behavior
in the scientific work at the Whale Center ofNew England. ("Behavioral Development ofHumpback Whales
(Megaptera novaeangliae) in the Southern GulfofMaine," Proceedings, European Cetacean Society
Conference, 1992. www.whalecenter.orglrespaper.htm) They identify 64 behavior types and grouped by
category:
"Aerial behaviors - flipper slaps, belly-up flipper slaps, lobtails, belly-up lobtails, tail breaches, and five types
of full body breaches." Do they mean 50-foot humpbacks roll upside down and slap long flippers and wide tail
flukes on the surface? Indeed. We had to laugh as we watched humpbacks doingjust that in May this year.
"Social-inquisitive behaviors - trumpet blows, rolls, head-ups (high and low), belly-ups, tail stands, single
bubbles." This spring, rolls, belly-ups and some trumpet blows were seen when humpbacks were foraging in
pairs. Rolls give an enticing view of the pointed edges of the curved tail flukes, rather a tease of photographers
hoping for a good view of the identifying white marks on the undersides of flukes.
"Surface feeding behaviors - feeding lunges, bubble clouds, bubble rows, bubble nets." Lunges and bubble
clouds were seen in May this year, once right next to the whale watch boat. The lunges usually bring a view of
extended throat grooves, a part of the whale so surprising that first-time watches wonder what is happening. In
Monterey, we sometimes see bubble rows, which we call bubble curtains, but the perfected, cooperative use of
bubble nets is considered part ofthe culture of the North Pacific stock in Alaska.
Weinrich's research is on the development ofbehaviors and it isn't surprising that he finds more aerial
behaviors in very young animals, ages 2 and 3, decreasing at ages 5 and 6. "Younger whales may have had
surplus energy available for aerial activity~ they are not constrained by the energetics ofbreeding, and it was
important that 'play' behaviors be used to perfect social actions that will be used extensively after maturity."
Surface feeding and use ofbubbles were seen as young whales reached age 2, after weaning and separation
from the mother at age 1, so has been contributed to cultural
learning (taught among the population). In Monterey, the
repeated aerial acrobatics ofcalves lead us to agree.
Weinrich's research is on the North Atlantic
population, whereas our humpbacks are considered
a sub-population ofthe North Pacific stock. It is
interesting to determine which behaviors are ----.=; .
taught by mother whales before the weaning period "
at the end ofthe first year, and which are the results
of observing behaviors ofa specific population.
Go Whale Watching in Monterey Bay and out over the submarine canyon with companies that support ACS:
Monterey Bay Whale Watch Monterey Whale Watching 372-2203
www.gohwales.com 375-4658 www.monterevwhalewatching.com
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONfEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannel)' Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, July 29, 2004 Time: 7:30 p.m. Please join us for refreshments at 7:00.
Speaker: Captain Dave Anderson, Dolphin Safari, Dana Point, CA
Title: WILD DOLPHINS & WHALES OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Using a consumer digital video camera to produce this documentary, frrst time filmmaker Captain Dave
second place in the People's Choice
prestigious International Wildlife Film
f..1issoula, Montana on Monday, May
the "Sundance ofwildlife films,"
. people to its annual week of screenings,
Montana-style networking. What is
award is that the majority ofthe other
as well as experienced and extensive
Anderson spent five years producing the
features spectacular footage of rare and
thousands ofwild dolphins, including
Common, Pacific White-sided and
=;;;;::~ dolphin. Other whale species featured
Minke, Humpback, Fin and Killer
0.• whales. The Killer whale and Northern
sequences were filmed in Monterey Bay
Nancy Black and Monterey Bay
Anderson was awarded
Award from the
Festival (lWFF) in
3rd. IWFF is known as
attracting about 10,000
workshops, seminars and
remarkable about this
ftlms had large budgets,
production teams.
64-minute film which
endangered Blue Whales,
the Bottlenose, RisSO's,
Northern Right Whale
include Spe~ Gray,
whales and False Killer
right whale dolphin
with the assistance of
Whalewatch.
This film comes highly recommended by the ACS
National Office and offers a unique oppornmity to view
footage ofsome species rarely filmed in California such as False killer, Sperm and Minke whales.
The speaker will have copies of the film for sale ($20) at our meeting and through his website at
www.dolphinsafari.com.
Photo;"Dave filming dolphins" is used with permission ofDolphin Safari, received from Gisele Guilbert-Anderson for Soundings
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Become a member ofACS
Monterey Bay. Save on conference
costs - ~ive publications .-
learn about whales and their kin.
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CALEDAR
July 29 - Regular meeting and Program.
July 21 - Benefit Concert for Chris Dempsey, Thursday, July 22, 2004,
8:00 pm, Ocean Thunder, 214 Lighthouse Ave., PGlMonterey
$20 donation @door (or what you can afford)
Live Band: Jonah & the Whale Watchers
For more info: contact the Palumbi Lab, Hopkins Marine Sta., 831-655·6210
Anyone in the lab can help you, esp. Cathy Munsch or Carolyn Sotka.
Chris was diagnosed with Hodgkin's Lymphoma this year and we at Hopkins
are trying to raise money for his treatment 'We are inviting you all to the
concert! Come and have fun. (Catherine Munsch, Genetic Research· The
Palumbi Lab at Hopkins Marine Station, ,cathymunsch@yahoo.com [or]
cmunsch@stanford.edu)
Aagust 18 - Special! Barbecue aDd eelebratioD. This party will have an
extra-festive air as we honor Jud Vandevere just before his 80th birthday!
A highlight ofthe ACS year, the barbecue is a chance to see old friends and
meet new ones, talk to each other all we want, eat great food, win neat prizes.
Place: Indian Village, Pebble Beach. Cost: $15.
September 26 - Whale watch to raise funds for ACS research support and
activities. This will be a 4 • 5 hour trip with Monterey Bay Whale Watc~
looking for feeding whales, dolphins and other sea surprises. Last year, in
the latter halfofSep., we were seeing blue whales, humpback whales and an
array ofdolphins. Save the date and watch for details in future issues.
November 11 throagh November 14 - Start planning for the ACS 91h
International Conference: "Learning and Whales: Education, Inspiration
and Action." Aboard the Queen Mary in Long Beach, CA. See the ACS -
Nat'l web site for information: www.acsonline.org Stay tuned for travel
plans from Monterey to the conference.
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Sing a Song of Surprises
Here on the Central C4.jeedlng grounds, we do not expect to hear the humpbDck song. However. sometimesjust before lhelr
migration to warm wDter breeding grounds, VOCQ/lzing has been heard thai sounds like a .!ong. Evidently there Is more 10 learn. The
following Item was sent 10 chop/era by ACS National in May conservation news.
Humpbaek Whales SiDg More OfteD
The male humpback whale is believed to sing its mysterious songs mainly for the same reason mainly to attract
females. Researchers bad thought the male humpbacks sang to attract females only during their winter mating
season in the tropics. Now, scientists know the humpbacks also sing during springtime in New England, where
they supposedly are focused on eating.
The findings, gathered by observing humpbacks roaming feeding grounds offCape Cod, undermine long-held
assumptions about humpback behavior, said whale biologist Phillip Clapham ofthe Northeast Fishery Sciences
Center, co-author ofa paper on the singing in the current issue ofProceedings Royal Society, Biology.
"It tells us whales don't read the text books, which is really annoying," he said.
The whales haven't suddenly taken to a new stage otTthe Cape, said Cornell University professor Christopher
W. Clark, a bioacoustics expert and the paper's co-author.
"I'm sure they were doing it," Clark said. "We just never listened."
Clark and Clapham bad hoped to hear the chatty, rare ~d hard-to-track North Atlantic right whale when they
began recording in an area ofGeorges Bank, about 80 nautical miles east ofthe Cape, between May and June
2000. Instead, they heard almost nothing but humpbacks singing. The singing Clark heard and the sporadic
humpback sounds he exPeCted to hear are as different as a srunt at the dinner table and a grand opera.
Humpbacks have a range that covers eight octaves, from a bass so low that humans can't hear it to a
magnificent soprano, Clark said. Their highly structured songs include multiple themes that are constantly
repeated and even rhyme.
The songs last up to 30 minutes, and the whales embellish like jazz musicians, seeing' •who can improvise in
some attractive way better than the other (whale)," Clark said.
Aside from attracting mates, singing is also believed to establish a hierarchy among male humpbacks. Some
theorize the singing breaks out among migrating whales as they start to mix.
Clapham said the whales could be singing because their honnone levels are still high from winter. Or they
could be establishing bonds with females in hopes ofhooking up during the next mating season, he said.
They also might be trying to immediately mate with females who didn't conceive the previous winter, he said.
Whaling catch data indicates hwnpbacks have been conceived outside ofthe winter mating season, even though
it's rare for females to ovulate then.
More study is needed on the humpbacks, which are an endangered but recovering species, with an estimated
11,SOO in the North Atlantic. Clapham said in the end the spring singing may just be a chance for "low cost
advertising" ... the male humpback is eating and there are females around, so he might as well give it a shot,
mating season or not
.•Males take any opportunity they can to attract the females, across the animal kingdom," he said. Source: AP
Vnusnal Sea Otter Predation Report
by Carol Maehr
On January 30, 2003, a southern sea otter, Enhydra
lutris nereis, was sighted killing common loons, Gavia
immer, 50 meters (m) from shore andjust north ofthe
Del Monte Beach Townhouses on La Playa, Del
Monte Beach, Monterey, California. Although past
observations ofsea otters feeding on birds have been
reported, this particular incident was unusual because
it did not appear to be related to feedmg and the
predatory behavior differed nom previous
observations.
Since 1969 there have been at least 20 reports ofsea
otters feeding on seabirds in the Monterey/Cannel
area (Riedman and Estes 1988). The reports are
concentrated in the Monterey harbor area, Stillwater
Cove, and Point Lobos State Reserve. In these
reported incidents Western grebes, cormorams, gulls,
common loons, and surfscoters were taken and eaten.
In 1986, six predations by the same male sea otter
occurred at Whaler's Cove, Point Lobos, with five in
March and one in April. This otter captured the birds
by diving and grasping from underwater while the bird
rested on the surfilce, similar to the way coastal river
otters, Lontra canadensis, 'capture seabirds.
Researchers that recorded these observations suggest
that capturing a bird by grabbing it from under water
while the bird floats on the sur&ce takes planning and
intelligence. Furthermore, they state that this is an
example ofsea otters learning a new behavior, one
requiring skills quite different than those needed to
capture slow moving or sessile invertebrates. The
observation that follows is similar to the observations
cited above in that birds are killed by a sea otter. More
importantly, the present observation is dissimilar
because the birds are not eaten by the sea otter and the
manner in which the birds are killed differs from
previous observations.
At 1530 hrs on 30 January 2003, a common loon was
sighted approximately 50 m from shore in calm water
offDel Monte Beach in the Monterey harbor area. The
loon appeared to be in distress - thrashing in the water
with feet, flanks, wings, and dorsal surfaces
altemately visible. Examination through lOx 40 Zeiss
binoculars revealed that the loon was held to the chest
ofa sea otter. The otter rolled in the water with the
bird, holding it with its forepaws. It appeared to
wrestle with the loon, wrapping its body around the
loon, tail and hind flippers flailing wildly. As the
thrashing ofthe loon subsided, the otter rolled onto
its stomach (ventral side) and held the loon
underwater for approximately 3 minutes. During this
time all that could be observed from the surface was
the back ofthe otter. Then the loon surfaced,
apparently unharmed, and attacked the otter by
pecking at its head and neck multiple times. There
was no noticeable response from the otter. The loon
then "ran" 5 to 6 m across the water, as ifattempting
to take off, then settled back on the surface. Within a
minute the otter attacked the loon again, not from
underneath as has been reported by Reidman and
Estes (1990), but swimming on the surface on its
ventral side. It rammed into the loon's side and
grasped it with its paws. The loon exhibited less
thrashing while being held this time. The otter roUed
over and held the loon underwater longer than in the
previous bout. After 5 minutes the loon floated to
the surface, motionless and dead, white ventral side
up. The otter drifted 3 to 5 m away and rested on its
back. The otter did not consume the loon after the
attack. During this observation period a second loon
was observed floating dead, ventral side up,
approximately 15m farther out from the encounter
just witnessed. At 1600 hrs the same otter attacked a
. third loon and repeated the killing behavior
described above.
This otter had no identification tags and its nose
Was entirely black. The sex ofthe otter could not be
determined. Typically, males are involved in the
majority ofseabird-eating reports (Reidman and
Estes 1990). This incident does not appear to be an
example offeeding behavior since the otter made no
attempt to eat any ofthe three loons. Two days after
this incident one intact and uneaten, dead, common
loon was found on the same beach.
Ofnote also is the method ofattack, which differs
from previous reports. It did not dive and grab from
underwater (Reidman 1990). Instead it stayed on the
surface and swam rapidly, dorsal side up, ramming
into the loon and grasping it This "wrap around
assist" is possible because ofthe body shape and
tleXloility found in mustelids (powell 1982).
Mustelids manipulate and position prey using their
feet (Svendsen 1982) and kill by directing a bite to
the back ofthe head or neck (powell 1982). The
IaUer behavior was not seen during this reported
incident Ifbiting the neck or head occuned while
underwater it could not be observed.
This observation could be an isolated case ofa
rogue sea otter exhibiting surplus killing. Surplus
killing has been documented in many predator species
and the Mustelid family is known to exhibit this
behavior, although terrestrial mustelids usually cache
the surplus. (poweu, 1982)(Svendsen 1982).
Alternately, this observation could be related to a
tenitorial struggle precipitated by limited food supply,
disease and dementia, or some other environmental or
ecological stressor.
Anecdotal observations ofthis kind should be
reported. They add to the body ofknowledge about
this threatened species. This may be the first report of
an unusual killing behavior by a sea otter involving a
seabird in which the prey was not consumed.
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ORIS "YcUiDI" to lHtlIeard
The killer whales ofPuget Sound are showing new
behaviors, possibly affected by the amount ofboat
traffic around them in the summer season.
Over the last decade there bas been an acute increase
in boat traffic including commercial shipping and
tourist boats, compared to the number oforcas,
which bas been fidling since 1996. Researchers from
Durham University (UK) and the Whale Museum
(Friday Harbor, US), have compared recordings of
orca calls from as far back as 1977. The team found
that there was a 10 - 1S% increase in the duration of
calls made by orcas during the 2001 - 2003
recording period, while there has been a fivefold
increase in boats following the orcas between 1990
and 2000. The research suggests that these orcas are
lengthening their calls to be heard over the noise of
the boats.
In a quote given to BBC News Online, Andy ~oote
ofDurbam University said, "The whale-watching
vessels quite often act as a beacon attracting the
tourist boats. This increases the amOlD1t oftraffic
around the whales even more. While the whale-
watching vessels behave responsibly - try Dot to start
their engines up when they're on top ofthe whalc:s
and so on - the tomists aren't always aware ofquIte
how to behave with the whales. Ifthe growth in boat
traffic continues apace, it could start interfering with
the orcas' ability to find food"
The orcas make longer calls when boats are present
but it appears they only do this when the noise
reaches a certain critical level. Source: BBCand
The Oregonitm
Note: Boat trajJlc in the San Juans far exceeds that
onfeeding grounds offihore ofMonterey - most of
the time. when will we look at our own boat noise
around schools offish and bill? ~
Whale Seasons
Never mind the saying that California has no change ofseasons. Some apparent seasons (ifyou know where to
look) are those ofwhale sightings. Lists in this issue feature the presence ofhumpbackst returning from Central
America to feed here, and the transient killer whales on predation ofnorthbound gray whale calves. By July, the
orcas seem occupied elsewhere (maybe following the gray whale migration north) and the humpbacks are seen
at the edge ofthe submarine canyon or nearby, feeding on krill. This year the arrival ofmany blue whales in
June was a bit ahead oftime, but no whale watcher is complaining.
5120
..... " Type orAllbu1(l)
5IJ1 p.m. 5 Humpbadt WbaIcs
-----~-_.~--~.- -" --.- .. - -~
5IJI LIII. 5 Blue WbaIcs
4 HIIIIIPbac:k Whales
__~.__• ., ._.•• - . ._h__
5130 p.m. 5 Hlllllpbact WbaIes
5130 LIII. 8 Humpback WhaIcs
---_."-_._------.-_.._._-
512' p.lll. 3 Humpbadt WbaIes
512' LIII. 7 Blue WbaIcs
5 Humpback Whales
- ..------_.._--- ., ..- ---- -'
5128 7 IilIaIpIlaU WbaIcs
]50 PlIcific Whlte SIded DoIphiDs
"- ---~-~--_. -_.
5127 9 Humpbal:t WhaIcs
200 Pllciflc Whlte Sided Dolphins
___ , __ • ~ 'u •• ~ _
M6 p.m. 2 Humpbact Whales
2 FiDWbaIcs
5IU .... 4 Humpbac:k Whales
, FiDWbaIcs
30 Rislio's Dolphins
5125 p.aa. 2 HIIIIIpblIck WbaIcs
5125.... 12 Blue WbaIa
] Humpbaa WbaIcs
300 RiIso's Do1plliDs
_.,- .~-,----------..------- . -- _.'----_. -----
5124 pm. .. Humpbadt WbaIcs
600 Rlsso's Dolphins
------------------_ ..- .._--.----.~.- --'.-
!44.... 13 Blue Whales
] Humpback Wba1es
200 Padflc WhIte Sided DoIpbIns
1200 RiIso's Do!pIIJDs
_.. ~ .._-_._.._------- ......._-_.-.~--.~---
5123 p.m. 'Humpbac:t Whales
5123 .... 14 Blue WbaIcs
4 Humpb8cIl WIIaIes
_._. .~ ~ •. "n"_ •.• '._ ~. - _
5122 p.m. 4 IfIImpback WbaIes
._-----_.- -_.__ ..-._..~~- .._. ---- . ---- ..• _._--- ...
5122 LIllo 4 B1vc WhIIa
2 Humpback WblIIcs
I ~TlIrde
_~ __ ~_ •• u •• .~_··__• ._. _
Sill ,... 3 fIumpIllII:t WbaIcs
-_.-. --_._-_._. --------_._-_.. _.. -.
5121 LIllo 3 HumpbaI:k WbaIcs
8 KllIcr WbaIcs
14 Blue Whales
3 HIIIIIPbact WbaIcs
m Risllo's Dolpblos
_-.. • ...__._~__ u •• __~ _
!lt9 p.m. J HlIIIIJI!Iack Whales
._.. - - -..' --. ,. '-'~-------'-'- '._ .._.---,--
5/19 LIII. .. Humpbact WbaIes
.__'_~ ' ~"' ._.~ __ .. . _. _~_n ..
!ltl 8 HumpIlact WIIaIes
350 RIsao's Do1phlDs
!1117 1 HIIIIIJlback Wbala
50 Puclfic WhIte Sided Dolphins
300 RIsso's DoIph1m
15 NoJ1bem Il1&bJ WbaIe Dolpbills
_.~-_ ..__..._~ .._--
!II' 5 Humpback Whales
--_._-.. --------~_ .._--~~-~-_ .._~- ~-~ ------..---. --_.-
5Il5 3 Blue WhaIos
2 HIIIIIJlback WbaIcs
400 PlICifIc WhIte Sided Dolphlas
50 Nolthcm Right Wbale Dolpblns
!II" 5 HumpbIct WIIaIes
14 Killer Whales (tnmsIent type • prc:datIon on gray whale)
.-~-------- - -~.
!Ill 5 HIIIIIpbIck WIIaIes
500 P1Icifie WbI10 Sided Dolphlas
10 KIller Whales • (lnIIISiaU type)
..-----'--_._--~...._'-_.~ ._--,---~~- ---'-.
5112 4 HIlIDJlbadt WbaIa
16 KIller Wba1cs (tnmsieal type - pRlllaIIoo on lJI'lI)' wbaIc)
5111 No !rip • Poor WClIIIIcr
5118 , HlIIIIpback WbaIa
- -------'-.. .---.------ -.----- .. - ._---- -- -,'.--
58 6 HIIDIJIback WhaIcs
16 KIller Whales (CI'III:ticnl type • predatIoo 011 gray wbaIe)
_.__.. ~_~ ........_. ~-__. ,. __ --.r._.__
!II p.m. 6 Humpback Whales
-----~_._-,-~ .. ' ,--------_. -_.-._.~ .. _.- -_. -- '.' ,_ .. - - ------
SIB LIII. 8 Humpbeck WhsIes
18 KIller WbaIes (lI'IIlSfc:llt type • prc:datIonon pay whale)
____r ... · ~ ' .
!17 p.m. 6 HlIIIIpback Whales
200 lUsso's DolpbillS
5 KIller WbaIcs • (lIlIIISialt t)'pe)
-'- _._--------_.,-------~._~._---.. _--~-
5f7 LDl. 8 Humpback Whales
400 PacIfic WhIle Sided Dolphins
800 Risso's Dolphins
300 Nortbcm R1g1u Whale DoIphiDs
-_.__ .---- .~----_._--_. --_.----
5115 p.m. 6 HIlIDJlbadt WbaIes
---.__.-----._----~----_ .....--_.._.__ .~-------_.
516 LIII. 6 HuarpI:lack WbaIa
______ n.' • __... • ._ •••••~. ~ __ ,.__•• _
515 7 HumpbIck WhIIa
---.__.~-- .~-~_.__._--.. __._----------~-- -.-'
su. 5 HlIIIIpbIck WbaIcs
5IJ p.III. 6 Humpback WbaIes
._-- -- -- -- -- ,---_ ... _.- - - .... _. -- -'- . -
!l21.m. 6 Humpback WbaIcs
" 7 KflIer WblIIcs •
5Il. p.aa. 'HIIIDpbIIck WbaIes
-------_ ...... -_.. _-'.
511 LIII. 6 Humpback Whales
12 KlIler Wbalcs (tnnsIcDl type)
200 PudfIe WbilO Sided Dolpbflls
Otto I TJpe orAaIm8l(.)
--- ..-----.-
---------
6/19 p.m. 7 Humpbadt Whales
40 Risso's DoIpbiDs
-- - -- -_.~------------- --_.-
6/1, 10m. 40 Blue Whales
7 Humplladt Whales
30 PlIc:ific White Sided Dolphbls
300 1U5so's Dolphins
ISO Northcm Right Whale Dolphins
6fJ8 10 BlueWbalcs
8 Ris1o's DoIpll!Ds
~--------
6/11 6 BlueWba1cs
2 Humpback WbaIes
~_ .. _- - -----
'116 9 BlueWbalcs
12 lU5so's DolphiDs
.------~--
6125 12 BIuoWbalcs
3 HIIDlJlbaI:k WbaIcs
250 PlIdfIc While Sided Dolphins
600 Risso's DoIpblDs
75 N011Jlcm Right Whale Dolphins
---~--- ..------
6IU 12 Blue Whales
3 Humpback Wba1es
6f.I3 10 Blue WbaIcs
I Humplladt WhaIc
6/11 9 Bluc Whales
2 Humpback Whales
6/11 15 Blue WbaIcs
I Humpbadt WbaIc
6110 p.m. 12 Blue Whales
~-- ~~- ---_.-------- ... -
6/10 LIII. 15 Blue Whales
2 HlIIDpbadt Whales
35 Risso's DolpbiDs
--- --- -----_.----
6119 p.lll. 9 BIUII WbaIes
I HIIIl1pback Wbale
611' 10m. 22 Blue WbaIcs
1 HIIIIIpbact WbaIcs
1 E1qIbmd Seals
6fl8 14 Blue Whales
8 HlIIIIJlback WItaIcs
120 Pacific While Sided DolphlDs
550 Rissds Dolph\nl
40 NoJdIem Right WhlI1c Dolphins
___ w_· •• -.--~----~
6fl1 12 HlIIDpbsck Wh8/cS
2SO I'Ildtic White Sided DolpbiDs
300 Risso's Dolphins
6116 13 Blue WhalC!1
2 HlIIIIpback WhaIcs
ISO PlIdfIc White Sided Dolphins
__ .~ . .u .. _
6fI! "Blue Whales
4 IIumpbatt WbaIes
200 Risso's Dolphins
6114 7 Bluc WbaIes
5 Humpbal:k WbaIcs
250 Pacific WbllC Sided Dolphins
300 Risso's Dolphins
- - - -----------
6113 10 Blue WbalC!I
6 Humpback WbalC!I
200 Pacltlc: W1lltll Sided Dolphins
--_.- _._--------_.
6111 p.m. 1 Humpback WblIles
6112 10m. 42 Blue Whales
6 Humpback Wholes
150 Pacitk White Sided Dolphins
400 Risso's Dolphins
--~ -- -.~-.-,--_.
6fl1 p.aa. 10 Blue Wha1cs
. ------
I_~ -
6fl1 LIII. 12 BlueWbalcs
1 Humpback Wholes
350 Pacltk Wbltc Sided Dolpblns
600 Rissds Dolphllls
30 Nonbem RIght Whale Dolphins
- -~- -_._-- ._---~.-.-
6110 p.lll. 10 Bluc Whales
I HumpbacIt Whale
300 Pacific WhIle Sided Dolphins
230 Risso's Dolphins
25 Notlhem RIght Whale Dolphins
6110 LIII. .. Blue WbaIcs
I Humpback WhaIc
150 PlII:ifk: White SIded Dolphins
50 Risto's DoIpbiDs
-- --- -p~~~--------------
'" 13 Blue WbaJcs
6 Humpbadt Whales
75 Pacific WhIte Sided DoIphlJls
100 RIsso's Dolphins
611 2 BIIII: WbaIes
2 HlIIIlpbac:It WhaIcs
'0 Pacific WhIle Sided Dolphins
100 IUssdsDoIpb!ns
617 I Bluc WhaIc
3 Humpllack WhIles
5 KiIlcr Wha1cs
100 Pacific WhIle Sided Dolphins
616 14 Kil1cr Whales3" PacifIc While Sided Dolphins
615 p.m. 'HumpbaI:k WbaIes
~---_._-
615 ..... 12 Blue WhaIcs
, Humpbaclt Whales
350 Pacific WhIte Sided Dolphins
75 Risso's DoIpl1lns
--------- -- ~ ------- .--
6/4 7 HlImpback Wbales
35 Pacific While Sided DoIphlJls
IS Risso's Do!phias
15 Dalfs Porpolse
1 HIIIbor Porpoise
-------_.-
6I.S 7 Humpbadt WbaIcs
200 IUssds DoIpbiDs
" Nordlcm Rlgld WIlaIcl Dolphins
612 5 Blue WhaIcs
2 Humpback WbaJes
---.'---"'_.------------ --.
6ft 8 Blue Whales
40 PBclfic WhIle Sided DoIphiDs
150 Risso's Dolphlas
Brandt's Connorants have taken over the Coast Guard BreakWater by the hundreds. A wonderful
chance to see nesting seabirds, there are young chicks, juveniles still being fed, and second
nests being built - a cormorant's neighbors steal nesting seaweed as soon as the builder
leaves for more. Drawtngfrom "Sanctuary Explorations, " Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
Sightings information is compiled from reports by Richard Ternullo from reports by whale watchers, fishermen,
etc., and posted on the web site for Monterey Bay Whale Watch www.gowhales.coID - Sigbtings. The current
month's highlights are reported monthly at the regular ACS program/meetins.
Going out there to see whales? Don't forget the ACS fund-raiser on September 26" !
Other times, choose a company that has supported ACS Monterey Bay in the past.
MODteny Whale WatehiDg 372-2203 MODterey Bay Whale Watch 375-4658
www,montereywha1ewatchina.com www.gowhales.com
Dreary news in an email: "Legislative Watch" 7-3-04
from National Resources Defense Council. Write
your congressman !
Budget/Appropriations
On 6/28, the House passed the FYOS Energy and
Water Appropriations bill (H.R. 4614), which would
provide 528 billion in funds to the Department of
Energy, Bureau ofReclamation and Anny Corps of
Engineers. An amendment offered by Rep. Sanders
(1-VT) to shift $30 million from nuclear weapons
activities to renewable energy programs failed by a
vote ISO-241. The California Bay-Delta Restoration
Program, or CalFed, received no funding in the bill
because Congress has not passed legislation
specifying the federal government's share of funding
for the joint state-federal program.
On 6/23, the House Appropriations Committee passed
the FYOS Commerce, Justice and State appropriations
bill (H.R. 2799) that funds most oceans programs. The
bill would slash funding for the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration by $400 million, pri-
marily from programs for ocean conservation and
fisheries management The cuts are particularly ironic
in light oftwo national reports released in the last year
that describe the declining health ofocean ecosystems
and calIon Congress to increase funding for oceans
conservation. The full House will vote on the bill
following the July 4th recess.
For more infonnation on the Bush administration's
proposed FYOS budget: see NRDC's budget statement,
and NRDC's analysis ofthe budget.
http://www.nrdc.orglmedialpressreleasesl040204b.asp
http://www.nrdc.orglmedialdocsl040204.pdf
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American Cetacean Society - Monterey Bay Chapter
The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
August 2004
Your presence is requested at ACS's AnDual Barbecue
Sat., Aug. 28, 2004
5pm
-
____."._. .e-~ _
-_.,-_d
--- -. ..... -:i!!!r...
--.:::... --~-
" p
Indian
Village
in
Pebble
Beach
IDJa
oroar replar
meetlq.
Pleuemake
reservatfODl
by Aug. 20.
This year we celebrate the birthday of
Jud
Vandevere
Sft insidelor directions tIIId reservations.
HOPKINS ~ARfNE STATIC I DBRn" AUG 10 20Ch
TIre drawing was used in the 1980'sfor the benefit art shaw. Artis'" Give ThtmJrs to the Animo/a. We always thought it was ofJud.
When: Saturday, August 28 at 5:00 pm
(In lieu ofour normal program meeting in August)
Where: IDdian Village in Pebble Beach
Directions: Tum inland from Seal and Bird Rock Beach onto The Dunes Drive.
Look for "Whale Signs."
Cost $15 per penon BBQ Dinner
We will have a bonfire and tables set up in this outstanding location, out ofthe wind and under the stars
(we hope).
We provide soft drinks. BYOB Also, please bring your own service.
We are looking forward to this event and hoping we can reunite many friends and many past ACS board
members while we celebrate Jud's 80th birthday! Children are welcome.
There will be a Raftle and Drawing with Exciting prizes.
Please RSVP to Jerry Loomis by AUGUST 20th•
Send a check to ACS, 4055 Mora Lane, Pebble Beach, CA 93953.
Ifyou have questions, contact Sally Eastham, 372-6919
. . .... " " . ft.. ••••
The Monterey Bay Chapter of the American Cetacean Society has great events coming up -
the birthday barbecue for Jud, a whale watch on Sep. 26, an ACS intemational conference Nov.
In Long Beach, CA, on board the Queen Mary .... In addition to eleven monthly programs usually
held the last Thursday at Hopkins Marine Station, eleven issues of Soundings, and membership in
national ACS with news, publications and conservation efforts for all cetaceans. Join us r
AMERICAN CUACL\I'l SOCIETY MEMBERSIDP ApPUcAnON
C New Mcmbenbip'SubscripliOll C R=cwaI Membcnbip'Subacription lJ Gift Mcmbcnbip'SubscriptiOll
MaDbanhip Lewb =d AIlmJaI Dues:
o I.itclime. S750 0 Family. SolS
o Pa1l'llll, ssoo 0 Active. $3S
o COllll'ibu\ina. $250 0 SIIIdcaIT=I=fScnlar. Sl5
o SupJKlltiDs. S7S C SubKriplicallllly"'. 51 S/12i_
o FOIClp. SolS (eaoI CI'Ilidcd to mcmbenhip baldil!)
Nwna: _
Addma: _
CiIy:.~~..,....__=__:_____=_:_::____=_=""":"'U":__-s---Zip__
o CIIock C MaslaCatd 0 VISa CI'Cldit Cad No. _
Exp.DaIll, _
SignalUrO:. _
Make dulclcJ pa)'llbIc to: ACS/MlIIIta'e7 la, OIlIptu
Rctum 10: ManbcnNp 5caetIaJ1. ACS MlIIIIel"C1 .,OIlIptcr P.O. Bas HE, I'DdJIc G""~ C\ 93950
ACS MOIIICNY Bay Cbapter webslto: www.e!!m1tn mmll!ljII!IbI
Chimer Board; 2004
1erry Loomis, President &
specl81 Events .'. .
LooIDiS@mbay.net '.
Katy Castap, Treasurer
Katy®Montemys.com
san)'~. Membership Secre~ '.'
& Newsleuer MaIling .. '. . .. ' .
SeaStJlain@inonterev.k12,ca.tis ..
Alan Baldridge. PrOgram Chair
baldridge@redsbift.com
Carol Maebr, Conservation Chair
c.m,etu@woddnet.atLnet
Barbara Oliver, Newsletter Mailing ..
bOrdh@aol:com
; .. "
MiIOS~~c~ His~rilln":
'. mJ'Os@mbav,oel
SdeDdIIc AdyIsgn Committee
Ataa Baldridge Jud Vandevere
Tom ICieckhefer Jerry Loomis
JoOuem=ro Libby Qmes..Erie
Esta Lee Albright
ACS Monterey Ba)' Chapter .
www·starrsitcs·cmnlgcsmb/
P.O. Box HE .•.
PaClftc.orOve, CA 93950
Let's Celebrate with Jud !
I like to call him "the naturalist's naturalist." As IeffNorman puts it, "You
always know that, ifyou need that special piece ofinformation, you can call
Iud and he'll have it" That's really not the whole story, however, because
Jud has created ground-breaking research and introduced people to nature for
more than fifty years. Eighth graders, college students, Lyceum, Earth
Watch teams, UC Extension, Elderhostel, plus anyone assisting his research
projects. He was so dedicated to getting children out ofthe classroom and
into nature, that when he taught eighth grade at Washington Union School
District, he got himselfa school bus driver's license so he could take them.
That also put him on school bus route as a substitute driver but he considered
it worth the extra job.
The stuffed toy Judson C. Otter was named after him. For eight years, six
days a week in the summertime, Jud was the first naturalist at Pt. Lobos.
At that time, "the sea otters had eaten their way up the coast" from their
discovery in Bixby Cove in 1938, and they were a main attraction at Pt
Lobos. In 1956, when they were first seen offPt. Lobos at Gibson Beach,
except for directions to the bathrooms, questions about sea otters were the
most frequent Jud soon gave up classroom teaching (and a lot ofhis other
pursuits) to study this new fascinating animal, as researcher in residence at
Hopkins Marine Station. He was able to learn through necropsies on dead
otters, by long observance ofotters in the water and ashore, and by collecting
scat to be analyzed re sea otter diet. Soon he was speaking and writing in
addition to naturalist work at Pt. Lobos, and advising other writers and film
makers.
Being known for sea otter work, Jud's expertise with plants is sometimes
overlooked. He created a herbarium for Pt. Lobos at an early date. He
searched for rare grasses in Big Sur, sometimes taking his family along.
Being a true Renaissance Man in the natural world, he has contributed many
biological surveys for state and county governments.
Webniaster: Evelyn Starr
AmeriCan Cetacean SocIety
Sound/ngJ, ACS Newsletter, Edltor
Esta Lee AlbrIsbt
estakr@hmisb&Q!D
Cetaceans and sea otters both attracted him to the shoreline ofPt. Lobos. He
had already noticed whales during his journeys at age 21 as a purser for Black
Diamond Steamship Company, before his college work at San Francisco
State. Necropsies on dead beached animals gave him research experience
with whales and dolphins. One Pacific White-sided dolphin necropsy gave
him the shocking information ofheavy loads ofDOT and other toxins many
': ' years before current research findings began giving us a "heads up."He
testified before both U.S. House and Congress on the original Marine
Mammal Protection Act. He was one ofthe founders who met in Ansel
Adams' house to create the local Ventana Chapter ofthe Sierra Club. A
similar service was done for the CA Native Plant Society and for Friends ofthe Sea Otter. The pioneering sea otter
resealCh project in the Monterey Bay Aquarium called on his expertise.
(please find the rest ofthis article on the back page ofthe newsletter.)
Rescue
Reports ofwhale rescues continue. The Centerfor Coastal Studies in Massachusetts, along with a similar
team in Newfoundland, have made a difference in rescue ofwhales entangled in fishing nets. A scientific photo
survey ofhumpback tailflukes there showed about hal/had marks caused by injuryfrom entanglement. Ifthe
animal can be successfUllyfreed, the fishermen may recover an expensive net anda whale lives. This is cold,
dangerous business. While we do not have the huge netfishery her in Monterey, we do sometimes see or hear
about animals entangled: whales, sea lions. porpoise, turtles. Below is information about the CCS rescue
program, with some cautions about qualifications needed Readmore about CCS at www.coastalstudies.org
Since 1984, the Center for Coastal Studies has freed more than sixty large whales from life threatening
entanglements, using techniques developed by Center staff. The Center is the only organization on the east coast
ofthe United States federally authorized, by National Marine Fisheries Service, to disentangle large, free
swimming whales, such as the humpback and the critically endangered North Atlantic right whale. Over the
years CCS has also disentangled other marine animals, like dolphins and porpoises, seals and sea turtles. Ifyou
want to help support these endeavors, please consider becoming a member.
The principle disentanglement technique, a modification ofan old whaling practice called kegging, involves
attaching large floats, or kegs, to the gear entangling the animal. The floats add buoyancy and drag to the
animal, making it difficult for it to dive, eventually tiring it out. The desired result is a relatively immobile
animal that is easier to cut free. The kegging system is designed for easy release should the rescue attempt fail.
Because ofthe endangered status ofmany of these animals, especially the northern right whale, where
approximately 300 animals are believed to exist, the successful release ofjust one animal may have a profound
effect on the recovery ofthe population as a whole. Over fifty percent ofknown right whale mortalities have
been attributed to either entanglements or ship strikes. While rescue techniques may help with species recovery,
CCS recognizes that the best solution is a preventative one. CCS has consistently contributed research and
knowledge to the effort to understand and reduce the rate ofentanglement oflarge whales.
Starting in 1994, a Disentanglement Network was established in the U.S. and Canada to increase the scope of
response to entangled marine animals. Coordinated by the Center for Coastal Studies and authorized and
partially funded by the National Marine Fisheries Service in U.S. waters, the network is comprised of first
response personnel that have extensive field experience with whales and small boat handling skills. Network
members may assess, monitor, document and, in some cases, disentangle an animal. However, in situations
where the animal is a candidate for rescue (dependent upon weather, resources, or complexity ofthe
entanglement), the ftrst responders may attach a satelliteNHF tag beacon to the entangled gear. The animal may
then be tracked and rescued when conditions are more favorable.
Center for Coastal Studies P.O. Box 1036, Provincetown, MA 02657 http://www.coastalstudies.org
Our report in a past issue ofSoundings, ofthe entangled humpback in Cabo, brought thefollowing storyfrom a
reader who lives "back East" but still receives the newsletter ofACS Monterey Bay.
One ofthe first such stories I heard was the 1978 rescue ofa humpback in Newfoundland, who "thanked" her
rescuers in a very memorable way (very slow sweep around until her rostrum just brushed each one's face
mask...didn't accelerate away until she was well clear ofeveryone). Many folks involved with east coast
disentanglements have a few stories oftheir own. Most would agree that wearing any gear near a gill net, or
even getting in the water, is sure to get one attached to the whale pretty easily, and it's happened a few times. I
hope you show those folks [whale rescue] as heros. Try to catch Stormy Mayo and remind him ofthe time the
long line with big hooks was being dragged across the zodiac. He picked up the line and watched the hook go
through his palm before he could get the line clear ofthe boat. Ask him to describe a freaked-out right whale's
tail from the perspective ofbeing a little closer than sane men should go. Ask him what it's like to cut the critical
line that makes the whale suddenly sense it's free. He has put himselfon the line many times...deserves to have
people know, but he defers credit to the whole CCS team.
BukiPgJhark disentangled in Provincetown Harbor- 7111~
A lobster fisherman working in Provincetown Harbor reported a
large anima) caught inhis lobster set today, 7/11/04. The fisherman
stood by the animal while the CCS team gathered gear and made
their way out to the site. After a relatively short struggle the team
managed to fully disentangle a I0-12-foot basking shark.
The animal was caught in a buoy line, near the surface, that lead
to two lobster traps resting on the seafloor. The buoy line was
wrapped around the head and lowerjaw (indicating that the
animal was likely entangled as it fed on plankton by swimming
with the mouth agape). The leading edges ofthe dorsal fin and
and tail had pink abrasions but the animal appeared to be
healthy otherwise. The team used a grappling hook and
tether to gain access to the lobster buoy and gear that the
shark continually pulled down. Using buoys and the drag ofthe
boat, the team was able to keep the animal at the surface long
enough to cut the entangling lines, leaving a short (1m) length
oCline in the mouth that would likely be shed at the next feeding .....,01.........
bout. While not a whale, this shark species is poorly understood
and the disentanglement was a good opportunity to gather more information.
Center for Coastal Studies P.O. Box 1036, Provincetown, MA 02657 http://www.coastalstudies.org
ISJJUl"" n Spedu .. flJl"UlleI Basking Sharks (Cetorhinus maximus) have been
reported during the past month in both Carmel Bay and Monterey Bay. The following
infonnation is from Robin Milton Love, ProbablI,More Than You Want to Know About~
Fishes ofthe Pacific Coast, Santa Barbara, Really Big Press, 1991, pp. 23-4.
" Ifthe shark is bigger than your boat, it's probably a basking shark. These are immense
animals, routinely 20-25 ft long, usually colored brown, gray or black, often with lighter
patches. The caudal fin is crescent shaped with a distinct notch near the tip. Baskers have huge,
white mouths and extremely long gill slits.... It is really quite a sight watching these very large
animals slowly swimming along with their great mouths open wide... Baskers feed mostly on
plankton, including copepods, invertebrate larvae and fish eggs. There may be 1000 Ib ofmore
offood material in a typical basking shark stomach. The fish may swim in straight lines for
awhile, then suddenly veer or circle. During one observation, basking sharks kept their mouths
open for 30-60 sec, then shut them and swallowed the plankton that had accumulated in the
gills... Remarks: Baskers seem to be fascinated by propeller wash. I have seen these sharks
swim full bore at a moving propeller, only to veer offat the last moment."
Drawiq: Robin Milton Love, reference above.
A CbUd·Uke Wonder by Holly Doran
The Whale Museum monthly news July 2004
HeDo again! This month's "article," ifyou want to
call it that, is not going in a scientific direction, but is
rather a personal narrative. When I first anived on
this is~ I heard the magnificent sound ofwhales
breathing and it has kept me here. There is something
very calming about the ocean enyway, but when the
sound oforcas' breathing is thrown into the equation.
...well, there's just no beating that.
I was reminded all week-end ofthe child-like
wonder that lies within each ofus ifwe sit and
observe nature. I felt awakened from a long sleep,
only because I swam, watched eagles end foxes and
went star-gazing. I could hear the whales breathing as
they went by end I saw Ruftles breach once....What
an awesome sight!
The most wonderful feelings that I have ever
known are those "shared" with nature. This past
week-end, for instance, I was quietly observing a bald
eagle when en orca breached. I happened to have my
binoculars trained on the eagle, therefore when that
whale breached it was a phenomenal sight to take in
end I was left standing with weak knees end a fast
beating heart! I did not know whether to laugh or cry;
I do know that I am grateful to that eagle and that
orca for the incredible experience!
During a boat ride this week-end, it was pointed out
to me that rhinoceros auklets look much like
bmnblebees when they fly; they move their wings so
quickly! (They also look like little flying footballs!)
Now, each time that I see these birds, I want to jmnp
up and down, point them out to whomever I am with,
and shout out with glee, "Look! There they areI"
Now, logically a 35 year old woman would not act or
think this way (well...), but I believe that there is a
certain iDnocence associated with nature that is
capable ofletting out the child within.
I was whale-watching from shore when I realized
that I bad company; a red fox wu standing next to
me, also gazing out to sea. Usually, foxes don't get
nearly that close, but it seemed to be perfectly happy.
When the whales were gone, so was my little friend.
Perhaps the fox was whale-watching?
I am only tIyiDg to put into words a feeling that I
think we all need to get in touch with more often. I
laughed, cried, ran and swam this week-end, and this
"child-like wonder" that I felt was brought upon me
by a few red foxes, some bald eagles and rhinoceros
auldets, and a bunch ofwhaJesl
Sogthern CA PelkaDI Helped
Thank you, Pelican Friends,
A couple ofweeks ago, you received a plea from our
friends at Pelican Network [via environmental email
news from www.pelicaunetwork.netJ. A mass die off
ofyoung brown pelicans was taking place and
International Bird Rescue and Rehabilitation Center
(IBRRC) was in desperate need ofmoney to pay for
the 10 pounds offish each bird eats daily. mRRC
manages two wildlife hospitals in California, one in
Cordelia (No. CAl and the other in San Pedro, where
we rehabilitate thousands ofaquatic birds and
waterfowl every year, including many endangered
and threatened species. This program is not funded
by oil spill money, federal or State funds - mRRC is
funded by memberships, donations, and volunteers
who support our small staff. We've never done mass
mailings like many other organintions, because that
takes money away from the birds. Two weeks ago we
didn't know how we would pay for the fish to help
the dozens ofstarving birds being brought to our San
Pedro center. So, we decided to ask Pelican Network
members for help, in the fonn ofan Adopt-a-Pelican
program. We're very pleased and grateful to tell you
that the response from pelican lovers was immediate
and we have adopted approximately 50 pelicans,
received cash donations for fish, new memberships,
new volunteers and renewed hope that we can keep
our rehabilitation program going. We need your help
to assure that in the future we never have to tum a
bird away because we don't have the money it needs
for food, or medicine. To all ofyou who adopted a
pelican, thank you! We still have many more birds
who need help to pay their fish bill, so ifyou haven't
adopted a pelican, but went to, please visit our
website at
http://www.ibrrc.orglpelican_adoption.html Your
donation is tax-deductible.
Even ifyou can't afford to adopt abird, you can
always help by becoming a member ofIBRRC, or
making a donation ofany amount You will never
receive mass mailings, we promise you that. And we
also promise that with the help ofgood people like
you, we will never tum away a bird in need. We have
helped birds around the world since 1971; it is our
passion. Help us make it another 33 years.
Sincerely,
Jay Holcomb,
Director and the staffofmRRC
Ljst of Some of the Cetaceans Reported in the Monterey Bay Re&ion in July
Sightings reports are compiled and posted by Richard Temullo, Monterey Bay Whale Watch. For updated
listings, see http;lIwww.gowhales.com
Date I Type or Aalmal(a)
7126 I Blue WbaIe
I Humpback Wbale
800 PIIcIf1c WbiIe Sided DoIpbiDI
sao Rissds DoIp\IfDs
'00 NonIIl:m RlgIIl Wba\c DoIpbIns
7115 p.rL 10 Blue WbaIa
8 Humpback WbaIes
7115l.1li. 9 Blue WbaIcs
10 Hump\llIck Wha1cI
I'Dal\'I Potpoise
7~ p.m. 2 Blue Wha1cs
7~ LID. 3 BIuc Whl1Ics
40 Risso's Dolphins
71JJ , HUlllpback WbaIa
30 Pudftc White Sided Dolphlas
7/U 3 H~Whales
60 RIs1o's DoIphiDs
12 Dal\'s PoIpoise
712I I HIII11pbld Wbab:
'0 Risso's Dolphins
10 Dalfa Porpoise
7/JO 2 Humpback Whales
7119 p.rL 2 Blue WbaIcs
2 HIIIDpbadt WbaIa
._--- -----
7/19 LID. 2 Blue WhlIIcs
3 H~WbaIes
30 1Uao'l DoIpbiDs
10 Dalrs Porpoise
---_._._----------
7/1. p.m. 14 Humpback WbaIa
-0--_-- _.__
7/1' LID. 8 Humpback WhaIcs
20 Risso's Dolphins
6 Dalrs PorpoIse
7116 450 Padfic WbiIe Sided DoII*fDs
'lIS 9 Humpback Whales
'" PadIIc Wbile SJdcd DoIpb/III
150 Rlssda DoIp\IfDs
22 DaIJ'I PorpoIse
7114 3 HIII1qIbaI:k Whales
35 Pldflc White Sided DoIpbIns
120 lUsso's Dolphins
7/13 2 Humpback WbaIes
300 Pldftc WbI1D Sided DoIpbIDs
., Rhlids DoIpblDs
100 NOJtbcm Rilbt Wba\c Dolphlas
20 DaU's Porpoise
7/12 • Humpblct WbaIcs
_._---_.
7/11 2 Humpback WbaIcs
12 RIJ5o'J Do\phIDs
7110 p.lIt. 3 Humpback WhaIcs
7110 l.1li. 20 HIlIllJlback WhaIcs
24 Padfic WhIte Sided Dolpblu
----~-_.--------------
719 p.aI. 2 Humpbadt WbaIcs
719 ..... 'Hualpback Whl1Ics
12 PlIcific Whltc SIded Dolpbjns
50 Risso's Dolphins
, Harbor Porpojse
718 8 Humpback WhlIIcs wilb I c:aIf
7n p.m. 3 Blue WhIles
7n LDI. I Blue Wbab:
2 H\IIIIpback WIuIIes
., RIsso's Dolphbu
."--- -_._---~--_.--
716 p.m. I Humpback WIIaIc
716 .... , Bluc Whales
I Hmnpback WbaIe
6 RIsso's Dolphins
12 Harbor Porpoise
715 ..... 6 BIueWhalcs
I Humpbact WIIaJc
---
715 .... 12 Blue WhaIcs
9 Harbor Potpolsc
714 8 BluoWhalcs
2 Humpback WIlaIes
200 Padfic WhIle Sided Dolpblns
1000 RIsso's Dolphins
IDO Northcm RIght WbaIc Dolphins
3 Dall'a PoIpolsc
713p.m. 3 Blue WhaIcs
40 RIsso's Dolphins
_ ..-.._---~---_..- ----_.-
711 10 BIucWbales
15 H\ImpblIct WbaIes
20 I'Idfic Wblle Sided DolpbiDs
90 Risso's DoIpbIDs
30 NortbemRigid WIaJe DoIphlDs
Dall's porpoise have
been frequent and
friendly this month.
They approach a boat
at very fast speeds,
"rooster-tail" splashes
erupting behind them,
vivid black and white
colors flashing.
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
www.gowhales.com
Phone 8313754658Phone 8313722203
Going out there to see whales? We recommend two whale watch companies that have supported this chapter'
the past. Check their web sites or give them a call for details:
Monterey Whale Watching
o e ewa'
(Continuedfrompage3:CelebrateJud)
SanIgnacioLagoon,RogerPayne,KenNorris,MargaretOwings,thePackardfamily,AmericanSocietyof
Mammalogists,killerwhalesrushingsealionsatPtLobos,discoveringPelagiccormorantsnestingatJuliaPfeiffer
BumsStatePark,politicalactivistwork,thefirstinternationalconferenceonottersheldinSurinam,Gerald
Durrell,kitfoxsurveysinSouthCounty.ThereismuchtobeenjoyedonhearingJudinordinaryconversation.
AsIlistenedwithdelightwhileweweretakingabreakfromtrackingradio-taggedseaottersoneyear,Iwished
otherswerewithustohearit.So,afewfriendsareinvolvedinanoralhistoryprojectofJud'slifeandwork.
InterviewersincludeAlanBaldridge,JeffNorman,Dr.JamesMattison,Jud'sdaughterGwenWilsonandmyself.
WeareusingarecorderonloanfromthelocalMaritimeMuseumandwewillbelookingtoACSandothersfor
fundingtoduplicatethetapes.Theoriginalrecordingswillbepreservedandprotected,andcopieswillbe
availableforresearchuseattheMaritimeMuseumandTheCaliforniaHistoryRoomoftheMontereyPublic
Library.Contactmeatmyemailaddress:estalee@inreach.com.ormyhomephone:8313856838,formore
.~~~ti~!1.~.:'"~.~N.bri~t.~.~w~•ow'WH,H,,,..,..,•o... •~.v~.....;:...~~"'••"••74.eft.'".44~__•••;tty,,,.WJ4;......."",.ft~ft.Wi•••",.W.••,4"••".we••~
It'sDOttooSOOBtoplaDforourfund-raisingwhalewatchonSep.26,2004,at9a.m.,with
MODtereyBayWhaleWateh,NancyBlack,RichardTemullo,othernaturalistsaDdagoodtime!
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American Cetacean Society - Monterey Bay Chapter September 2004
The Newsletter of the Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY· MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores) r--:-----------,
Dale: Thursday, Scpo 30 Time: 7:30 pm
Please come at 7for refreshments
Speakers: Hannahrose M. Nevins and Josh Adams
Title: Tale ofTwo Seabirds: life on wing and under waves
S£P -9_l'KJNS rAnlNESTATlON DBR:OV
Located inside the southern reaches ofthe California Current System, Monterey Bay and surrounding waters
provide abundant resources to support a diverse assemblage of locally breeding and wide·ranging migratory
seabirds.
Common Murre (Uria aa/gae) is one of California's most abundant breeding seabirds, with important,
southernmost colonies located along the Big Sur Coast. Each year, residents and travelers alike can view
hundreds ofmurres as they attend eggs and chicks on steep windswept rock faces of Castle and Hurricane
Rocks. Come listen and see how murres make their living fishing the cool, productive waters ofthe Bay.
Local seabird biologist Hannahrose Nevins will enlighten you with the history ofmurres in California,
provide insight to their interesting ecology and natural history both above and below the surface of the sea,
and discuss some ofher results obtained throughout her tenure as a graduate student at Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories.
Just as the murres on Hurricane Rock are starting to lay eggs, and the wind-roughened sea seems
momentarily abandoned, a distant, continuous band ofSooty Sbearwater (Puffinus griseus) makes its way
into the bay arcing and gliding afore the wind-spun swell. The annual arrival ofmillions ofsooties to the
California Current from distant breeding colonies offChile, New Zealand, and Tasmania is regarded as a
defining annual event in the eyes of local residents. These impressive animals have flown almost half-way
around the world to spend the summer feeding on shoaling fishes in order to recover from the cost of
migration, and to renew their feathers in preparation for
their return to breeding islands in the southern hemis-
phere. Listen to Josh Adams tell the tale of the Sooty
Shearwater, true denizen of the Pacific. Josh will share
with you some exciting new research as he and his
colleagues prepare to track the 6000-mile return migra-
tion ofbirds as they navigate their way across the vast
ocean from Monterey Bay to southern hemisphere colonies.
CALENDAR
Sep. 30: Regular meeting with program, see cover.
Sept 26: Fund raising whale watch, see next page.
Oct. 28: Regular meeting with program.
Nov. - Dec.: Remember! The meeting for these months is held
toward the first ofDec. because ofholidays. Watch for the date.
Recap: The barbecue on Aug. 28 that celebrated the birthday of
Jud Vandevere was a huge success with more than 100 people
attending. Rectifying the earlier vandalism at the picnic site at
Indian Village, many party guests helped set up and take down
tables and chairs. President Jerry Loomis did his magic at the
barbecue, with help from Bernie OHm and party guests. Carol
Maehr, Sally Eastham, David Zaches, and others on the party
committee, kept things going well. For the second year, Julie
Hymer was the official photographer ofthe event. Longtime
members ofACS Monterey Bay enjoyed seeing folks from the
"old days," and there were many fU'St-time ACS party attendees.
A Good Time!
Become a member ofACS Montere.J1 Bay
AMERICAN ClrrACEANsocu:nMEMBUSBIP APPucAnON
aNcw~ORalewlll~ aOift~
Mcalbcnhlp lewis IIDlI AmmaI Dues:
o Ufdimc, $750 0 FIlIIIiJy. $45
a PlItnm. $500 0 AdM, $35
o CGllriIluUa. $250 a S1DdaIIITu:IIcrJScaIor. W
D StqIpanIIIg. $15 a SubscripliGD~. 115112 iBa
o Fcnip. SoU (-oot alIIIIed 10 IIlCIDbcnIdpbcacfIU)
Naaac:. _
AIMnm:. _
CilJ:........,..............,..,.......- ....,.......",.....,.-----S1ate--~.--
DC!Ia:t DMISlaCard aVila CredilCardNo. _
1lxp.DaIl;'---------
Sipzllure:. _
Mab dJlll:'b plyllllo 10: ACSfMaDIeftJ Bay Cbapter
1tet1InI1D: MeabnUtp8emtIr7. ACS Moatcn1 BI)' Cbp&er P.O. Dos RE, PadIlcG~ CA 95958
llustration credits: The diving murre on the cover and the
"Specifics" page is from Diving Bjr~Qf.Horth America. P Johnsgard, Dniv. ofNebraska Pres~
1987, p. 32. The soaringshearwaters on the cover and the "Sightings" page are by Sophie Webb,
copyright 2004. Provided by the speaker Hannahrose Nevins. Drawing on the "Red Tide" page
is from Oregon State Univ. Sea Grant. Other illustrations are public domain, Dover Press.
==
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" Thar She Blows" ..... for ACS Monterey Bay
Date: Sep. 26, 2004 Sunday
Time: 9 a.m. (Check in at 8:30), returning
about 1:00 p.m.
Place: Sea Wolf II, docked at Fisherman's
Wharf, formerly Sam's Fishing Fleet, now
Monterey Bay Whale Watch: go toward the end of
the wharf and TURN RIGHT to the RED
BUILDING with white trim.
COST: $40 adults, $33 children age 12 and
under. Make checks payable to
ACS Monterey Bay and send them to Jerry
Loomis, 4055 Mora Lane, Pebble Beach,
CA93953, NOW, before the trip fills up!
For questions, call Sally Eastham at 372-6919.
Pacific White-sided dolphin
Nancy Black and Richard Temullo, owners ofMonterey Bay Whale Watch, are donating this
trip as a fund-raiser for ACS Monterey Bay. As a graduate student studying Pacific White-sided
dolphins, Nancy received one of the research grants offered each year and supported by trips
such as this. Proceeds also help fund chapter activities such as the newsletter and program
expenses for meetings.
humpback whale
So dress wannly
in layers,
including windbreakers.
Bring a lunch. Take
motion sickness prevention
ifyou need it, bring
binoculars, cameras,
and an enthusiasm for exploring offshore.
The ACS whale watches always feature an array ofnaturalists and special interpretive features.
In addition to whales and dolphins, we'll call out ill for seabirds, and we'll watch seals, sea
lions, otters, sharks, sun fish and whatever comes our way. The Monterey Bay Whale Watch
brochure explains why this is a 4-hour trip:
"Based on our 15 years ofresearch on the distribution and feeding ecology ofwhales in
Monterey Bay, our biologists have determined that a 4-5 hour trip is the optimum time needed
for us to locate animals with plenty of time to observe them.... allowing us to observe a variety
of species and behaviors, and reach areas
ofmaximum whale concentrations."
Magnified view ofPseudo-nitzschia
(elongated object running diagonally)
RED TID E which produces domoic acid. Photo by
Rita Homer, Univ. OfWA. from Oregon
State Univ. Sea Grant 2003
"Oh Ickl" is a fairly general reaction seeing brown water around a boat's hull, or, as per
last week, inside the Monterey harbor and near Moss Landing. When I see it offshore I
try to contact Tom Kieckhefer, who might be out in his research vessel sampling water
and identifying the organism causing the "red tide." Tom is on the ACS-MB Scientific
Advisory Committee and is a~ready~source of information about plankton that gets into
the food chain of our marine mammals. Tom sent an email with a report attached and
his suppositions. -ela
"Thought you might be interested in this annual report that has a nice explanation of
PSP & domoic acid. The toxin-producing PSP dinoflagellate is Alexandrium catenella
diatom and domoic is Pseudo-nitzschia australis.
Sent off samples today from Soquel and Moss Landing 1 Mile Buoy. Indeed it was very
red/brown near Moss Landing and think this was mostly non-toxic version dino called
Ceratium furca with some Pseudo-nitzschia australis." -tk
The following paragraphs are from the introduction to Marine Biotoxin Monitoring
Program 2003, Gregg W. Langlois, CA Dept. Of Fish and Game.
California has a long history of paralytic shellfish poisoning (PSP), dating back to the
time of the coastal Native American tribes; According to Meyer (1928) it was a common
procedure for the coastal Porno tribe to place sentries to watch for luminescence in the
waves, having apparently established a link between bioluminescence and mussel
poisoning, both of which are caused by dinoflagellates in the phytoplankton. The
longstanding concern of California's public health officials for protecting the public from
PSP has been warranted, as there have been 542 reported illnesses including 39
deaths attributable to this toxin since 1927 (Price et aI., 1991).
In the fall of 1991 another natural toxin was identified along the California coastline.
Domoic acid, a neurotoxin of lower potency than the PSP toxins, has become of equal
cqncem because the blooms of diatoms that produce this toxin have been of greater
frequency and longer duration than most PSP events over the past 10 years. In
addition, domoic acid has had dramatic impacts on marine mammal and seabird
populations along the coast, raising the public's awareness of marine biotoxins in
general .... PSP is an acute, sometimes fatal form of food poisoning that is associated
with the consumption of bivalve molluscs that have fed on the toxin-producing
dinoflagellate Alexandrium eatenella (formerly Protogonyaulax eatenella and Gonyaulax
catenella) .....The source of the dinoflagellates that provide the "seed" for such blooms is
in question, but two likely scenarios are possible. First, resting cysts of Alexandrium in
local sediments can, under favorable conditions, produce vegetative cells that can then
reproduce both sexually and asexually, resulting in localized "hot spots" of PSP toxicity
in shellfish. Second, this dinoflagellate may be transported in offshore warm water
masses that can move onshore under certain environmental conditions. This advection
Continued on the back page
The September speaker brings new information about two beloved, commonly-seen birds that should be in
evidence during the ACS whale watch trip Sep. 2(jlb. On these trips, huge flocks ofhundreds ofshearwaters add
interest to the ocean's surface, especially on an empty ocean on a gray day when the dark birds are like sitting or
flying kinetic art. My favorite tongue-twister (try saying it very fast several times):" sitting sooty shearwater."
This summer was a good year for murre-watching, as chicks were plentiful and the calls between parent and
chickwere almost deafening over a school ofanchovies. During the week-end ofAug. 21-2, mums sitting on
the water near Moss Landing became playthings for transient killer whales. Not the first time attacks on
seabirds have been seen, the orcas rushed and rammed the helpless murres. A young orca was with the pod.
Maybe murres are a safe target for teaching orca calves attack maneuvers. - eIa
(From Cogswe~ Howard L., Water Birds ofCalifomia, Univ. OfCA Press, 1977):
CommOD Mprre Urlaaalge Family Alcidae (Alcids)
Our most numerous alcid, the murres have rather a longer neck than most members ofthe family. The black,
pointed beak is almost as long as the head, which feature, together with its lack ofwhite areas on the back or
wings, distinguishes it from all other alcids in our area except the nearly related Thick-billed Murre. In breeding
feathering, worn Mar. -June or longer, the throat and foreneck ofa Common Murre are dark chocolate-brown
and the rest ofthe underparts are white, including the underwing covers. Adults in non-breaking feathering
have the white ext4ending over the throat, foreneck, and side ofthe head, typically with a dark point ext4ending
back from the eye into it Immatures are similar but with the dark portions including vaguely defined lighter
gray areas.
Large numbers ofCommon Murres can be seen in a short time at their nesting areas or at the offshore rocks or
few cliffs where nonbreeders assemble to rest. Healthy murres do not come ashore anywhere else, but when
there they stand quite upright on narrow ledges or sloping rock surfaces, with their weight resting on the whole
tarsi. The impression is somewhat penguin-like; but this is quickly dispelled when they launch themselves into
the air and, after gaining speed by dropping altitude, fly offas rapidly as a diving duck. The food-getting ofthe
alcids is quite like that ofpenguins, however, for they dive quickly and pursue their prey under the water by use
ofthe wings for propulsion and their feet as rudders. The diet ofmmres consists largely ofsmall fish and
swimming crustacea, but worms and other bottom-dwelling animals are taken occasionally. Murres can dive
deeply, some having been caught in fishnets set more than 100 feet down.
Sooty Sbearwater Puffinus griaeus Family Procellariidae
The sooty is the "standard" for the beginner. It is about the size ofa Ring-billed Gull, with feathering all dark
brown except for the silvery gray in variable amount on the underwing coverts (often not visible unless the bird
banks away from the observer in good light). The bill and the feet are black.
The Sooty is the only species ofshearwater occurring in massed flocks ofmany thousands offCalifo~and is
also the most regularly found even when these do not form. The factors influencing the size and location of
these massed flocks are little known, even as to variety offood taken. Elsewhere the stomach contents have
shown the diet to include squids, crab larvae and small fish such as anchovies. To capture such prey the
shearwaters dive, when Decessary even from the air; but in the streaming flocks in rapid rught, they often seem
uninterested in food. For a species that essentially circumnavigates the entire Pacific every year, the urge to
move on is probably high. Studies in the Central Pacific indicate that their migration there is probably nonstop
for days. --- Continued on back page-
Conservation
National Resources Defense Council
Mid-Frequency Sonar & Stranded
Whales
New scientific evidence shows that intense blasts of
mid-frequency sonar, at 235 decibels or more, can
cause a whale's organs to fatally hemorrhage. And a
growing number of whale strandings and die-otTs -
from the Canary Islands to the Bahamas to Japan--
have coincided with the military's use of these high-
intensity sonar systems.
Thanks to your strong support, we won a major
victory for whales last year when a federal court
blocked the Navy's global deployment of a different,
long-range sonar system -- called LFA - because its
ear-splitting noise could threaten the very survival of
endangered populations ofwhales.
Now we are taking aim at the Navy's mid-frequency
sonar, which is a much more widely used class of
systems for detecting submarines.
Believe me, we understand and appreciate that the
Navy's mission is defending our nation. But there are
very simple ways for the Navy to protect whales that
will not interfere with military readiness. Right now,
the Navy is needlessly injuring and killing some of the
ocean's most majestic creatures - and that is simply
unacceptable.
The International Whaling Commission recently
declared that the evidence now appears
"overwhelming" that military sonar is causing mass
strandings of whales. And the scientific journal
"Nature" reports that mid-frequency sonar can cause
gas bubbles to fonn in the blood vessels of panicked
whales, tearing holes in their internal organs. Such
injuries no doubt cause intense pain.
I want to stress again that such suffering is avoidable
-- if the Navy would only take simple measures like
avoiding areas where whales are known to migrate
and raise their young. But the Navy is unlikely to take
such steps unless it hears an outcry from millions of
Americans.
Please go to
http://www.savebiogems.orglwatchlistltakeaction.asp
?camp=31 &step=2&item=52240
right away and send a message telling the Navy to
stop needlessly harming and killing whales. Or write
to:
Hon. Gordon R. England
Secretary of the Navy
1000 Navy Pentagon
Washington, DC 20350
Let's make sure that no more whales have to suffer
and die from mid-frequency sonar.
John B. Adams
President
Natural Resources Defense Council
BioGems: SaVing Endangered Wild Places
A project ofthe Natural Resources Defense Council
ht/p:,1/www.savebiogems.org
------ -
"It has been said the environmental crisis is a
crisis in human perception. And art is tbe best
tool ever in-vented by human culture to transform
perceptions." = Jim Nollman, Interspecies, Inc.,
30 I Hidden Meadow, Friday Harbor, WA 98250
Interspecies, Inc. "promotes a long overdue model for
co-existence between species, helping to ground the
human species' emotional, spiritual and cultural ties
with nature." Their projects include protesting
Icelandic whaling and influencing Japan, but they are
best known for a program that brings together human
musicians and free-swimming cetaceans. If this
appeals to you, have a look at their artistic and
beautiful web site at www.interspecies.com.
There is room for many approaches in the protection
and appreciation of our world.
_ from www.gowhales.com. Monterey Bay Whale Watch
Compiledfrom reports around the bay by Richard TernuJ/o
Ocean conditions in some ofAugust seemed to be rather non-productive. There were unseasonal winds from
the south and southwest, and boats often went offshore over the submarine canyon to find feeding whales. Two
surprise sigbtings were Orcas (see "Specifics on Species") and three blue whales INSIDE the bay just north of
the Esplanade otTPacitic Grove. According to Richard Temullo, his depth sounder picked up little "balls of
krill" hiding up against underwater rocks only 150 feet deep. How did the Blue whales know it was there! By
the next day they were gone.
8I9LIIL 24 Humpback Whales
150 Paciflc Wblle SIdccl DolphiDs
550 RIsso's Dolphins
1 Northem EIepIauU Seal
1 NonbcmFurSeal
818p.m. 14 Humpback WhaIcs
45 RJsio's Do\plllDs
6 Dalr. Porpolso
1IIa.m. 10 Humpback WhaIcs
450 Lotlg BcWd CoauJum DolphiDs
8 Dall's POIJlllisc
817 30 PlIciftc WhIle Sided DolphiDs
Poor weatbcr
Bf6 16 HlIIlIpback Wba1es
90 Pacific WhIm Sided DoIpbim
380 RIsso's DoIph/IIs
60 Northern Rigllt WbaIt: Dolpb/Jls
_.-
815 26 HumpbadcWbalcs
550 Padftc White Sided DoIpbiDs
175 Ilis.'!o's Dolphins
400 NoIthcm Rlsht Wba!e Dolphins, Da1I's Porpoise
1 NoIthcm Fur Seal
-... ---_._.
814 4 IIumpba&:k Wba1es
200 Psdflc Wbitc Sldcd Dolphins
700 Rbso's Dolphins
8fJ p.aa. 6 HlIIIlJlbsdt Wba1es
5 Paciftc WhIm Sided Do!phim
5 Dalrs Porpoise
---
113 LGI. 10 Hl!mpblIdt Whales
15 Pa.dfJc While SidedDoIpbiII5
8 DaI1's Pc1poISll
lIZ p.III. 20 H1IIIIpbadt Whales
5 DaI1's Porpotso
111 .... 25 Humpback Whales
BII p.8I. 15 HIIIlIpbal:t Whales
BII ...... 22 Humpback Wba1cs
500 Pacific WhllD Sldecl DolphiDs
300 Rlsso's Dolphins
350 Nll11hcrD Right WbaJc DolpbiDs
15 DalI's PorpoiJe
8119p.a. 2 HIIIIIJlbaek Wba1es
30 RIsso's Dolphins
8Il9a,m. 1 Humpback Whale
7 Killer Wbalcs
150 PacIfIc WhIle Sided Dolpbins
350 Rlsso's Dolphins
100 Nortbcm Rlgbt WhaIc DoIphiDs
B118p.m. 4 Killer Wba1cs
8111II.1II. 6 HumpbaI:k WblIIa
60 Risso's Dolphins
8117p.m. 2 HlUI'lpback WhaIcs
.-
-
--._-
8/17 LIlI. 4 Humpback WbaIcs
300 PacIfIc Wbitc Sided Dolpbios
500 Risso's Dolphins
250 Nortbcm Rlgbt WhaIc Dolphias
8/16 15 Hwnpbad Whales
I Nortbem E!qlbam 8caI
8/15 p.m. 5 Humpback WhlIIes
11115LID. 10 HIIIDpbal:k Wba1es
18 _DaIrs Pmpoise
B114 p.lD. 10 Hwnpbadt Whales
7 Dalfs PorpoisID
l1li4 LID. 11 Humpbad Whales
45 Risso's Dolphins
l1li3 p.m. 10 HlUI'lpback WhIles
6 Dall's PorpoisID
-.----
B113a.m. 12 HUIIIpblK'.k WhaIl:s
60 Risso's Dolphins
8112 p.m. 5 HurnpbBct Wbaa
BIIIL•• 4 Humpback Whales
7 DaII's PmpoISll
BIll p.III. 10 HlIIIlJIl*k Whales
100 PlIdflc WhIle Sided Dolphins
250 R!S5o's Dolphins
25 NoIthcm Risht WhaIc DoIphiDs
BIll LID. 18 Humpback Whales
I FrlcDdly HlIIIIpbBck WhlIIe
8110 p.m. 6 HumpbadtWbalcs
60 PacIfic WhIte Sided DoIphiDs
BIIOLal. 8 Humpbadt Whales
50 PacIfic Wbita Sided Dolphlos
"0 Ncnbem Right WbBle Dolpblns
." ..... 21 ~badt Wba1cs
10 PlIcIfIc WhIte Sided Dolphlos
800 Rlsao's Dolphllls
Date tI TypeorADImaI(.)
.._-
1/2tp.at. 6 HlII1IJlback Wha1c:s
&l'J9U1. 5 HIIDlp!lack Wha1c:s
130 RIsio'sDo\pllIns
8IJ8 4 Humphal;k Wbak:s
35 Rlsso's Dolphins
1IZ7 2 H1IDIpback Whales
375 Risso's DoJpbiAs
~- ..
---
IIIZ6 2 Humpback Wha1c:s
150 PaeIfIc W. SidedDolpbins
900 Rbso's DoIpIUas
80 Northcm Rigbt Wbale Dolphins
lIIZ5 PJII. 6 HIIl!lpba:k WhDIes
lIIZ5 .... 7 H\ImpblIck Wha1c:s
100 PaclJkW. Sided DolphlDs
375 Risso's DoIp!llDs
18 Dall's Porpoise
2 NcntIern Elephant ScaIs
1124p.m. 4 fIuInpback Wha1c:s
4 Harbor PcrpoisID
ltIULIIL 5 HumpbackWbalcs
6 Dall's Porpoisa
IIZ3p.m. 6 Humpback Whales
8IJ3Ll1L 24 IIumpba:k WhIles
120 RIs5Io'. Dolphins
1 NordIcm Elcpbam Seal
I NOIthcmFurScal
am p.III. 4 H1Impbadt Whales
6 Dalrs Porpoise
IlULlIL .. IIumpbal:k WII4Ics
40 PacIf1c WhIm SIded Dolphius
60 RIsso's Dolphins
IIZI P.lll. 2 HUIlIJlback WII4Ics
3 KlUcr Wha1es
IIZl LIIL 3 Blue Whales
4 Humpbsck WhaIcs
4 KfIIcr WbaIcs
250 PIdfic WJdtI SIded Dolphias
30 IUsso's DoIpbIm
50 Nortbem Rlsht WhaIc Dolphifts
I NOIlbemE/qlbIDt 8eaI
llf.ZO p.a. 5 Humpback WhaIcs
45 Risso's DoIpbIns
MeL" 9 HlDllpbdWhales
60 PlIdfic Whllo Sided DoIpbiDs
350 RlsIo's DoIpbiDs
120 Nor1IlIn Rl8bt WIIaIe DotpIiDs
Remember, two whale watch companies have supported ACS in the past.
Monterey Bay Whale Wateh, 375-4658 and Monterey Whale WatehiDg 372-2203
-Sbearwaterscontinued-
BreedsonislandsnearAustralia,NewZealand,ands.SouthAmerica,rangingthencenorththroughboththe
AtlanticandPacificoceans.CommontoVeryAbundantinCaliforniaMar.-<>ct.
~IJinJrtm1kAa+~t1IITfIIIt4I8~I/1fJ""C6;.26?CertainlyCommonmumsandSooty
Shearwaters.TripsduringtheendofAugustbroughtsightingsofBuUer'sshearwaterandPink-footed
shearwater'also.TheAug.22ndpelagicbirdingtrip(seewww.montereyseabirds.com).offeredbyRichard
TernulloofMontereyBayWhaleWatch,loggedthefollowingbirdsbothnearshoreandconsiderablyfarther
offshorethanwewillgo:REDandRED-NECKEDPHALAROPES.ELEGANTTERNSandCOMMON
MURRES,SOOTY,PINK-FOOTED,BULLER'SandMANXSHEARWATERS,XANTUS'S
MURRELETS,CRAVERrSMURRELETS,SOUTHPOLARSKUA,POMARINEandPARASITIC
JAEGERS,SABINE'SGULLS,bothCOMMONandARCTICTERNS,BLACK-FOOTEDALBATROSS,
NORTHERNFULMARSandseveralCASSIN'SandRHINOCEROSAUKLETS,ASHYSTORM-PETRELS,
PIGEONGUILLEMOTS,PELAGICCORMORANTS.WESTE~HEERMANN'SandCALIFORNIA
GULLS,BRANDT'SCORMORANT.
---RedTideContinued--
processcouldpotentiallyresultIneitheraquickspikeinPSPtoxicityIfthenumberoftransported
cellsishigh,oritmaysimplyprovidethecellsnecessaryforabloomtoinitiate.Regard~ofthe
originsofthetoxin-producingdinoflagellates,thegeneralpatternhasbeenforth~~'to~be
detectedfirstalongtheopencoas~occasionallyfollowedbytransportIntobays~Jl~_ti}a!1~~
degreetowhi,chcoastalphytoplankto~bloomsintrudeintobaysandestuaries~J~~~·I~~. ~,:_'...'In
partbytheonentationofthebayrelativetocoastalcurrentsandbytheextentof1RlaimooRgrand
transportthatoccursinsidethebay.-'ContinUednextmonthl\....
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American Cetacean Society ,.., Monterey Bay Chapter October. 2004
The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannety Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, October 28, 2004
Time: 7:30 p.m. Please join us for refreshments at 7:00.
Speaker: Doug Cheeseman, Cheeseman's Ecology Safaris.
Title: Antarctica Contrasts: the marine mammals and seabirds of New Zealand, the
Sub-Antarctic Islands and the Ross Sea.
Our speaker will compare the Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic Islands in the different regions of
the "Great South'l which include Enderby, Macquarie, Campbell and Snares Islands,
together with the historical huts ofexplorers ofthe Ross Sea Region. Doug will discuss
mammal and bird behavior that he has photographed in this area. King Penguins, for
example, behave quite differently on Macquarie Island than at South Georgia. The slides
will include albatross, sea lions, elephant seals, true seals, and cetaceans, as well as the
plethora ofpenguins in the two regions. Other wildlife will be Emperor Penguins, Orcas in
the ice, and a big male Sperm Whale that they were able to photograph. Some great feeding
behavior ofa leopard seal will be shown. He will have two slide projectors using lapse
dissolve.
leopard seal
Doug, wife Gail, and son Ted Cheeseman and staffhave led 12 trips to the Antarctic,
including 7'oftheir own charters. After teaching Biology and Ecology for 35 years, Doug
and Gail, are now leading about 6 to 8 trips a year, some only a week and some for a month,
many ofthem charters. They started Cheesemans' Ecology Safaris in 1980. Come enjoy some
oftheir far-flung adventures and nature photographs.
HOPKINS MARJNE STATION LlBRARl OCT 11200\,
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CALENDAR
OcL 28: Regular meeting with program. See cover.
Nov. - Dec.: Remember! The meeting for these months is held
toward the first ofDec. because ofholidays. Watch for the date.
November 11-14:
American Cetacean Society's 9th International Conference
"Learning from Whales: Education, Inspiration & ACtion"
RMS Queen Mary, Long Beach, CA
Our theme this year is a central part ofour mission to protect
cetaceans-education, and how to use it to infonn and inspire.
We want attendees to leave the conference armed with new
information, excited about new discoveries and how they can help
save whales. Prices start at just $149!
We have added a new and exciting component to this year's
program. Thursday, November 11th, we will have a workshop to
provide hands-on, practical ideas for teachers and naturalists. We
will present valuable infonnation, include break-out groups for
peer interaction and provide materials to be used when attendees
return to their classrooms or boats.
And More...
Please visit our website for more infonnation www.acsonline.org
Become a member ofACS Monterey Bqy
Diane Alps for ACS Natl.
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY MDIBDSBIP APPuCAnON
D New~ D RI:Dcwal~ DOlft M:c:IIIIlcnIzIpubscripdaD
See you there!
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Please keep watch for updates
on programs and activities:
www.starrsites.comlacsmbL
. './
BITS ud (ALGAL)BLOOMS
Follow-up on last month's article about Red Tides
. Tom Kieckhefer, Pacific Cetacean Group, forwarded a report of9/3/04, from Gregg W. Langlois, Senior
Environmental Scientist, California Department ofHealth Services:
"Monterey OFFSHORE: Pacific Cetacean Group samples had P-n present, Al rare, lots ofdinos, especially
Cochlodinium, which had created massive red tides in the Santa Cruz area earlier."
And, here is an excerpt from SIMON ofthe Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary:
During late August and into September of2004, various areas ofthe Monterey Bay National Marine SanctuaIy
showed a brown tinge to the water. This coloring ofthe ocean water is due to a dense population of
dinoflagellates, Cochlodinium catenatum, Gymnodinium sanguineum, and different species ofCeratium
including Prorocentrum micans. The blooms ofthese dinoflagellates vary in composition depending on their
location in the sanctuary.Dinoflagellate blooms are thought to be triggered by seasonal fluctuations in nutrient
levels in ocean water, but the cause ofthe current blooms ofAugust and September of2004 is unknown. So far
these blooms have not been directly linked to human health problems. Information obtained from Mary Silver of
UC Santa Cruz and Greg Langlois ofthe California Department ofHealth Services. [9/24 still the harbor water
looks like coffee.]
Belize Limits Cruise Ship PaSsencers
MEXICO CITY, Mexico (4 Sep 2004) -- A revolt is growing in the Caribbean over increasingly massive
cruise ships disgorging thousands ofpassengers who swamp beach towns, buy perhaps a soda and a few
trinkets, and re-embark a few hours later. Mexico's government is considering charging the country's first
per-passenger cruise tax, while beach towns that no longer want to serve as a mere backdrop for the $15 billion
cruise industry are beginning to say no to the big ships.
Belize recently became one ofthe first nations to try to limit the number ofcruise ship passengers, capping
them at 8,000 per day after the tiny Caribbean nation was invaded by about 13,000 people simultaneously
- equivalent to a sudden 5 percent increase in the country's population. The movement has support from groups
ranging from local hotel owners to environmentalists who say the ships leave few benefits in their wake.
Discontent has been fed in part by the explosive growth in the number ofcruise passengers, whose numbers
have tripled in Mexico in the last decade. Environmentalists have long been opposed to the giant cruise vessels,
saying they dump oil and refuse at sea and have been known to run roughshod over coral reefs. In Belize,
hundreds ofpassengers land on tiny coral-strewn islets offthe coast, and residents say its almost impossible to
police crowds that trample the coral. However, some ofthe opposition to cruise ships also involves snobbery.
Long a luxury destination, some in the Caribbean don't want the kind ofworking-class tourists who often take
cruise vacations for as little as $500 per week.
Internatioaal Talk Like a Pirate Day 9/19/04
I couldn't dream that up ifI wanted to. Check http://www.ta1k1ikeapirate.comlpiratehome.html.I.mdisturbed
to say the important date was not marked by local whale watchers, but we hope to correct that next year or walk
the plank. The pride ofour chapter was saved by member John Kern, who wrote a blow-me-down hilarious
report from the event in Santa Cruz by Western Sea Kayakers. Ifhe'IIlet me, at your request, I'll forward the
complete thing. This piratical but conservation-minded group is explained at www.westemseakayakers.org (ed)
. "Launch was scheduled for 10:13 AM, and we only missed the target by 30 minutes. This was a minor
miracle considering the amount ofpara-normal gear we put on our bodies and boats for this paddle: parrots on
shoulders, scarves on heads, rings on ears, secret messages on knuckles, patches where eyes used to be and
hooks for the odd missing hand. We added swords and sabers just in case more limbs needed to be severed.
Almost every outlaw kayak was marked with the black flag or at least a few scampering bilge rats on deck or a
monkey. Yes, that's right, a sea monkey. You don't have a problem with that, do you? Arrrrr. I didn't think so."
TALES of TWO TRIPS
Every so often we slop and count our lucky slars 10 live in a place so rich in marine life. Good examples are Ihe
two whale walch trips described below. - ed
ACS Monterey Bay trip sees summer whales. Sep. 26 Thanks, Monterey Bay Whale Watch!
We left the dock at 9 a.m., ACS part oftwo boatloads ofwhale watchers on the regular 4-to-5-hour cruise of
Monterey Bay Whale Watch. We were in dense fog. Only about 20 feet ofwater was visible on either side of
the boat It was surreal. It was like being in a sci fi movie, suspended in time and space. We traveled like that
for 1 ~ hours. Out over the submarine canyon, we on Sea WolfTI, Richard Temullo, captain, approached the
second boat, Pt Sur Clipper, Danny Frank, captain, as it tried to see humpback whales spotted somewhere there.
The fog began to thin. There were random rays ofSUD. Some oftbe rays found black backs and white splashes,
glimmering off them as the whales sounded. Suddenly the fog disappeared and there were spouts scattered over
a mile or so in all directions. About 15 humpbacks! We watched a trio dash around in any direction, to the
boat and under the boat, perhaps chasing little schools offish. One bad a stitTsilver antenna sticking up in front
ofthe dorsal rm. Our captain, Richard Temullo (past president ofACSMB), called out, "That's one ofBruce
Mate's satellite tags!"
It took aU ofus on the top deck, including Richard, Jeny Loomis, Sally Eastham, and Peggy Stap, and every one
ofthe passengers, to keep track of this whale so that Peggy could take photos. Richard called Bruce Mate in
Oregon (ah the convenience ofcell phonesl) to be sure what photos he wanted and learned the tag is expected to
stay on the whale 5 to 8 months. We should be able to know where that whale goes to the tropics this winter.
Bruce was happy with our news - he bas worked years to develop a tag that will stay on the whale without
hanning it.
After long long looks at the humpbacks, we headed toward Moss Landing. A pod ofki1ler whales had been
reported near there, but they disappeared before we came close and were not sighted again. A dead humpback
was reported but we were happy to watch dolphins instead. Richard estimated 300 Risso's dolphins, 300
Northern Right Whale dolphins, and 100 Pacific white-sided dolphins. A few ofus spotted one Dall's porpoise
before that, but it was shy and we saw only its characteristic "rooster tail" splash as it left:. The "lags" and the
"lissos" played around the boat while the Risso's swam alongside for a look. It was a good dolphin show.
Three species ofdolphin around the boat after enjoying humpback antics! That's a trip on Monterey Bay!
'Discoyer the World' mop IOes everywhere in six days on the bay
The following is from a report by Kevin Morgan. leader ofa groupfrom Brilain, with afew Americans along. It
under/inu lhe value 0/long cruises in various directions out ofMonterey: 3 halfdays and 3full days al sea.
They were aboard Pt Sur Clipperfrom Monterey Bay Whale Walch. For lhe company and this lour, called
"California Blues, "see hW:I/www,wildlife-encounters.co.uk!tourlZI
This trip always surpasses expectations and this year was no exception. Each year the whale watching is superb
and each year is also different in the range ofencounters. There was a concern about seeing Blue Whale at the
start ofthe trip since (after a very good spring) there were fewer Blue Whales in the Monterey this September,
in contrast to the numerous sightings last year. But we managed to see the Blues on our first full day and by the
end ofthe trip we had notched up eighteen species ofmarine mammal. Over the week we had 12 species of
cetacean: Grey Whale, Blue Whale, Fin Whale, Minke Whale, Humpback Whale, Killer Whale, Risso's
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Dolp~ Bottle-nosed Dolphin, Pacific White-sided Dolphin, Northern Right Whale Dolphin, Harbour Porpoise
and Dall's Porpoise: plus California Sea Lion, NorthemlSteller's Sea Lion, Northern Fur Seal, Harbour Seal,
Elephant Seal and Sea Otterl Apart from distant views ofSteller's Sea Lion we also had superb views ofthe
other 17 species including humpbacks playing in kelp and 1000's ofdolphins around the boat. The Minke
Whales swimming right under the boat was real bonus.
With 18 species ofmarine mammal notched up it is difficult to think ofanywhere in the world that can match of
Monterey. A few places also have good cetacean list, but the coastline and headlands and bays, the submerged
canyon and the shelfedge all help to concentrate cetaceans around Monterey. Ofcourse, they can still be
elusive - and this is where the DTW week long trip comes into its own.
We chose the first 8-hour day at sea/or Kevin's full report. He actually writes similar reportslor each day. -ed.
Monday: 3018/04
Our second day whale watching and our first full day at sea. We set offat 08.00 into very calm but misty
conditions with a slight swell, seeing Sea Otters, Sea Lions and Harbour Seals in the barbour. At first things
were fairly quiet apart from seeing a few sunfish (Mola mola) in the calm conditions. Then, at the edge ofthe
canyon, we had a small group ofDall's Pmpoises that were really moving around fast, chasing fish. But we did
managed to get them to come to the bow for a short while. Out near the Monterey collecting buoy we came
across some ofthe Humpback Whales we saw yesterday, and after watching them for a while, we kept going to
the NW. With the ideal conditions, we wanted to get as far as possible.
As we continued on our way we started to see large fins up ahead that turned out to be Risso's Dolphins and
over the next hour (and on the way back) we encounter lots ofthem, great to see the whitish grey dolphins up
close that have a blunt head. Intermixed with them were Northern Right Whale Dolphins that lack the dorsal fins
and at one point there were 100's porpoising all around us with some closer Risso's 'piloting' along side the boat
and with up to 6 or 7 Northern Right Whale Dolphins bow riding. But the very large school (over 1000 Risso's
Dolphins?) was taking us 'back' the wrong direction, so, after watching them for a while and getting superb
views, we set on our way.
Apart from seeing more sunfish (including good views ofa larger one with a damaged fin later in the day) we
did see a Blue Shark and a Northern Elephant Seal with it's large head out ofthe water. We also got some
passengers - land birds on migration in a 'full' where they are lost in the mist and for those flying over the sea
there is no choice but to land on a boat. These included two Orange-crowned Warblers (that landed) and three
Townsend's Warblers that flew alongside. One ofthe Orange-crowned Warblers was caught and kept in a box to
be released back on land - but, sadly, it died ofexhaustion.
Things were quieter for a while for cetaceans, but with some great seabirds, until we came across some more
humpbacks. including one flipper slapping, showing the dark part ofthe upper flipper that is typical ofmany
'Pacific' humpbacks. These Humpbacks were diving for long periods so we decided to keep going, just in case
something else was around.
We finally approached the area close to Monterey Bay Weather Buoy. As the mists started to clear and the sun
came out we then came across a compact group ofstonn-petrels. These swallow -like seabirds included Ashy
Storm Petrels and a few Black Storm Petrels to add to our impressive seabird list that, to date, includes Black-
footed Albatross, Sooty Shearwater, Pink-footed Shearwater, Buller's Shearwater, Ashy Storm Petrel, Black
Stonn Petrel, Pelagic Connorant, Brandt's Cormorant, Double-crested Cormorant, We......m Gull, Hernumn's
(Cont. nextpage)
(Di3cover the World trip, cont.)
Gull, Sabine's Gull, Elegant Tern, Arctic Jaegar/Skua, Pomarine Jaegar/Skua, Long tailed Jaegar/Skua,
Common Mure (GuiIlemot)t Pigeon Gui11emo~ Red-necked Phalarope and Grey Phalarope.
This may not impress the non 'birders' but would~e many birders very envious - and you should always
appreciate stann-petrels from now on. Sincet after stopping for the compact floc~ Peggy spotted something just
breaking the surface ... that turned out to be a Blue Whale. This Whale proved to be difficult to spot at a
distance in the calm conditions (not that usual for the largest animal that ever lived)t often just showing part of
the back with no distinct blow or sign ofa puny fin. Ifwe hadn't changed comse for the stonn-petrels we may
never had spotted it - and what was to comel
We then got some close views ofthe Blue Whale. close enough to really hear the very deep sounding blow ofa
Blue Whale - and we even saw the flukes been raised high in the air for one deep dive. With the Blue Whale
going down on dives for at least 8 to 9 minutes there was quite a wait between dives. This was no trouble with
the almost calm and sunny conditions -so uncommon in this area at this time ofthe day when it can be quite
choppy by this time. Then, to everyone's surpriset two Minke Whales (the smallest ofthe Balenoptera whales in
contrast to the biggest ofthem all!) appeared nearbYt their snouts coming high out ofthe water.
These can be elusive and are good to get for the 'trip' list. But they usually keep to themselves and don't come
near the boat. However, we then got some incredible views ofthese two Minke Whales as they came alongside
and under the boa~ showing the white mittens on the flippers. Minkes do approach boats offScotland and
Iceland but are much less curious in many parts ofthe world. Why were these so different and curious for the
Monterey area? Perhaps they had been hanging around the Blue Whale (and others whales in the area) for a few
days and were curious about our boat in the same way - or even coming close by to find out ifthe boat would
scare any fish towards them (one possible reason they were hanging out with the whales).
I say whales since a large whale suddenly appeared nearby that had a large fin and was not the Blue Whale - it
was a Fin Whale. quite elusive in this parts in most years. Richard then got us alongside the right side to see the
white jaw. We then checked for the Blue Whale we saw to start with but ended up spotting a second larger Blue
Whale and a Humpback Whale. The Humpback came back up fIrst and following this whale we could see that
the flippers were all white (top and bottom) that is more typical of,Atlantic' humpbacks. From being not sure if
we would get any more whales for the day we had Blue Whale (2), Fin Whalet Humpback Whale and Minke
Whale in the same area. Also, with the whales going on deeper dives, the calm conditions and the hazy ligh~
more distant blows could be difficult to see, so we could have missed them!
As we headed back we then had our 12111 marine mammal species for the day - a Northern Fur Seal (my first on
one ofthe California Blues trips). From a distance it looks like a Sea Otter rather than a sea lion and close up it is
smaller than a sea lion and has longer ears and flippers.
There was still a long way back to Monterey and more could be seen and we were not disappointed when we
joined by hundred ofPacitic White-sided Dolphins and more Northern Right Whale Dolphins. Out ofall the
north Pacific dolphins these two species love to bow ride the most and we had some great bow riding as well as
many more porpoising out ofthe water all around us. We had now reached 13 marine mammals for the day with
good views ofthem all. Whale watching anywhere in the world cannot get much better than this • the reason
Monterey is so special.
On the way back we also got a few more Humpback Whales, another Fin Whalet another Northern FurS~ and
another Northern Elephant seal, plus Risso's Dolphins~ close to Monterey. What a day - my best day list of
marine mammals in Monterey to date! -Kevin Morgan, Discover the World tour guide
SIGHTINGS
This page is taken from "Recent Marine Mammal Sightings:' compiled by Richard Temullo from data kept
aboard whale watch cruises by Monterey Bay Whale Watch, and from reports from other boats on the bay-
those are marked with an III. See updates on sightings at: www.gowhales.com/sightings
Monterey whale watch companies that have supported ACS Monterey Bay in the past are the following:
Monterey Bay Whale Watch 375-4658 and Monterey Whale Watching (Monterey Sport Fishing) 372-2203
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We Stop for Balloons
Most whale watch boats
on the bay stop and pick
up floating balloons and
plastic bags. These may
be confused for jellies by
sea turtles. Digestive tracts
become completely plugged
and the turtles die. This is
the season for Leatherback
turtles in the bay. a highly
endangered species. On one
trip, 9 am to 1 pm. 9/24104, .
we aboard Sea Wolf II were
able to recover and destroy
3 floating balloons and one
plastic sports water honle.
Dalt II 1)pe atAoIDuJ(J)
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ColIMa.a:Goy,Sip'NewBillsThatI.cladeOeeaDCoacel1UJ
SenateBill1319,bystateSen.JohnBurton,D-SanFrancisco,seekstoimproveoceanpreservationby
shiftingmanagementfromindividualspeciestomarineecosystems.ItcreatesaCabinet-levelOceanProtection
Counciltocoordinatestatepolicy.Thelegislationalsocreatesatrustfundforoceanprojects,withaninitial$10
millionfromthestate'stidelandsoilrevenue.
SenateBill14S9,bystateSen.DedeAlpert,D-SanDiego,bansbottomtrawling,afishingmethodinwhich
heavynetsaredraggedontheoceanfloorincertainareas.Thenets,accordingtoAlpert,disturbtheoceanfloor
andpickupmanykindsofmarinelifethataren'ttargeted.
Schwarz.eneggeralsosignedtwobillsprohibitingcmiseshipsfromdumpingwastewaterandbuminggarbage
withinthreemilesoftheCaliforniacoast.AssemblyBills2093and471,sponsoredbytheBluewaterNetwork,
arethefirstlawsinthenationtobansuchpractices,accordingtothegroup.
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Please join us at 7 for refreshments
American Cetacean Society ..... Monterey Bay Chapter November- December 2004
The Newsletter oftbe Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lectme Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across fiom the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, December 2, 2004 Time: 7:30 p.m.
Speaker:
Michael Galginaitis, Cultural Anthropologist
Title:
Contemporary Bowhead
Subsistence WhaHng
in a smaU Alaskan Community
Currently, ten Native Alaskan communities harvest Bowhead whales under the subsistence exception
provision ofthe Marine Mammal Protection Act (1972). For the last four years, a project funded by the
Department ofthe Interior's Minerals Management Service has docmnented subsistence whaling for one of
these communities, Nuiqsut, potentially most affected by offshore oil and gas activities. The talk draws on this
work to present a summary ofNuiqsut subsistence whaling. It will include background information on the
history ofwbaling in Alaskan waters, a short treatment ofthe Marine Mammal Protection Act and the manage-
ment ofmarine mammals, and a social and economic description ofNuiqsut, discussing how subsistence
whaling fits into (and in many ways defines) life in this community on the east coast ofPoint Barrow.
Michael GalgiDaitis is an applied anthropologist, with 22
years ofexperience working in Alaska. He has been self-
employed, doing business as Applied Sociocultural
Research, since 1997. His work focuses on the effects of
the development/management ofAlaskan natural
resources (oil, timber, fISh) on local communities and
industry participants. Please join us for an interesting
perspective on the importance ofwhales and whaling to a
native Alaskan community.
[Program notes are written by Alan & Sheila Baldridge.
The Bowhead whale drawing is by Richard Ellis, Book of
Wbales, Knopf, 1980. The photo ofa Chukchi whaler &
his boat is from excellent the web site "We Are the
People of Alaska," informative, illustrated and about the
people ofthe north coast ofAlaska, www.chukchi.com]
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American Cetacean Society
List of Nominations for Officers and Board, 2005
Elections will be held at the January meeting. Nominations will be accepted
from the floor at that time as well. Or, contact Jerry Loomis, see left.
President: Jerry Lqomis Scientific Advisory Committee:
Vice·president: DaVidZaches Alan Baldridge
Treasurer: Katy Castagna Jud Vandevere
Membership secretary: Sally Eastham Libby Osnes·Erie
Recording secretary: Jon Hubbard Jo Guerrero
Publicity Chair: Diane GHm Tom Kieckhefer
Conservation Chair: Carol Maehr Esta Lee Albright
Newsletter mailing: Barbara Oliver Jerry Loomis
Program Chair: Alan Baldridge Richard Temullo
CALENDAR
Dec. 2: Regular program meeting for Nov. - Dec. HAPPy HOLIDAYS!!
Jan. 27: First regular program meeting in 2005.
Before Dec. J6: Comment on CA Coastal National Monument, see next page
Information: contact Rick Hankst 831~372-6115. You can view the Draft
online at www.ca.blm.gov/pa!coastalmonumentldraftrmpeis.html
You can also get a printed copy or a copy on CD by contacting: California
Coastal National Monwnent, 299 Foam St, Monterey CA 93940 (phone
831·372.6115). You may submit your comments by sending them to us in
anyone ofthe four following ways: (1)mailing them to the address above;
(2)emailing them to cacnm@ca,blm.gov: (3)faxing them to 831·6474244~
(4)submitting them online by completing the RMP Response Fonn found on
the CCNM web site at:
www.ca.blm.gov/pafcoastalmonument/comment.ooge.htm
Before Dec. 15 - here's an idea:
Become a member ofACS - and give membership for Christmas I
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Have you Heard? Weekdays at 7:49 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. KUSP-FM, Santa Cruz, 88.9
"Life OD the Bay" hosted by MUos Radakovich
90 seconds ofnews and comments about The Bay in the unique style we know to expect only from Milos
Baird's Beaked Whale Stranding Near Santa Cruz
In an earlier issue ofSoundings, we introduced the idea that a "sea monster" reported beached near Santa Cruz
in 1925 may have been a rare Baird's Beaked Whale. On October Sib, it may have happened again, but this time
the body ofthe whale was nicely intact and resembled the large toothed cetacean that it was. The following
quotations are from an article in the Santa Cruz Sentinel, Oct. 6, 2004, by Genevieve Bookwalter, also available
online at www.santacruzsentine1.comlarchive/2004...
"Researchers and loggers on Tuesday cut and hauled offthe head ofa rarely seen Baird's beaked whale that
washed up dead on Waddell Beach..... jagged teeth marks outlined giant gashes in the 30-foot long blubbery
body, while a glistening ooze slowly seeped out ofthe neck incision. Tendons hung like thick ropes from the
underside ofthe shiny gray mammal, and a pungent stench greeted those standing downwind.... Baird's beaked
whales swim about a mile below the surface and are rarely seen... 'Anytime you collect the head ofa whale,
they're used for teaching and then you have it for research,' said [David] Casper, [a veterinarian at UC Santa
Cruz]. With a long, pointed nose, the head from this denizen ofthe deep looked like it came ofT a giant porpoise.
The whale washed ashore about a week after it was first spotted in the Ano Nuevo channel, said Gary Strachen,
head ran~er at Ano Nuevo State Reserve:'
Who Thinks Up These Names? Usually, the First Scientist to See or Describe the Critter.
Why does a rare, deep-water toothed whale have such a name, Berardius bairdii? The "beaked whales" are a
mysterious group (genus Berardius named by French zoologist Georges Louis Duvernoy in 1851) that, though
much longer than a dolphin, do sometimes have a head and beak that reminds us oftheir smaller kin. The name
"Baird" appears again and again in wildlife names, because many ofthe late nineteenth century exploration
teams in the western U.S. included naturalists who must have had a wonderful time discovering new species. In
gratitude, they named many ofthem after their sponsor, Spencer Fullerton Baird, head ofthe U.S. National
Museum and second secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. Ironically, Baird did little exploring in wild
places on his own. His boyhood skill in ornithology had gained him an invitation to travel with John James
Audubon, but his family wouldn't let him go. Baird's beaked whale was named in 1885 by Leonhard Stejneger,
head ofthe Biology Dept. in the U.S. National Museum, Smithsonian Institution. He had his own beaked whale
in 1883, Mesoploden stejgneri, described by colleague Frederick True but named for Stejneger because he
found the first specimen. Stejneger was a Norwegian-American naturalist who had interest in another naturalist
with wildlife named for him, Georg Steller. Stejneger retraced Steller's steps, explored his life, discovered his
long-lost papers in Saint Petersburg and fmally published the only biography ofSteller in 1936. By that time
Stejneger himselfwas over 80 years old and had a petrel named for him, one infrequently seen offour coast.
(Sources: Richard Ellis, Book o/Whales. Esta Lee Albright. www.cetacea.org; en.wikipedia.org
www.goldengateaudubon.orglbirdinglearlybirds/GeorgeWilhelmSteller.htm )
CCNM California Coastal National Monument Draft Environmental Impact Statement
The Bureau ofLand Management has released for public review and comment a Draft Resource Management
Plan/Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the CA Coastal National Monument. The document details a
range ofalternatives for managing approximately 20,000 rocks, small islands, exposed reefs, and pinnacles off
the 1100-mile length ofthe CA coast. These features, encompassing about 1000 acres, are within a 14,600 sq.
mile area extending from the mean high tide line out 12 nautical miles, as delineated by the Presidential
Proclamation establishing the CA Coastal National Monument on Jan. 11,2000. Overall, the Draft RMPlDraft
EIS focuses on protection ofthe scenic and geologic formations of the monument and the habitat they provide
for seabirds, sea manunals, and unique vegetation. The Draft also discusses provisions for research, education,
and additional planning through collaboration, cooperation, and coordination with agencies and organizations
that have natural and/or cultural resources management responsibilities along the coast. The Draft is now
available for public review and comment. The official 90-day public review period began on Sep. 17 and closes
on Dec. 16,2004. See infonnation in Calendar, this issue, about obtaining a copy of the Draft and making
comments. Comments received will be used to help shape the Proposed RMP and Final EIS, which is scheduled
to be released in the Spring of2005.
Soundings wishes to thank Danny Frank for
the use of his photos even though they are
under copyright He was on the beach taking
many photos each night after work as a
whale watch boat captain for Monterey Bay
Whale Watch. The actual photos are much
clearer, in color, and if you are interested,
ema" Dann at ca tseabarr@msn.com
Top, next page: After the head was cut away; it
was upside down with baleen standing straight
up. Sarah Graham reached for a vertebra and
Peggy Stap photographed baleen. Both work
with Monterey Bay Whale Watch. One reporter
said the baleen felt like a wet broom. It is made
of keratin, with one edge solid and one edge
frayed, and it hangs only from tbe upper jaw.
All Blue whale baleen is black set in black gums.
Each plate in this young whale's mouth was
about 3 feet long and 10 inches wide. With a few
centimeters between each plate, and maybe 100-
400 plates on each side, this was heavy stuff.
Ashore dead on Del Monte Beach, Oct. 1,2004.
Even though there may be as many as 2000 Blue
whales feeding ofJCA in summer, this was the III
Blue whale beached in Monterey County in
more than 20 years.- Length: 55' Age: est. 1 YJ yr.
Very thin; perhaps dead and drifting for 1
weeks. Cause of death as yet unknown.
Above: ventral side, showing throat grooves and
people being amazed; late afternoon.
Right: one side of the tail flukes visible; lovely
light blue skin in snnshine, nearly intact.
Below: an adult's hand shows the size of a
vertebra from the area behind the skull.
The public flocked to the scene, sometimes in
the way of efforts to anchor and flense the whale.
Dr. Jim Harvey, Moss Landing Marine Labs, led
procedures, aided by students from Moss
Landing and CSUMB, staff of Monterey Bay
Whale Watch, BayNet, The Marine Mammal
Center, and of Naval Postgraduate School, on
whose land the whale beached.
A BLUE ~ALE CALF
Left top: Peggy Stap held the ear bone. E.J.
Slijper, a Dutch scientist aboard whaling ships,
wrote in Whales, 1962:"It is a shell shaped bone
~~ surrounding a greatly enlarged swelling of the
tympanic cavity, which gives it a bladder like
appearance, hence the name buOa tympani, or
;~~ bulla for short. It is this bulla which whalers
'. '.~; bave the habit of taking bome with them as
souvenirs... because their strange shape so oddly
resembles a human face."
Left lower:
The lower jaw bones, always a
prize from a dead whale and once
sometimes used as arches over gates and
doorways. Here the bone was separated
from the head and dragged
onto the sand.
Workers and
public alike
marveled at how
many people
could fit
"in the whale's
mouth."
Remember,
this beached
animal was
justa baby!
The blue whale calf was discovered dead and
floating a mile or more offDel Monte Beach, about 9
a.m., Oct 1,2004. Those on the beach securing the
carcass and helping with the necropsy realized the
huge amount of amazing detail such a stranding
delivers. Here are some of their comments.
Before beaching, throat grooves were inflated and
seemed to be positive buoyancy that kept the body
afloat, with the head pointed down on one side and the
tail stock disappearing down in the water on the other
side. From whale watch boat Sea WolfII we could
verify it was a Blue and estimate the length. The skin
seemed intact and a most beautiful clear blue with
darker blue mottling. Sarah Graham (who made a
video record ofthe whole process for days) and Milos
Radakovich also saw it afloat and talked with public
on the beach before Moss Landing students arrived,
led by Beth Phillips and Dr. Jim Harvey.
The whale came ashore about 4 pm at the edge of
navy property, lying on its right side, tail flukes
toward the beach. There were rake marks on the left
pectoral flipper, but the tongue was intact (rake
marks and missing tongue may indicate attacks by
odontocetes such as killer whales or Risso's dolphins),
and there was an unexplained hole the size of a bullet
through one fluke. MLML people took blubber
samples and removed the eyeball, which was about
the size of a grapefruit and a lovely blue color. Dr
Harvey deflated the throat grooves with a knife cut,
The whale was anchored to the sand using rope and
wood. Then MLML and navy folks needed to leave.
General public mobbed the area~ some had swum
out to the floating whale; ashore, dogs were running
loose, biting and licking it;"people were kicking the
body and jumping on the throat grooves; a kid crawled
inside the mouth for a photo; a man stuck his hand in
the eye cavity - even though touching an endangered
species/marine mammal is illegal and nobody yet
knew what parasites and disease were present.
On Sat. heavy surf kept workers away until evening.
CSUMB students sat on the beach all day and
monitored the scene while studying for final exams.
Dr. Harvey authorized removal of the black baleen:
each plate seemed about 3 feet long and 10 inches
wide; it was removed in huge, heavy chunks. Staffof
The Marine Mammal Center took it to NILML.
Pressure from the rot and putrification inside the
whale required more deflating on Sunday~ a foul smell
came from a long slit in a throat groove. Even so, the
public and press were still gathering. Before blubber
was stripped from the body, a backhoe dug deep
trenches for burying it. Blubber was 6.75 cm to 11
em thick, indicating an emaciated whale.
Bridget Watts ofMLML spent most of her time
sharpening flensing knives day and night. Three
teams of2 students had knives and gaffs for stripping
the blubber. Experienced Dr. Harvey was very fast at
flensing and everyone else had to learn. Peggy Stap
was keeping data sheets and carrying knives; CSillvffi
students were shoving blubber and slippery pink-blue-
green-clear "goo" into the backhoe; navy personnel
were doing crowd control. Dr. Harvey cut the ribs
with a chain saw. Flensers sometimes fell into the
whale or the "goo" and all workers had to help pull
out the long tube-like intestines. Parasites covered the
intestines; when they attached is not known. Tail
flukes had long barnacles; remoras were on the body:
critters usually not seen on a living blue whale.
The ventral side of the whale had mammary slits
but the whale was detennined to be a baby male. Dr.
Harvey explained young male blue whales are born
with them but the slits are gone in a couple years.
On Monday the head was cut away from the body
and with difficulty the head was pulled up on the
beach by the backhoe. When the lower jaw bone was
separated and lying on the sand, 8 people could sit
inside it, a popular activity for the public. The upper
jaw was harder to detach but the rest of the baleen had
yet to be cut out. Bridget retrieved the dense, heavy
ear bone. The tongue had been stretched the length of
the lower jaw, the consistency of rubber, but when it
was freed it was black, soft and velvety, like black
crinkled tissue paper. The vertebra just behind the
skull that doesn't fuse for the first years of a whale's
life, the "floating vertebra:' was found, along with
other vertebrae. Once the whale was turned over,
Sarah opened the eyelids with a firm puJl ofboth
hands. By then the eyeball had a film ofblue over it.
The heart looked about the size ofa bushel basket,
about two feet across the top. Dr. Harvey was still
looking for parts of interest in the slimy ooze and said
the whale may have been dead a week.
The skin was soft and pliable, the blubber
underneath giving to the touch. The unique and
identifying mark ofeach Blue whale is the pattern of
the skin below the small dorsal fin - Kristin
Rasmussen (an assistant to Blue whale specialist John
Calambokidis), after helping identify blue whales by
photos, admired the lovely swirls ofblue on the skin.
(Continued on back page, second column)
SIGHTINGS
~
Sightings are compiled by Richard Ternullo from his data on Sea Wolf II
and from reports ofother boat captains on the Bay. For updated lists see the
web site for Monterey Bay Whale Watch, www.gowhales.comlsighting.htm
Two whale watch companies have supported ACS Monterey Bay in the past.
They are: Monterey Bay Whale Watch at the web site above, phone 831 375-4658, and Monterey Whale
Watching (formerly Monterey Sport Fishing) at www.montereywhalewatching.com. phone 1-800-200-2203.
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17 Boul_ Dolphins
-- --~- ~__~ ~ J_
10112 6 HlIIIIPblldc Whales
500 PacifIC Wbilc Sided Dolphins
700 Risso'. Dolpbills
600 Nonhem RigIU Whale Doillbins
-----~ - -.-- . - -- ---.
10111 p.m. 7 Humpback Wbales
1M I a.m. 9 Humpback Whales
--~---
10110 9 Humpbadc Whales
18 DaU's PorpoiK
--~~-~ .. ~
IQ,OJ No trip due lD WCl2lIIer
IlIJlI p.m. 5 Humpbaelt Whll1es
. ------- - .-.- -' --~
1018 a.m. 2~WbDIes
100 PacifIc White Sided Dolpbius
700 Rilla's Dolphins
150 Northern RJgbt Whale Doillbins
_____ n_ ._. _~__~ • _. ~ _
Ion 2 IllIird's Beaked Whales
1015 26 Humpbact Whales
800 PacIfic While Sided Doljlbins
u , _
1014 14 HutDjIback WhaIcs
900 PKific WblIc Sided Doljlhins
1100 Risso's DoIllbinl
1000 Nanbem RIgbt Whale Dolllhins
-- - &- ~-_.-
1013 p.lII. 4 Humpbod( Wbalcs
6 KiDer WbaIcs
10/24 a.m. 12 HUIlIpI=It Wba1CI
I BIlle WIta1c
1 01lIy Whale
50 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
30 Riao'l Dolpbins
10125 No trip cIIIe lD WCllIber
--'.~-- - --- _.- ,
10/24 p.m. 7 Humpbadc Whales
10113 p.1ll. 2 Hwnpbaclc WhaIcs
15 Risso's Dolphins
___ •• - - .. __ u
IllI13 a.m. 2 Hilaqlback WM1cI
400 PlIei& WbiIe Silled DoIphI1ll
. ----------~-~----_._--
10/22 6 Humpb:ct WhaIcs
25 I'lIci& White Sided Dolpbills
-----------~~-~
lOt'll II HIIIlIplld WhIIlcs
50 Pacific Whllt Sided DolpbiDI
20 Nonbcm JUsh1 Whale Dolllblas
_.. - ----_._-~---- --- --.
10Il0 3 HIIIIIJlbaek Whales
700 hl:itic Whi1c Sided Dolphins
800 RisId. Dolplllns
10/26 No trip due 10 weatber
450 Risso's Doillbins
300 Northan Risht Whale Dolpbill1
- -- ~-~------~'- +---
10/27 2 HUlllpl=k WM1cI
12 Kmer Whales (tnIIlIICllt typo)
10131 4 HlUIIJIb8d' WbaIa
600 Padfic: WbiIe Sided DoIpbins
800 Risso'. Dolphim
250 Nonbcm RJabt Whale Dolpbins
.- ..-~---~----
IOIJO 9 HlIlnplladc Wbales
1100 PIIeiftl: White Sided Dolplllns
800 Nonhem Ri8hl WMIc Dolllbill1
2000 Risso'. Doillbins •
10m 6 Hwnpbaclc WbIIcs
300 RIsso's Dolpbins
~- --~- - -
IllI28 6 Humpback Wbales
350 PIIeiftl: Wbilc Sided Dolphins
10118 4 HIIIlIPbxt Wbalcs
6 DaII'I i'crJlclise
-----~~ - -----~---
10117 3 Humpbadc Wbales
7 Harbor I"ar)loise
10119 No trip duo lD weadJer
Pate " Type orAn1lDal(l)
11/2 2 HumpbKk Whales
16 Killer Wba1es (1rSWicuI type)
1500 Rlao's Dclpbills
12 Dall's Pmpoise
--- - ---.------ ~
1111 3 Humpback Whales
30 PlIcIfic White Sided DolllbinJ
2500 Risso's Doillhins
400 NllIIbcm Risbl WbDIe Dclilbins
8 D1II'. Porpoise
October brought a mix of
days. The latter part of the
Oceanic Season, with blue
sharks, jellies and the
pleasure ofcalm, flat ocean.
There also were days with
winter-like ocean swells and
a cold wind. Toward the end
ofthe month, the bay seemed
to cany a huge load of"bait"
fish, typical food for hump-
back whales and dolphins. A
young gray whale appeared in
the kelp forest, apparently
feeding alone on inverte-
brates. The small gray whale
was watched by a charter
fishing group on the Pt Sur
Clipper, Danny Fran14
captain. in the kelp near Pt
Pinos lighthouse on Oct. 22M•
Such early youngsters have
been seen in Oct. or Nov.
occasionally in the past
On Oct. 17, the Pt Sur Clip-
per was chartered by Friends
ofthe Sea Otter for a three-
hour otter-spotting cruise.
Moving slowing along the
shore to Pt Pinos. then Del
Monte Beach past the beach
hotel, with expert eyes
aboard. a total of31 sea otters
were observed! The most
unexpected sighting was a
raft of lOin kelp offDel
Monte Beach.
Thefrolicking dolphin silhouettes are usedJOYfully again and again in the newsletter. They
werefirst devised by Robert Western when he was editor 20years ago. Thank yOu!
~A·~~~~~~A ~~~~
(Bluewhalecontinued)
Partsthatneededtobesavedhadtobemovedupthe
beachasthetiderose.Everythingintheprocess
washardwork!Alwaysthereweretidesandweather,
lightanddusk,peoplefeelingsmallrelativetoablue
whale,evenacalf.Everypartofthewhalewasheavy
-fromthedenseearbonetothepectorals,theribs,to
theflukesthatwerealmostimpossibleforapersonto
liftevenalittle.
MontereyBayAquariumResearchInstitute
volunteeredtotowtheremainsouttoseaandsink
whatwasleftonWednesday.Muchwaslearned;many
ofthepublicdiscoveredforthefirsttimethatblue
whalesareinourwaters!!!
(ManythankstoPeggyStapandSarahGrahamwho
recordedtheirimpressionsandexperiencesforus.-ed)
[Meanwhile,TheWhaleMuseumatFridayHarbor
reportsincreasedwounds,evidentlyfrompropellers,
self-healing,andNootkaSoundpeopletryingto
controlover-zealousapproachesbyvisitors.]
.Sofarnobody'sideasofLuna'sfutureseemtoresult
inhiscompletecooperationandcontroversycontinues.
Parfitsays,"ThenativesbelieveLunashouldmakehis
ownchoices;manyothersthinkpeopleshouldmake
decisionsforhim.Thedifferencechallengeshowwe
allthinkaboutanimals." eet'00'0'0nnoon oc
LunaInstigatesComplexThoughts
InJune2001anorcacalfwasmissingfromLpod
intheSanJuanIslands,WA.InJuly2001,Lunawas
seeninNootkaSoundontilewestsideofVancouver
Islandandhasbrokenassumptionsthatjuvenileorcas
can'tmakeitontheirown.Sincethenwe'veread
manyreportsandmanyideasaboutwhat'sbestfor
Luna.Meanwhile,Lunainteractswithpeoplewho
liveontheSound,withthelocalIndiantribe,the
MowachahtlMuchalaht,andtourists.Inthe
November2004issueofSmithsonianmagazine,a
fascinatingarticlebyMichaelParfit(pp.64-71)raises
differentquestions.
Ofacademicinterestmaybethenewdisciplineof
throzoology.JamesSerpelI,aprofessorattheUniv.
ofPAexplainsit:"People'sattitudesarevery
affectedbyananimal'santhropomorphic
characteristics.Theirsize,thefactthatthey'relong-
livedandhavecomplexsociallives,areallthings
thatpeopleequatewithhumancharacteristics.But
withwhales,peoplearealsoattractedbythe
elementaldifferencebetweenthemandus.When
whalescrossthatbarrier,italmosthasspiritual
meaning.Thatwhalesshouldwanttobewithusis
bothflatteringanddisturhing.Itmakesusrethink
our\vholerelationshiEwithanimals."
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